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CERTIFICATION STATEMENT

Please see 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98 to make the appropriate selection(s):

That each item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was first cited in any communication

E] from a foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application not more than three months prior to the filing of the
information disclosure statement. See 37 CFR 1.97(e)(1).

That no item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was cited in a communication from a

foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application, and, to the knowledge of the person signing the certification
after making reasonable inquiry, no item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was known to
any individual designated in 37 CFR 1.56(c) more than three months prior to the filing of the information disclosure
statement. See 37 CFR 1.97(e)(2).

See attached certification statement.

The fee set forth in 37 CFR 1.17 (p) has been submitted herewith.

A certification statement is not submitted herewith. 
SIGNATURE

A signature of the applicant or representative is required in accordance with CFR 1.33, 10.18. Please see CFR 1.4(d) for the
form of the signature.
 

Signature {David L. Howard/ Date (YYYY-MM-DD) 2011—12—05

Name/Print David L. Howard Registration Number   
This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the
public which is to file (and by the USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR
1.14. This collection is estimated to take 1 hour to complete, including gathering, preparing and submitting the completed
application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you
require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, US
Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND
FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria,
VA 22313-1450.
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Privacy Act Statement

 

The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection with your submission of the
attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to the requirements of the Act, please be advised
that: (1) the general authority for the collection of this information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2); (2) furnishing of the information solicited
is voluntary; and (3) the principal purpose for which the information is used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is to
process and/or examine your submission related to a patent application or patent. If you do not furnish the requested
information, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to process and/or examine your submission, which may
result in termination of proceedings or abandonment of the application or expiration of the patent.

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses:

1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedom of Information Act
(5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C. 552a). Records from this system of records may be disclosed to the
Department of Justice to determine whether the Freedom of Information Act requires disclosure of these record s.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of presenting evidence to a
court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to opposing counsel in the course of settlement
negotiations.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of Congress submitting a
request involving an individual, to whom the record pertains, when the individual has requested assistance from the
Member with respect to the subject matter of the record.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency having need for
the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of information shall be required to comply with the
requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(m).

A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this system of records
may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the World Intellectual Property Organization, pursuant
to the Patent Cooperation Treaty.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agency for purposes of
National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 218(c)).

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, General Services, or
his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as part of that agency's responsibility to
recommend improvements in records management practices and programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and
2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance with the GSA regulations governing inspection of records for this
purpose, and any other relevant (i.e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such disclosure shall not be used to make
determinations about individuals.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either publication of
the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 151. Further, a record
may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37 CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the public if the record was filed in
an application which became abandoned or in which the proceedings were terminated and which application is
referenced by either a published application, an application open to public inspections or an issued patent.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local law
enforcement agency, if the USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential violation of law or regulation.
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(54) A system for electronic placement and broadcast of an advertisement

(57) A system for placing advertisements and
broadcast thereof is disclosed, comprising:

 a data server, accessiblevia a plurality of networked
computers, for receiving data concerning an adver-
tisement and arranged to validate said data and
communicate validated data to at least one proces—
sor means;

each processor means being associated with a cor-
responding media broadcast system and arranged
to allocate each advertisement represented by val-
idated data at least one broadcast time and com-

municate said validated data to layout generation
means at each broadcast time;

said layout generation means responsive tothe val-
idated data to produce an advertisement display
and to combine the advertisement display with a
media display for broadcast by the media broadcast
system.
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Description

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] This invention relates toa system for electronic
placement and broadcast of an advertisement. The in—
vention is particularly, although not exclusively, suited
for broadcasting advertisements by television.

BACKG ROUND ART

[0002] Currently, advertisements can be placed in a
number of different media types, including newspapers
and television.

[0003] The cost of placing an advertisement in a
newspaper is relatively low. However, newspaper clas-
sifieds tend to be visually unattractive, typically consist-
ing of large volumes of text. Adding graphic material to
a newspaper classified advertisement can significantly
increase the cost of the advertisement.

[0004] Television advertisements have a relatively
high cost for both production and broadcast. As such,
television advertisements are generally not suited to
smaller, individual advertisements.

[0005] Television advertisements have the advantage
of reaching a group of people who may be watching a
single television. Further, television advertisements
tend to be more dynamic than printedtext and are there-
fore more likely to catch the attention of acasual obsew-
er.

DISCLOSURE OF THE INVENTION

[0006] Throughout the specification, unless the con-
text requires otherwise, the word "comprise" or varia—
tions such as "comprises" or "comprising', will be un-
derstood to imply the inclusion of a stated integer or
group of integers but not the exclusion of any other in-
teger or group of integers.
[0007] In accordance with a first aspect of this inven-
tion, there is provided a system for placing advertise-
ments and broadcast thereof, comprising:

a data server, accessible via a plurality of networked
computers, for receiving data concerning an adver—
tisement and arranged to validate said data and
communicate validated data to at least one proces-
sor means;

each processor means being associated with a cor-
responding media broadcast system and arranged
to allocate each advertisement represented by val-
idated data at least one broadcast time and com-
municate said validated data to layout generation
means at each broadcast time;

said layout generation means responsive to the val-
idated data to produce an advertisement display

and to combine the advertisement display with a
media display for broadcast by the media broadcast
system.

[0008] Preferably, the data sewer includes a clip art
gallery from which advertisers can select clip art.
[0009] Preferably, said data includes:

a text description;
payment information;
selected clip art;
coverage data; and
advertising frequency data.

[0010] Preferably, said data sewer includes filter
means arranged to remove predetermined words from
said text description.
[0011] Preferably, said filter means performs a search
of the text description for any word or phrase in a list of
prohibited words and phrases.
[0012] In one arrangement, said filter means is ar-
ranged to reject said advertisement if the text descrip-
tion contains morethan a predetermined number of pro-
hibited words or phrases.
[0013] Preferably, said data server includes financial
verification means arranged to confirm said payment in-
formation is valid.

[0014] Preferably, said financial verification means
calculates the cost of said advertisement from at least

said coverage data and said advertising frequency data.
[0015] Preferably, said financial verification means
obtains payment for the calculated cost before verifying
said data.

[0016] Preferably, said data server is arranged to
communicate said validated data to at least one proc—
essor means whose media broadcast system operates
in said coverage area.
[0017] Preferably, said data server includes a store of
advertisements accessible via the plurality of networked
computers,
[0018] Preferably, said data sewer is arranged to add
an advertisement corresponding to validated data to
said store.

[0019] Preferably, said media broadcast system com-
prises a television broadcast station.
[0020] Preferably, said television broadcast station
comprises a digital television broadcast station.
[0021] Preferably, said media display comprises a tel-
evision picture.
[0022] Preferably, said media display and the adver—
tisement display occupy separate regions on the televi-
sion.

[0023] Alternatively, the advertisement display is su-
perimposed on the media display.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0024] The invention will now be described with refer-
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ence to one embodiment thereof and the accompanying
drawing, which shows the system of the embodiment.

BEST MODEij FOFI CARRYING OUT THE
INVENTION

[0025] The embodiment is directed towards a system
10 for placing advertisements and broadcast thereof.
The system 10 comprises a data server in the form of a
first computer 12, and three processor means in the
form of second computers 14, 16 and 18. Each of the
second computers 14, 16 and 18 are associated with a
corresponding digital television broadcast system 14a,
16a and 18a.

[0026] The first computer 12 is accessible via plurality
of networked computers 20 . The first computer 12 and
the computers 20 are intemetworked by any suitable
means, such as a MAN, WAN, or the internet. The net-
work is shown in the diagram as 22.
[0027] The first computer 12 includes an advertise-
ment placement facility accessible from any of the com—
puters 20. It is envisaged that the advertisement place—
ment facility will be a web page on the internet in some
embodiments.

[0028] A user accessing the advertisement place-
ment facility on the first computer 1 2 can enter data con-
cerning their advertisement. By submitting their data,
the user is requesting that the advertisement is broad-
cast. This data includes:

- a text description. This forms the basis of the ad-
vertisement.

payment information in the form of a credit card
number, expiry date and type.

clip art selected by the user. The first computer 12
includes a first store 24 of clip art from which the
user can choose.

coverage data selected from a list. The list details
the areas that the advertisement can be broadcast

to, determined by the coverage area of the digital
television broadcast systems 14a, 16a and 18a.
The user selects one or more areas from the list ac-

cording to his or her requirements.

advertising frequency data, including dates. This
data is entered by the user. it is preferred that the
advertising frequency data other than the dates are
chosen from a list. In this manner, predetermined
costs can be ascribed to each item in the list. Ex-

amples include the advertisement being broadcast
at least four times each day for $15 per area, or
broadcast once per hour for $40 per area. it is en-
visaged that a variety of ways of presenting the in-
formation to the user can be adopted. It is also en-
visaged that the user may be able to specify time

slots during which their advertisement will be broad-
cast.

email address. This is not essential, however it al—

lows the system 10 to provide the user with feed—
back concerning their advertisement.

[0029] The first computer 12 then validates the data
as follows. Firstly, the text description is passed through
a filter to remove any prohibited words or phrases. This
is to ensure that undesirable material is not broadcast.

The filter can take several forms, including a literal com-
parison of each word in the text description with a list of
prohibited words and a phonetic comparison.
[0030] If the text description contains more than a pre-
determined number of prohibited words, the advertise-
ment is rejected. If the user supplied an email address,
the user is sent a message informing them of the rejec-
tion.

[0031] If the message is not rejected, the first compu-
ter 12 then calculates the cost of the advertisement from
the submitted data. The cost can be based data such

as the coverage area, advertisement frequency data,
and whether any clip are is selected.
[0032] The first computer 12 then validates the pay—
ment information. Preferably, this is done by the first
computer 12 effecting payment of the calculated cost
from the credit card. If the payment is refused, the ad-
vertisement is rejected and the user is sent an appropri-
ate message.
[0033] If the text description and the payment infor-
mation are successfully validated, the first computer
forms validated data comprising the filtered text descrip—
tion, clip art selected by the user, coverage data, adver-
tising frequency data, and email address. The validated
data is then communicated to the relevant second com-

puter14, 16 and/or 18 based on the coverage data. For
convenience, the second computers 14, 16 and 18 are
also connected to the network 22. In other embodi-

ments, the second computers 14, 16 and 18 may be in
communication with the first computer 12 by other
means.

[0034] The first computer 12 also includes a second
store 26 which contains advertisements that are suc-

cessfully validated. The advertisements in the second
store 26 are accessible from the computers 20 via the
internet 22. Preferably, a search facility is provided for
users to access the second store 26.

[0035] Each of the second computers 14, 16 and 18
receives validated data from the first computer 12 for
advertisements whose coverage data corresponds with
the coverage area of the corresponding digital television
broadcast systems 14a, 16a and 18a.
[0036] Each of the second computers 14, 16 and 18
processes the received validated data in the same man-
ner. The following description will be made with refer—
ence to the second computer 14, however it is also ap-
plicable to the second computers 16 and 18.
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[0037] When the second computer 14 receives vali-
dated data from the first computer 12, the validated data
is processed as follows.
[0038] The second computer 14 analyses the adver-
tisement frequency data to determine the number of
times the advertisement will be broadcast, the dates of

the broadcast, etc. The second computer 14 then reads
the advertisement frequency data of all other validated
data it has received concerning the dates and times the
current validated data.

[0039] The second computer 14 then schedules the
advertisements and allocates particular broadcast times
to each advertisement. These broadcast times are

stored along with the validated data for each advertise-
ment on the second computer 14. Ifthe second compu-
ter 14 determines that a particular time interval is full, it
communicates with the first computer 12. which then
prevents further users from selecting a full time interval.
[0040] When the broadcast time of an advertisement
is reached, the second computer 14 communicates the
validated data to a layout generation device 28. If an
email address was specified by the user, the second
computer 14 sends the user a message confirming
when the advertisement was broadcast. The second

computers 16 and 1B communicate with layout genera-
tion devices 30 and 32, respectively.
[0041] The layout generation device 28 receives val—
idated data from the second computer 14 and a digital
TV picture for transmission by the digital television
broadcast station 14a, shown in the diagram at 14b.

Similarly, digital TV pictures for transmission by the dig-
ital television broadcast stations 16a and 18a are shown

in the diagram at 16b and 18b, respectively.
[0042] The layout generation device 28 generates an
advertisement display from the validated data. The ad-
vertisement display is then combined with the digital TV
picture 14b. The combined display is sent to the digital
TV broadcast station 14a to be broadcast. Preferably.
the advertisement display occupies a separate portion
of the total display to the digital TV picture, for instance
the lower ‘1: of the total display.
[0043] The layout generation device 28 creates the
advertisement display from the text description and the
selected clip art in the validated data. It is envisaged that
display options could be provided, whereby the user can
select a fade-in and fade-out. foreground and back-
ground colours, fonts. scrolling and scrolling speed, etc
which would form part of the validated data. The layout
generation device 28 would then generate the adverv
tisement display using the display options. Note that the
advertisement display is not necessarily a static display.
hence the layout generation device 28 generates an ad-
vertisement display for each frame of digital TV picture.
[0044] It is envisaged that in some embodiments, the
layout generation device 28 may be integrated with the
second computer 14. This is particularly advantageous
when dealing with digital TV pictures.
[0045] it should be appreciated that the invention is

not limited to the particular embodiment described
above.

Claims

1. A system for placing advertisements and broadcast
thereof, comprising:

a data server, accessible via a plurality of net-
worked computers, for receiving data concem-
ing an advertisement and arranged to validate
said data and communicate validated data to at

least one processor means;

each processor means being associated with a
corresponding media broadcast system and ar-
ranged to allocate each advertisement repre-
sented by validated data at least one broadcast
time and communicate said validated data to

layout generation means at each broadcast
time;

said layout generation means responsive tothe
validated data to produce an advertisement dis—
play and to combine the advertisement display
with a media display for broadcast by the media
broadcast system.

The system of claim 1, wherein the data server in—
cludes a clip art gallery from which advertisers can
select clip art.

The system of claim 1 or 2, wherein said data in-
cludes:

a text description;
payment information;
selected clip art;
coverage data; and
advertising frequency data.

The system of any one of the preceding claims,
wherein said data server includes filter means ar-

ranged to remove predetermined words from said
text description.

The system of claim 4, wherein said filter means
performs a search of the text description for any
word or phrase in a list of prohibited words and
phrases.

The system of claim 5, wherein said filter means is
arranged to reject said advertisement if the text de-
scription contains more than a predetermined
number of prohibited words or phrases.

The system of any one of the preceding claims,
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wherein said data sewer includes financial verifica-

tion means arranged to confirm said payment infor-
mation is valid.

The system of claim 7, wherein said financial veri-
fication means calculates the cost of said advertise-
ment from at least said coverage data and said ad-
vertising frequency data.

The system of claim 8, wherein said financial veri—
fication means obtains payment lor the calculated
cost before verifying said data.

. The system of any one 01 the preceding claims,
wherein said data sewer is arranged to communi-
cate said validated data to at least one processor
means whose media broadcast system operates in
said coverage area.

. The system of any one of the preceding claims,
wherein said data server includes a store of adver—

tisements accessible via the plurality of networked
computers.

. The system of claim 11, wherein said data server is
arranged to add an advertisement corresponding to
validated data to said store.

. The system of any one of the preceding claims,
wherein said media broadcast system comprises a
television broadcast station.

. The system of claim 13, wherein said television
broadcast station comprises a digital television
broadcast station.

. The system of Claim 13 or 14, wherein said media
display comprises a television picture.

. The system of Claim 15, wherein said media display
and the advertisement display occupy separate re-
gions on the television.

. The system of Claim 15, wherein the advertisement
display is superimposed on the media display.

. A method for placing advertisements and broad—
casts thereof, the method comprising:

receiving, at a data server accessible via a plu-
rality of networked computers, data concerning
an advertisement;
validating said data;
communicating validated data to at least one
processor means, each processor means be-
ing associated with a corresponding media
broadcast system;
allocating to each advertisement, represented

by validated data, at least one broadcast time;
communicating said validated data to layout
generation means at each broadcast time;
said layout generation means producing an ad-
vertisement display responsive to the validated
data and combining the advertisement display
with a media display for broadcast by the media
broadcast system.

19. A computer program product directly loadable into
the internal memory ol 3 digital computer, compris-
ing software code portions for performing the meth—
od of Claim 18 when said product is run on a com—
puter.

. Electronic distribution of a computer program ac-
cording to Claim 19.
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(54) METHOD FOR CIRCULATING INFORMATION AND ITS DEVICE

(57)Abstract:

PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To effectively utilize the frame of

information circulating media by adding communicating

conditions such as an object person, a means, a time and charge

burden, etc., to information desired to be circulated so as to

input it and circulating information based on the designated

circulating condition.

SOLUTION: A receiving device 110 as a communicating means

for exchanging the various kinds of digital data of subscribed

telephone, ISDN and an internet, etc., receives circulating

information from an information originator and stores it in a

circulating information database 120. A selecting device 130

selects information communicating media based on the

circulating condition which is designated by the information

originator and an editing device 140 executes editing in order to

collect the plural pieces of circulating information which ban be originated at a time based on the

circulating condition. Then, an originating device 150 capable of utilizing communication media such as

an electric bulletin board,vbroadcasting media such as an FM broadcasting and CATV or communication

media such as a pager and a telephone, etc., transmits the plural pieces of information to the user.

Besides, a charging device 170 manages charge on an information circulation at every information

originator.
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Column 2l Line 43 to Column 3, Line 14

[0008]

[Embodiments]

[Example of Basic System Configuration]
FIG. 1 is a system configuration diagram of an information distribution device

according to an example of the present invention. FIG. 1 shows an information
distribution device 100 of the present example. The information distribution device
100 can be fabricated by using a computer system including a combination of sections
110, 120, 130, 140, 150, 160, and 170 described below. The section 110 is a
receiving means for receiving distribution information from an information sender. The
receiving means 110 is achieved by a communicating means that can exchange variety
of digital data, represented by a subscribed telephone, an lSDN, and the Internet.
The section 120 is a distribution information DB that stores distribution information

received from an information sender. The section 130 is a selection device that

selects information distribution media based on a distribution condition designated by

an information sender. The section 140 is an editing device for organizing a plurality

of pieces of distribution information that can be transmitted at once based on the
distribution condition. The section 150 is a transmission device that sends information

to users. For the transmission device 150, an electronic bulletin board, broadcasting

media, such as FM broadcast and CATV, or communication media, such as a pager

and a telephone, is used. The section 160 is a determination device that determines
whether or not a result of transmission of information by the transmission device 150
satisfies the distribution condition. The section 170 is a charging device that manages

values of information distribution for each information sender.

[B]

Column 3, Line 25 to Column 4, Line 8

[0012] FIG. 5 is an example of the flow of processing of the information distribution
device 100. First, whether or not there is data from an information sender is checked

(501 ). if there is, the receiving device 110 receives the data, and the information
distribution DB 120 stores the data (503). Next, whether or not there is any
information that has not been sent in the information distribution DB 120 is checked

(505). If there is, whether or not information distribution media is designated is

23
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checked (507). If information distribution media is designated, whether or not there is

any other information that can be edited and transmitted together is checked (513). if

there is, the editing means 140 edits the information (517). When no information

distribution media is designated, the selection device 130 selects whether or not there

is any information distribution media that satisfies a distribution condition (509). If
there is information distribution media that satisfies the condition, processing that is the

same as that carried out when information distribution media is designated is carried

out. If information distribution media cannot be selected, whether or not there is any

other information that can be transmitted together by editing is checked (511). If there

is, whether or not the distribution condition is satisfied by editing is checked (515). If

the condition is satisfied, processing that is the same as that carried out when

information distribution media is designated is carried out. Next, whether or not a time

for sending information is reached is checked (519). if the time is reached, the
transmission device 150 transmits information to the selected information distribution

media (523). The determination device 160 determines whether or not the information
has been transmitted in accordance with the condition. Then, the charging device 170

updates charging information of the information sender (525). In addition, if the time

for information transmission has not been reached yet, information distribution media is

designated and the information is stored in the distribution information DB 120 (521 ).

Also, when information distribution media that satisfies the distribution condition cannot

be selected, and there is no distribution information put together by editing, or the

distribution condition cannot be satisfied even by editing, whether a time for sending

information has been reached or not is checked (527). When the time for sending
information has been reached, the information sender is notified of the fact that

transmission of the information is not possible (529). If the time for information

transmission has not been reached yet, information is stored in the distribution

information DB 120 without designating information distribution media (533).

[0]

Column 6, Line 26 to Line 34

[Explanation of Reference Symbols]
100: Information distribution device

110: Receiving device
120: Distribution information database

130: Selection device

140: Editing device
150: Transmission device

160: Determination device

170: Charging device

(1) Information provider A

(2) Information provider B

(3) Information distribution media A

(4) information distribution media B

[FIG. 1] System Structure Figure

110: Receiving device
120: Distribution information database

130: Selection device
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140: Editing device
150: Transmission device

1650: Determination device

170: Charging device

(1) Information provider A

(2) Information provider B

(3) Information distribution media A

(4) Information distribution media B
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SUZUYE &suzqu

Partial Translation of Reference 3

Non—Pat. Document: Information Processing Society of Japan

Jpn. Pat. Appln. No. 2006-55335?

Page 2, Right Column, Line 18 to Page 3, Right Column, Line 9

3. Outline of System

FIG. 1 shows a schematic diagram of a domestic information distribution

service system of this research, and FIG. 2 shows an information distribution time
schedule.

Since a large part of information transmitted from local authorities is text

information, size of one piece of information is small. It is not efficient to transmit

information to a provider through the Internet every time information is input.
Therefore, information to be transmitted is first accumulated in a web server in an

HTML format after being input on an information input screen shown in FIG. 3. A
sender attaches information that identifies a recipient to each piece of information as

shown in FIG. 3. In this manner, information can be easily transmitted to a specific

recipient.

Next, accumulated information is transmitted to a provider at once at a set time
as shown in FIG. 4.

This is considered an effective method for local authorities that are not

connected to the internet all times.

The provider transmits the information received from the local authorities to a

broadcasting station in an HTML format.

The broadcasting station transmits the information to homes by digital

broadcasting. As an advantage of digital broadcasting, a large amount of data can be

distributed by one time of transmission operation. Therefore, the information does not

need to be divided for transmission, and less time is wasted. A role here is only that

the broadcasting station transmits public information in an HTML format received from

the provider as it is to homes at a set time by using a broadcast wave. Here, if a push—

type system is used, a large amount of information is transmitted at a set time only
once a day. However, when an amount of information is large, there is an issue as to

how much an information selecting function that a recipient side has matches with the

needs of a recipient.

FIG. 1 Entire system diagram

(1) Local authorities

(2) Transmitted information

(3) Input

(4) Information input screen

(5) Communication

(6) WWW server

(7) Provider

(8) Communication information
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(9) Broadcasting information

(10) Broadcasting station

(11) Personal information

(12) Set—top box

(13) Home

(14) TV

FIG. 2 Information distribution time schedule

(1) Local authorities

(2) Broadcasting station

(3) Home

(4) Morning

(5) 8:00

(6) Noon

(7) 12:00

(8) Publicity article

(9) Edit

(10) Broadcast

(11) Customize

(12) Evening

(13) 17:00

[3]

Page 3, Right Columnll Line 10 to Page 5I Right Column, Line 28

4. Processing on Information Origination Side

FIG. 3 shows an example of an information transmission side screen of the
domestic information distribution system.

There are the following classification items of information:
- Name

Information can be sent to a specific person by designating the name of the

person.

— Age

Age-restricted information can be transmitted by designating an age.
— Sex

— Residential area

Information for homes residing in the area can be transmitted.
— Annual income

Information can be transmitted to people in a specific annual income group.

— Occupation

Useful for transmitting information classified by occupations and information

classified by specialized fields.
— Pensioner

Information targeted on variety of pensions can be reliably transmitted to

pensioners.

On this screen, the sender specifies classification item of a target recipient

together with information the sender desires to transmit. In this manner, the

information can be transmitted to the specified recipient. Then, after an information

content is input, the information is accumulated in an information transmission form

27
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prepared in a WWW server of local authorities.

In addition, since the present system uses a "W as an information receiving

terminal of a recipient, publicity transmitted from a transmission side is considered to
include a diagram. Therefore, consideration needs to be made as to how such a

diagram is displayed on a TV screen.

5. Processing on Information Receiving Side

An information selecting function of an information receiving side plays the

most important role in the present system. Since a large amount of information is sent

in digital broadcasting by using a broadcast wave, a function for selecting information
in accordance with registration information of a recipient is necessary. FIG. 4 shows a
mechanism of the information selecting function.

Assuming that information is distributed by using a broadcast wave once a day,
all data of the transmitted information is first stored in an information receiving set-top

box in a home at once. Data of the accumulated information is collated with personal

information of a recipient registered in advance, then necessary information is kept and

unnecessary information is erased.

In setting an residential area and a family structure of an information recipient

and setting personal information, each recipient can set personal information on a main
menu screen and a personal information setting screen of an information receiving set—

top box installed in each home. Setting items are as described below. Also, views of
the main menu screen and the personal information setting screen are shown in FIGS.
5 and 6.

- Residential area

Since a residential area of a family is common information, setting is made on a
common screen.

- Family structure

As similar to a residential area of a family, a family structure is common

information and setting is made on a common screen.
- Name

A name of each recipient is entered.
- Head of the household

A check box is provided. Information that is sent to all family members is

displayed only on a screen of the "head of the household”, not on receiving screens of
all the family members.

— Age, sex, annual income

When there is designation of an age, sex, or an annual income together with

the transmitted information, the information is displayed on a screen of a corresponding

recipient.
- Pensioner

This item is checked so that information relating to a person receiving a

survivor’s employee’s pension, a disability employee’s pension, an old-age employee's

pension, and the like can be selected.

- Occupation

An occupation of a recipient is set, and transmitted information is selected

according to occupations.
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The above recipient side (home side) set items are collated with classification
items of information included in information distributed from a transmission side (local

authorities side), and only corresponding information is displayed on a personal screen.

Also, unclassified information is to be transmitted to all recipients, and therefore such
information is displayed on a screen of a head of the household.

In addition, a TV is used as a terminal that displays distributed information to a

recipient in the present system. Therefore, a TV screen needs to be displayed in a
manner that an information recipient can easily view the screen. Information selected

by using a set-top box is displayed on a corresponding screen. A display mode can
be set in accordance with a preference of a recipient. The display mode can be set to
one of the following three modes:

- Manual display type

An information recipient can set a display timing. For example, information
can be set to be displayed at a set time every day. This display strength is “weak”.

— Automatic display type

Received information is displayed by using a set—top box at the moment when a

TV is turned on. This display strength is “intermediate”.
- Resident display type

A W is turned on at all times, and a content of received information is

displayed on the screen of the TV at the same time as the information is received.
This method is not suitable for cases other than receiving emergency information.

This display strength is “strong”.

The above is organized in Table 1.

FIG. 3 Information transmission side screen

FIG. 4 Mechanism of information selecting function

( 1) Set—top box

(2) Information transmitted in broadcasting type system

(3) Personal information of recipient

(4) Information displaying function

(5) Radio wave, line
FIG. 5 Main menu screen

FIG. 6 Personal information setting screen

Table 1 Timings of displaying information

(1) Display timing

(2) Display strength

(3) Manual display type

(4) A display method is set by information receiving to display the information on a
screen.

(5) Weak

(6) Automatic display type

(7) Received information is displayed when a set-top box prepares for display and a TV
is turned on.

(8) Intermediate

(9) Resident display type

(10) Information is displayed on a screen at the same time as the information is
received.
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(21 )Application number : 07-256065 (71)Applicant : FUJITSU LTD

(22)Date of filing : 03.10.1995 (72)Inventor : IWABUCHI YOSHIO

(54) AUTOMATIC BROADCASTING DEVICE

(57)Abstract:

PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To attain automatic broadcasting

facilitated in the input and editing of broadcasting sentences

concerning an automatic broadcasting device for automatic

broadcasting at the designated date and hour.

SOLUTION: The broadcasting sentence in a character input

format is inputted from an input part 2, the editing of the

broadcasting sentence is performed. and the date and hour of

broadcasting are designated and stored in a storage device 6. A

control processor 5 reads the broadcasting sentence from the

storage device 5 at the designated date and hour while referring

to a clock 1 provided with a calendar function, the syntax

analysis and semantic analysis of this broadcasting sentence are

performed by a voice synthesizer provided with a voice data

editing part 7, voice data storage part 8 and voice synthesizing

output part 9, and the sentence is transformed to a voice signal showing a voice waveform according to

the analyzed result and broadcast from radio equipment 11 or the like. 
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Partial Translation of Reference 4

Jpn. Pat. Appln. KOKAI Publication No. 09-098140

Filing No.: 07—256065

Filing Date: October 3, 1995

Applicant: FUJITSU LTD

Priority: Not Claimed

KOKAI Date: April 8, 1997

Request for Examination: Not filed
lnt.Cl.: H04H 1/00

Column 1I Line 21 to Line 23

[Claim 3]
The automatic broadcasting device according to claim 4, wherein the automatic

broadcasting card includes sections for date and time of broadcasting, a broadcasting
area, a type of broadcasting, and a name and a content of broadcasting.

[B]

Column 1I Line 37 to Line 48

[Detailed Description of the Invention]
[0001]

[Technical Field of the Invention]
The present invention relates to an automatic broadcasting device that

automatically broadcasts a broadcasting sentence input in advance. A variety of
broadcasting systems, such as a disaster prevention and administrative radio system in
local authorities and the like, a cable broadcasting system in a farming community and

the like, and an in—house broadcasting system in an office, a factory, and the like, are
known. Broadcasting is normally carried out by operation of an announcer or an

operator. Also, there is known an automatic broadcasting system that automatically
broadcasts content that has been recorded in advance at a specified date and time,

such as holidays including Sunday and national holidays, and during nighttime, where
there is no announcer or operator.

[0]

Column 6, Line 3 to Line 13

[0026] FIG. 4 is an explanatory view showing important sections of a third example of
the present invention. Reference symbols that are the same as those in FIG. 3
indicate the same sections, and a reference symbol 16 indicates a modem. FIG. 4

shows a configuration where an automatic broadcasting device is connected to a
telephone line through the modem 16. An automatic broadcasting card created by a
terminal device (not shown) is transmitted as a facsimile image or data. The modem
16 functioning as a receiving device receives the facsimile image or data. The control
device 14 controls the display section 3 to display the facsimile image or data. The
user can check the content and store the facsimile image or data in the storage device

6. In this case, an authentication system for accessing the automatic broadcasting

31
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device through a line can be provided.

[D]

Column 8I Line 4 to Line 15

[Explanation of Reference Symbols]
1: Clock

: Input section

: Display section
: Control section

: Control processing device

: Storage device

: Voice data editing section

: Voice data storage section

: Voice synthesis output section
10: Control console

11: Radio device

13: Voice synthesis device
14: Control device

16; Modem

2A: Keyboard 
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(1 1)Publication number : 2000-165826

(43)Date of publication of application : 16.06.2000
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(21)Application number : 10-335504 (71)Applicant : NEG HOME ELECTRONICS LTD

(22)Date of filing 1 26.11.1998 (72)lnventor I NAKAJIMA MASAMITSU

(57)Abstract:

PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To provide a data broadcasting

equipment that can automatically select and display information

limited to an area around a setting position from information of

data broadcasting broadcast over a wide range.

SOLUTION: An area information addition device 18 adds area

information data 17 to contents data 4 to obtain area

information added contents 19 and a data transmitter 5 converts

the contents 19 into a data broadcast signal 6. A data

multiplexer carrying device 7 multiplexes the data broadcast

signal 6 onto a video broadcast signal 2 and the result is

transmitted as a television broadcast radio wave 8. A data

broadcast demultiplexer circuit 9 receiving the radio wave 8

demultiplexes it into a video reception signal 10 and a data

reception signal 12, the video reception signal 10 is displayed on

a video display circuit 1 1 and the data reception signal 12 is fed to a reception data selection circuit 20,

which gives a data broadcast signal 22 to a data broadcast display conversion circuit 13, which .

converts the signal 22 into data broadcast display data 14 when position information 22 denotes a

receptible area and a data broadcast display circuit 5 displays the data broadcast reception data 14. 
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Partial Translation of Reference 5

Jpn. Pat. Appln. KOKAI Publication No. 2000—1 65826

Filing No.: 10-335504

Filing Date: November 26, 1998

Applicant: NEC HOME ELECTRONICS LTD
Priority: Not Claimed
KOKAI Date: June 16, 2000

Request for Examination: Not filed
Int.Cl.: H04N 7/08

7/081

HO4H 1/00

H04N 5/44

Column 4I Line 26 to Column 5I Line 8

[0020] In addition, as shown in FIG. 3, a local information adding means is realized in
a manner that a local area database 16 is created by way of methods such as

rectangular, circular, ring shapes for areas to which a content is broadcasted, and the
local area database 16 is added to each broadcasting content and broadcasting the

contents. In FIG. 3, Area A is formed in a rectangular shape and has a broadcasting

area in a range defined by a latitude a2 and a longitude a1 on one corner, and a3 in an
east-west direction and a4 in a south-north direction, Area B is formed in a circular

shape, and has a broadcasting area in a range of b3 radius from a center positioned at
a longitude b2 and a latitude b1, and Area C is formed in an annular shape and has a
broadcasting area in a range of c4 radius from a center positioned at a longitude c2
and a latitude c1 excluding a range of 03 radius from the center (area setting method
other than rectangular, circular, and ring shapes can be used as a matter of course).
[0021] Further, an embodiment of the present invention includes a broadcasting
content (1) for Area A, a broadcasting content (2) for all areas, a broadcasting content
(3) for Area C, a broadcasting content (4) for Area B, and a broadcasting content (5) for
all areas. FIG. 4 shows on or off of content display at installation positions of a

receiver R1 and a receiver R2. The receiver R1 is positioned in Area A on the map.

When the receiver R1 receives the contents (1) to (5) of a data receiving signal 12, the

contents (1 ), (2), and (5) that are targeted to Area A are selected by the receiving data
selection circuit 20 shown in FIG. 1. The contents (3) and (4) targeted to areas other

than Area A are erased by the receiving data selection circuit 20 shown in FIG. 1, and
are not to be a receiving target.

[0022] The receiver R2 is positioned in areas that do not belong to any of Area A,
Area B, and Area C on the map. When the receiver R2 receives the contents (1) to
(5) of the data receiving signal 12, the receiving data selection circuit 20 shown in FIG.
1 selects only the contents (2) and (5) targeted to all areas. The contents (1 ), (3), and
(4) that are targeted to Area A, Area B, and Area C are erased by the receiving data
selection circuit 20 shown in FIG. 1 and not to be a receiving target. Accordingly,

contents that are closely related to the area are automatically displayed.
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enforcement agency, if the USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential violation of law or regulation.
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Partial Translation of Reference 6

Non—Pat. Document: Matsushita Technical Journal Vol. 46 No. 4 Aug. 2000

Jpn. Pat. AppIn. No. 2006-553357

Page 7, Right ColumnI Line 7 to Page 8I Left Column, Line 11

4.4 Internet-Public Network Linking Function

This function allows an ordinary person who does not have a personal

computer or cannot use a personal computer well to acquire information made public

on the Internet by using a telephone and a facsimile, and originate information to the

Internet from a facsimile. In addition, this function can be linked to a public sport

reservation system, and a user can carry out reservation and confirmation of use of a

sports facility by telephone by voice recognition and dial control.
In addition, when information from the administration such as a municipal office

is registered, authentication is carried out for the security of published information.

When information registration from a citizen is carried out, authentication is not carried

out, so that this system is used widely and actively. However, in order to prevent

inappropriate information, such as information offending or defaming an individual, from

being published, information is published on a website after the check by an
administrator.

This function is implemented by using an Internet facsimile server device, and

a maximum of ten thousand pieces of information can be provided.

Hereinafter, user interfaces of a facsimile and a personal computer (WWW

browser) will be described.

4.4.1 Facsimile

Operation of registration and retrieval of information by using a facsimile and a

telephone is carried out by a combination of voice guidance and input of a push button

(PB) tone. Registered information is managed by information numbers.

The user makes a call to this system, and follows voice guidance to input a

number, which is called an information number, by using push buttons. In this manner,

the user retrieves or registers information. When the user does not know an

information number, the user can retrieve a list of information numbers.

Now, operation example of information registration from a facsimile and internal

processing of information will be described.

(1) The user makes a call to this system.

(2) The user follows voice guidance to input a user number and a password

registered in advance for the user authentication (except for a case where information

is registered by a citizen).

(3) The user inputs a document to be registered by using a facsimile.

(4) The user hangs up the phone.

(5) The FAX data received by an Internet FAX server device is converted to

media supported by a website, and an HTML is automatically generated and notified to

34
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an administrator.

(6) The administrator confirms that the information is not inappropriate, and
registers the information to a public server.

4.4.2 Personal Computer ,

Access to information registered from a facsimile from a browser of a personal

computer is performed by operation similar to access to a normal website of a WWW
server. An “information HTML” registered as a “list HTML" including pieces of

information originated from a facsimile as list of information in the order of registration
is registered in the internet facsimile server device. By designating a URL of the list
HTML published on a website of a public server, information input from a facsimile can
be retrieved. An example of an information HTML published on a website is shown in
FIG. 4.
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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR LOCATION BASED TARGETING 0F MESSAGES T0 COMMUNICATION
TERMINALS

Field of the Invention

The present invention relates generally to methods for broadcasting messages

on a communication network, and more particularly to improved method and

apparatus for selectively targeting broadcast messages based upon geographic criteria.

Background of the Invention

In a traditional telephone system, a calling party or originator can establish a

connection with a called party or recipient. Beyond the basic point-to-point

connection provided by the traditional telephone system, modern communication

networks that employ digital technology often provide broadcast capability. A

message known as a broadcast message can be sent from an originator to a group of

intended recipients rather than a single recipient. For example, digitally encoded

alphanumeric messages such as news reports or advertisements may be sent as

broadcast messages to all mobile communication terminals currently registered with a

cellular telephone system.

By using a network's broadcast capability, an originator needs to send only one

message in order to reach a plurality of recipients. Thus, the originator is relieved of

the burden of sending a multiplicity of individual messages to the recipients, one by

one. Moreover, the use of broadcast messages also relieves the network of the burden

of carrying a flurry of messages addressed to individual terminals — a flurry sometimes

called a storm — and thereby avoids wasting the network's capacity.
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In recognition of these advantages, today's operational standards for modern

digital cellular telephone systems such as TIA Standard IS-l36 provide broadcast

capability. Although broadcast capability is clearly a valuable provision, not all users

of a given communication network necessarily have an interest in receiving all

broadcast messages sent over that network. For this reason, various ways have

evolved for narrowing the list of intended recipients of a broadcast message. One of

these ways is to form broadcast groups. A broadcast group might, for example,

consist of a community's volunteer firefighters. Firefighters have interest in receiving

a certain subset of broadcast messages that are not necessarily relevant to the entire

population.

Using broadcast groups, the particular population can be targeted to receive a

broadcast message. The intended recipients are identified by a broadcast group code

carried by the message. By interpreting the broadcast group code, a communication

terminal that receives a broadcast message can determine whether or not to accept that

message. By selectively accepting broadcast messages, the communication terminal

can shield its user from information clutter that might otherwise result from

indiscriminately accepting all broadcast messages. Furthermore, accepting broadcast

messages selectively rather than indiscriminately enables portable communication

terminals to conserve their battery and processor resources.

The operation of broadcast groups requires that group memberships be

managed, which is to say that members need to be added and dropped from various

broadcast groups as interests change. Interests can change frequently in the case ot‘a

wireless network such as a cellular telephone network, particularly in concert with

changes in the users' geographic locations. For example, messages concerning traffic
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accidents and congestion, or messages concerning the availability of gasoline and

restaurants, have interest only to a group of users that are mobile, transient, and

geographically defined. Conversely, the group of users interested in severe-weather

alerts changes in response to the track of a storm, even though the users themselves

might well be stationary. In either situation, however, broadcast group membership

must be managed actively in order to avoid troubling a large body of network users

with information that benefits only a few. So, although the introduction of broadcast

groups represents a clear step forward in narrowing the intended audience for

broadcast messages, the requirement to manage broadcast groups constitutes a

significant limitation in the context of groups that have a rapidly changing

membership based on geographic considerations.

In response to this limitation, broadcast messages sent by cellular telephone

networks can be targeted geographically, although today's methods for doing so are

quite limited and imprecise. In the case of 18—136 cellular systems, for example, the

digital control channels (DCCs) of each cell carry broadcast traffic. Thus, the reach of

a broadcast message can be restricted cell-by-cell, simply by choosing to send the

broadcast message or not on a particular DCC. Further, cells are often divided into

sectors in order to exploit the properties of directional base-station antennas, thereby

opening the possibility of sector~by—sector geographic resolution for broadcast

messages.

Nevertheless, a cell or sector has a large coverage area, typically on the order

of ten-to—twenty kilometers in radius. Consequently, there remains a need to improve

the geographic resolution by which broadcast messages can be targeted to the users of

communication networks, particularly to the users of mobile communication networks
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such as cellular telephone networks, so that users receive only information that is of

concern to them. An improvement in broadcast resolution based on geographic

location would open the possibility of finely targeted advertisements and other

commercial activities directed toward mobile users, as well as finely targeted reports

and alerts concerning topics of a public—interest nature such as traffic accidents or road

congestion, man-made or natural disasters of limited geographic import, fire and

police actions, restricted-activity areas such as blasting zones, severe weather

warnings, and so forth.

Summary of the Invention

The present invention improves the geographic resolution by which messages

can be targeted to communication terminals, which is particularly important when

broadcast messages are sent over a wireless network to a population of mobile users.

According to the present invention, a target area of reception is specified for a

message. The target area can be specified, for example, by the radius and center

coordinates of a geographic circle. The target area of reception is compared to

location data stored in the receiving terminal. When the location stored in the

terminal falls within the target area of reception, the communication terminal accepts

the messages. Conversely, when the location stored in memory falls outside the target

area of reception, the communication terminal does not accept the message.

In one embodiment of the invention that is particularly beneficial to users of

wireless networks, the current location of a mobile terminal is determined by a

positioning receiver such as a global positioning system GPS receiver that is operably

connected to the mobile terminal. Logic within the mobile terminal compares the
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terminal location with the target area of reception. When the terminal location lies

within the target area of reception, the mobile terminal accepts the message. When

the terminal location lies outside target area of reception, the mobile terminal does not

accept the message.

In another embodiment of the invention, location data is predetermined and

stored within the tcrminal by manual or automatic entry into a memory, so that the

location data can define a location of interest other than the communication terminal's

current geographic location, or so that terminal location can be provided for terminals

that lack a positioning receiver, for example cellemetry equipment, personal

computers equipped with wireline modems, and so forth.

These and other aspects of the present invention will become apparent to those

skilled in the art after a reading of the following description of the preferred

embodiments when considered with the drawings.

Brief Description of the Drawings

Figure 1 is a schematic diagram of a communication network for sending

targeted messages to mobile communication terminals.

Figure 2 is a block diagram of a mobile communication terminal that receives

the targeted message.

Figure 3 shows the format of a targeted message.

Figure 4 shows the data structure for the location data stored in the mobile

communication terminal.

Figure 5 is a flow diagram showing the process for constructing a targeted

message that has the format described in Figure 3.
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Figure 6 is a flow diagram showing the operation of the communication

terminal upon receipt of a targeted message having the format shown in Figure 3.

Detailed Description of the Invention

Referring now to the drawings, a system and method for transmitting

geographically targeted messages will be described. The disclosed embodiment is

used in a mobile communication system. However, the invention may be used in

other types of communication networks, such as wireline networks.

The mobile communication system, which is indicated generally by the

numeral 10, comprises a plurality of base stations 12 which are connected via a

mobile services switching center (MSC) 14 to a terrestrial communications network

such as the Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) 16. Each base station 12 is

located in and provides service to a geographic region referred to as a cell. In general,

there is one base station 12 for each cell Within a given network. Within each cell,

there may be a plurality of mobile communication terminals 100 that communicate via

radio link with the base station 12. The base station 12 allows the user of the mobile

communication terminal 100 to communicate with other mobile communication

terminals 100, or with users connected to the PSTN 16. The mobile services

switching center 14 routes calls to and from the mobile communication terminal 100

through the appropriate base station 12. Information concerning the location and

activity status of the mobile communication terminal 100 is stored in a database which

is connected to the MSC 14 so that the network can route communications to the base

station that is currently servicing the mobile communication terminal 100. In this
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illustration, the communication network 10 is a digital cellular telephone network

such as a network that operates according to TIA Standard 18—136.

A message such as a text message that is to be transmitted to communication

terminals 100 in a targeted geographic area is provided by a message source 20. The

message source 20 also provides target area data along with the message. The

message source 20 may be external to the communication network 10 or may reside

within the communications network 10. If the message source resides outside of the

communication network 10, the message is passed from the message source 20 to the

network gateway 18, which formats the text into a message as described below for

transmission over the communication network 10. The message can be formatth at

other locations within the network 10. In one embodiment, the message is routed

through the network 10 to the appropriate base station(s) 12 serving cells that cover

the targeted geographic area. Alternatively, the message can be broadcast throughout

the entire network. The targeted geographic area may lie entirely within a cell, or may

occupy portions of two or more cells. The targeted message is transmitted by the base

station(s) 12 to all mobile communication terminals 100 in the selected cells. All

mobile terminals 100 receiving the message will determine whether to accept the

message based on the target area data associated with the message.

Figure 2 is a block diagram showing one embodiment of the mobile

communication terminal 100. The mobile communication terminal 100 shown in

Figure 2 is a fully functional radio transceiver capable of transmitting and receiving

digital signals. Those skilled in the art will recognize, however, that the present

invention may be implemented in an analog transceiver. The mobile communication

terminal 100 includes a control unit or logic unit 102, an operator interface 104, a
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transmitter 120, a receiver 140, a memory 150, and a positioning receiver 160, and a

position memory 170.

The operator interface 104 includes a display 106, keypad 108, control unit

110 microphone l 12, speaker I 14, alarm 116, and speech synthesizer 118. The

display 106 allows the operator to see dialed digits and call status information. The

keypad 108 allows the operator to dial numbers, enter commands, and select options.

The control unit 1 10 interfaces the display 106 and keypad 108 with the control unit

102. The microphone 112 receives audio signals from the user and converts the audio

signals to analog signals. Speaker 1 14 converts analog signals from the receiver 140

to audio signals that can be heard by the user. The alarm 1 16 produces an audible

tone to notify the user in case of receipt of an urgent message. The speech synthesizer

1 l8 converts text messages to an audible signal that can be played back through the

speaker 114.

The analog signals from the microphone 1 12 are applied to the transmitter

120. The transmitter 120 includes an analog—to-digital converter 122, a digital signal

processor 124, and a modulator 126. The analog to digital converter 122 changes the

analog signals from the microphone 1 12 into a digital signal. The digital signal is

passed to the digital signal processor 124. The digital signal processor 124

compresses the digital signal and inserts error detection, error correction and signaling

information. The compressed and encoded signal from the digital signal processor

124 is passed to the modulator 126. The modulator 126 converts the signal to a form

that is suitable for transmission on a RF carrier.

The receiver 140 includes a demodulator 142, a digital signal processor 144,

and a digital to analog converter 146. Received signals are passed to the demodulator
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142 which extracts the transmitted bit sequence from the received signal. The

demodulator 142 passes the demodulated signal to the digital signal processor 144

which decodes the signal, corrects channel-induced distortion, and performs error

detection and correction. The digital signal processor 144 also separates control and

signaling data from speech data. The control and signaling data is passed to the

control unit 102. Speech data is processed by a speech decoder and passed to the

digital-to-analog converter 146. The digital-to-analog converter 146 converts the

speech data into an analog signal which is applied to the speaker 1 14 to generate

audible signals which can be heard by the user.

The control unit 102, such as a programmed microprocessor, functions to

coordinate the operation of the transmitter 120 and the receiver 140. Memory 150

stores the program instructions and data needed by the control unit 102 to control the

communications terminal 100. The functions performed by the control unit 102

include power control, channel selection, timing, as well as a host of other functions.

The control unit 102 inserts signaling messages into the transmitted signals and

extracts signaling messages from the received signals. The control unit 102 responds

to any base station commands contained in the signaling messages, and implements

those commands. When the user enters commands via the keypad 108, the commands

are transferred to the control unit 102 for action.

The positioning receiver 160 receives signals from a space-based or land-based

station that transmits positioning data. For example, the positioning receiver 160

could be a GPS receiver. The received data is passed to the control unit 102 which

uses the information to calculate the geographic location of the communication

terminal 100. The location is then stored in the position memory 170. The position
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memory 170 can be an operational register within the control unit 102 or an address

space in memory 150. The position memory 170 could also be a separate RAM or

ROM memory.

Referring now to Figures 3 — 6, the method for transmitting and receiving

geographically targeted messages to communication terminals 100 will be described.

Figure 3 shows the format of a targeted message 200 that includes the text provided

by the message source 20. The message 200 comprises a transmission header 205, a

message field 210, and a trailer 215. The transmission header 205 includes a From

Address field 220, which identifies the message source 20, a To Address field 225,

which identifies the communication terminal 100 intended to receive a message 200

that is addressed individually rather than broadcast, a Broadcast Indicator field 230,

which marks the message 200 as a broadcast or non—broadcast message, a Broadcast

Group Code field 235, which identifies a broadcast group intended to receive a

broadcast message, a Target Indicator field 240, which marks the message 200 as

containing a target area of reception or not, and a Target Area of Reception field 250,

which specifies a geographic area for which the message 200 has relevance. The

Target Area of Reception field 250 includes a Center field 252, which specifies the

latitude and longitude of the center of a circular geographic area, and a Radius field

254, which specifies the radius of the circular geographic area.

The particular choice and arrangement of fields described in the context of

Figure 3 illustrate one possible embodiment and is not intended to be limiting. Those

skilled in the art will realize that the invention can be carried out with other choices

and arrangements of the same or similar fields. In particular, the To Address field 225

can be re-used as the Broadcast Group Code field 235, with the contents of the field
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differentiated by setting the value of the Broadcast Indicator field 230. Moreover, the

Target Area of Reception field 250 can be described in a number of other ways, for

example by defining the vertices or edges of a geographic polygon, or by specifying

the center of the target area of reception and using a pre-agreed value for its radius, or

by specifying its size and using a default center, or by specifying the longitude and

latitude of the boundaries of a region, and the like.

Figure 4 is an illustration of the location data 290 which is stored in the

position memory 170. The location data represents a reference location used for

comparison to the targeted geographic area. The location data includes a latitude field

292 and a longitude field 294 or fields for carrying equivalent information for other

geometric forms. Normally, the reference location will be the geographic location of

the communication terminal 100 itself. However, if it is desired to monitor messages

directed to a location remote from the communication terminal 100, location data for

the remote location can be loaded into this field. In the preferred embodiment, the

location data 290 is determined by the positioning receiver 160 and loaded into the

position memory 170 as previously described. Alternatively, the location data 290 can

be loaded manually into the position memory 170 through the keypad 108 or entered

automatically into the position memory 170 over a communication link provided by

the receiver 120. The later two embodiments are particularly useful to define a

reference location other than the current location of the communication terminal 100,

and also to extend the usefulness of the invention to encompass communication

terminals 100 that lack a positioning receiver 160, for example cellemetry equipment,

computers equipped with wireline modems, and so forth.
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Figure 5 illustrates a method for constructing the targeted message 200 shown

in Figure 3. At the top of Figure 5, the message source 20 transfers a text message,

such as a road—congestion alert, to be placed in the message field 210 of the message

200, together with ancillary information needed to construct the other fields of the

message 200 (step 300). The message can be formatted at any location in the

network, such as the gateway 18 or the MSC 14. When the message 200 is to be

broadcast rather than addressed individually, the ancillary infomation specifies the

contents of the Broadcast Group Code field 235. When the message is to be

addressed individually rather than broadcast, the ancillary information specifies the

contents of the To Address field 225. When the message is to be targeted

geographically, the ancillary information specifies the contents of the Target Area of

Reception field 250.

When the message 200 is to be individually addressed rather than broadcast,

the Broadcast Indicator field 230 ofthe message 200 is set to binary zero (step 310).

When the message 200 is to be broadcast rather than individually addressed, the

Broadcast Indicator field 230 of the message 200 is set to binary one (step 320).

When the message is not geographically targeted, i.e., the ancillary information does

not include information to be loaded into the Target Area of Reception field 250 of

the message 200, the Target Indicator field 240 of the message 200 is set to binary

zero (step 330). When the message is geographically targeted, the Target Indicator

field 240 of the message 200 is set to binary one (step 340).

The message 200 is then constructed according to the format of Figure 3 by

loading the ancillary data into the appropriate message fields Shown in Figure 3 (block

350). When the broadcast flag 230 is on (i.e., Broadcast Indicator field is set to “l”),
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information regarding the intended broadcast group is loaded into the Broadcast

Group Code field 235 of the message 200. When the broadcast flag 230 is off

(i.e.,Broadcast Indicator field is set to “0”), information regarding an individual

address is loaded into the To Address field 225 of the message 200. When the target

flag 240 is on (i.e.,Target Indicator field is set to “I ”), information regarding the target

area of reception is loaded into the Target Area of Reception field 250 of the message

200. When the target flag 240 is off (i.e.,Target Indicator field is set to “0”), the

Target Area of Reception field 250 of the message 200 is left blank. The remainder of

the message 200 is conventionally constructed (step 360) according to the formats and

protocols of the communication network 100 employed, and the message 200 is

passed to the base station 12 for transmission to the communication terminal 100 (step

370). The next message transfer is awaited (step 380).

Figure 6 illustrates the procedure for handling messages received by the

communication terminal 100. The message 200 is received, demodulated and

decoded by the receiver 120, and then passed to the control unit 102 for processing

(step 400). The control unit 102 initially examines the Broadcast Indicator field 230

of the message 200 (step 405) to determine whether the message is a broadcast

message. When the broadcast flag 230 is on, the control unit 102 compares the

contents of the Broadcast Group Code field 235 to a list ofbroadcast group codes held

in the memory 150, in order to determine whether the communication terminal 100

has membership in the specified broadcast group (step 410). If the communication

terminal 100 is not a member of the specified broadcast group, the control unit 102

instructs the communication terminal 100 to await the arrival of the next message

(step 450) and ceases processing of the current message. If the communication
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terminal 100 is a member in the indicated broadcast group, the control unit 102

examines the Target Indicator field 240 (step 420).

When the target flag 240 is off, the control unit 102 instructs the

communication terminal 100 to process the message 200 conventionally (step 425),

and then to await the arrival of the next message (step 450). When the target flag 240

is on, the control unit 102 queries the position memory 170 to obtain the location data

290 (step 430), The control unit 102 then compares the location data 290 to the

contents of Target Area of Reception field 250 to determine whether the refernce

location falls within the targeted geographic region (step 435). The targeted

geographic region is defined by the contents of the Target Area ofReception field

250. If not, the control unit 102 instructs the communication terminal 100 to

disregard the message 200 (step 440) and the communication terminal 100 awaits the

arrival of the next message (step 450).

If the reference location falls within the geographic area specified by the

Target Area of Reception field 25 O, the control unit 102 instructs the communication

terminal 100 to process the message 200 as described below (step 445). The

communication terminal 100 then awaits the arrival of the next message (step 450).

When the broadcast flag 230 is found to be off in step 405, the control unit 102

examines the contents of the To Address field 225 of the message 200 (step 415). If

the message 200 is not addressed to the communication terminal 100, the

communication terminal 100 awaits the arrival of the next message (step 450) rather

than to consider the current message any further. If the message 200 is addressed to

the communication terminal 100, the control unit 102 examines the Target Indicator

field 240 and proceeds as described above (step 420).
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Processing the message 200 in step 445 means any action taken by the mobile

terminal in response to the received message 200. For example, processing the

message may comprise displaying the text of the message 200 on the display 106,

transducing the text of the message 200 to audible form by use of the speech

synthesizer l 18 and playing the result on the speaker 1 l4, announcing the arrival of

the message 200 by the audio alarm l 16, storing the message 200 in the memory 150

for later use, and the like. Also, those skilled in the art will recognize that the targeted

message may comprise a signaling message used for network management and that

the processing of the message 200 can occur without user knowledge.

By accepting and processing the message 200 only selectively, based on

comparing geographic information carried by the Target Area of Reception field 250

with the tenninal location data 290, rather than accepting and processing all incoming

messages indiscriminately, the present invention improves the geographic resolution

by which messages can be targeted to communication terminals 100, which is

particularly important when broadcast messages are sent over a wireless network to a

population of mobile users.

Although the present invention has been described in connection with a digital

cellular telephone network filling the role of the communication network, the

invention is not limited to such use, and applies to all kinds of communication

networks, both wireline and wireless, including, but not limited to, communication

networks such as satellites networks, private radio networks such as those used by

police organizations, wide-area and metropolitan-area telecommunication networks

such as wireline digital telephone networks with data communication capabilities,

local-area networks, private corporate networks, and the like. The communication
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terminals can be radio transceivers with digital message capability, personal

computers or personal digital assistants equipped with wireline or wireless modems,

ISDN adapters, DSU/CSU adapters, and the like. In the later instances, the

communications terminal 100 would, of course, be replaced by a modem having the

characteristics needed by the particular choice of communication network.

Additionally, the invention may be carried out in specific ways other than those set

forth herein without departing from the spirit and the essential characteristics of the

present invention. Consequently, the present embodiments are to be construed in all

aspects as illustrative and not restrictive. All changes coming within the meaning and

equivalence range of the appended claims are intended to be embraced by these

claims. 
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I claim:

1. A method for transmitting a targeted message from a transmitting tenninal

to a receiving terminal comprising:

transmitting from a transmitting station a message and associated target area

data that specifies a targeted geographic area for the message;

receiving the message and corresponding target area data at a receiving

terminal;

establishing a reference location;

determining whether the reference location is within said targeted geographic

area based on said target area data; and

processing the message if the reference location is within said targeted

geographic area.

2. The method of claim 1 further including storing location data representing

the reference location in a memory at said receiving terminal.

3. The method of claim 2 wherein the location data is input manually into said

receiving terminal.

4. The method of claim 2 wherein the location data is determined based on

data from a positioning receiver operatively connected to the receiving terminal. 
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5. The method of claim 2 wherein the location data is transmitted to said

receiving terminal from a remote location.

6 . The method of claim 2 wherein the reference location is the location of

the receiving terminal.

7. The method of claim 2 wherein the reference location is a location remote

from the receiving terminal.

8. The method of claim 2 wherein the determining step includes storing

location data at said receiving station and comparing said location data with said

target area data.

9. A communication terminal for selectively receiving a transmitted message

comprising:

a receiver for receiving a transmitted message and associated target area data

that specifies a targeted geographic area for the message;

a memory for storing location data representing a reference location;

a control unit for determining whether the reference location is in said targeted

geographic area based on said target area data and processing said message based on

the outcome of said determination. 
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10. The communication terminal of claim 9 further including input means for

inputting said location data.

11. The communication terminal of claim 10 wherein input means comprises

a positioning receiver operatively connected to said control unit.

12. The communication terminal of claim 1 1 wherein the positioning receiver

is a global positioning system receiver operatively connected to said control unit.

13. The communication terminal of claim 10 wherein the input means

comprises a keypad operatively connected to said control unit.

14. The communication terminal of claim 9 wherein the location data is

received from a remote location via said receiver.

15. A communication system for transmitting geographically targeted

messages comprising:

a. a transmitting terminal for transmitting a targeted message and

associated target area data;

b. at least one receiving terminal for receiving the targeted message and

said target area data transmitted from said transmitting terminal; and

c. control means associated with said receiving terminal for determining

whether to accept the targeted message based on said target area data.
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16. The communication system of claim 15 wherein said receiving terminal

includes a memory for storing location data representing a reference location for use

by said control unit to determine whether the communication tenninal is in said

targeted geographic area.

17. The communication system of claim 15 wherein said receiving terminal

includes input means for inputting said location data.

18. The communication system of claim 17 wherein the input means

comprises a positioning receiver operatively connected to said receiving terminal.

19. The communication system of claim 18 wherein the positioning receiver is

a global positioning system receiver operatively connected to said control unit.

20. The communication system of claim 17 wherein the input means

comprises a keypad operatively connected to said control unit.

21. The communication system of claim 16 wherein the location data is

received at said receiving terminal from a remote location. 
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A system for determining whether information broadcast
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includes a remote terminal (110). a general broadcasting unit
(200). a transmitter (190) at the general broadcasting unit
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as well as an event specific tag. and storage (130) for storing

selection criteria including current position. time and/or velocity mmsssmmfonnation of the use and/or manually entered data of interest. mo MESSAGE
The selection criteria may also include event specific tags. GENERATION
The receiver (120) at the remote terminal (110) receives the
messages from the transmitter (190) at the general broadcasting
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LOCATION BASED SELECTIVE DISTRIBUTION
OF GENERALLY BROADCAST INFORMATION

Background of the Invention

Currently, region-specific information is

disseminated by predetermined point-to-point

communication or by general broadcast which must be

manually monitored in order to extract information

peculiar to a position, velocity and time of interest.

For example, marine weather data is continuously

broadcast. However, mariners must monitor the

broadcast for long periods of time in order to obtain

the information peculiar to their region. Even then,

the exact region affected may require computation or

may be ambiguously defined. There is also the

possibility that the user may miss information of

interest because he or she occupies an unknown

location, is unfamiliar with the region, or uses a

different frame of reference, among other reasons.

Another example is tactical ballistic missile

(TBM) warning, which is derived from space and ground

based sensor data, and is provided through a variety

of broadcast and general purpose communications

systems to a small subset of in-theater forces.

Currently, such warning requires transportable

processing stations that can generate information

about specific situations in the field but cannot
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directly communicate with all individuals affected.

The timeliness, reliability, and dispersion of

information under these conditions are of concern.

Because warning is in the form of geographical

coordinates and time of predicted impact, users must

interpret the data to determine if the warning affects

them.

Some current commercial systems are using GPS

information to select relevant data from computer

based files such as appropriate electronically stored

maps for use in automobiles. These are useful for

relatively static information but fail to address

dynamic environmental or combat factors.

U.S. Patent No. 5,243,652 to Teare et a1.

discloses a database access system in which each

mobile user has a positioning system which transmits

position information ‘to a central facility. This

central facility then grants or denies database access

depending on the geographical location of the mobile

user.

U.S. Patent No. 4,860,352 to Laurance et a1.

discloses a system in which a satellite system

determines the position of a transmitter at a first

location and a receiver at a second location. The

transmitter position is appended to the received

message which is sent by the satellite system to the
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receiVer. The receiver receives the appended message,

extracts the transmitter position data and compares

the extracted transmitter position with a stored

transmitter position. If the positions correlate, the

receiver knows it has received an authentic message.

None of these devices allow for automated

receiver discrimination of any message broadcast

generally in order to only disseminate relevant

messages.

Summary of the Invention

It is therefore an object of the present

invention to provide a system which is capable of

determining whether information broadcast by a general

(whether global, regional or local) transmitter is

relevant to a particular user based on the location,

velocity and/or position of an object of interest.

In accordance with the present invention, these

and other objects are achieved by providing a

communication system including a remote terminal, a

general broadcasting unit, a transmitter at the

general broadcasting unit for broadcasting messages

including a segment comprising a region, a Velocity

and/or a time, a receiVer at the remote terminal for

receiving messages from the transmitter, and a storage

for storing data selection criteria. A navigational
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receiver may receive current position, velocity,

and/or time information for that remote terminal to be

stored as data selection criteria. Data selection

criteria may also be manually entered into the

storage. The segment may further include an event

specific tag. Event specific tags may be stored in

the storage in response to manual input and/or be

predetermined and stored in the matching processor.

A matching processor at the remote terminal evaluates

the segment in the messages, determines if the stored

data selection criteria satisfies a match condition to

the segment, and outputs a match signal. A message

processor in the remote unit receives the match

signal, and, when the match signal indicates it is

appropriate for the remote unit to receive the

message, processes and disseminates the message in

accordance with the match signal.

other objects, features and advantages of the

invention will be apparent from the following

description of the preferred embodiments.

Brief Description of the Drawing

The invention will be described below in further

detail with reference to the accompanying drawings

wherein Fig. l is a block diagram of a system

according to the present invention.
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Qetailed Description of the Inventign

The present invention is directed to a system

which determines whether access to particular

information transmitted by a broadcaster is

appropriate for a particular unit remote front the

broadcaster. The invention is particularly useful for

implementing an addressing distribution system of

situation awareness information. The present

invention can use satellite provided servicas, such as

the Global Positioning System (GPS), to acquire data

and establish user relevance based on current location

in real time.

situation awareness encompasses timely

understanding of factors within the operational

environment which might affect the manner in which the

user proceeds. Some specific examples of functions

that could be supported are: 1) warning user of

impending tactical ballistic missile (TBM) attack, 2)

informing combatant of local friend/foe unit

positions, 3) advising user on occurrence of Nuclear/

Biological/Chemical (NBC) events, 4) disseminating

terrestrial conditions such as impassable mud, flood,

fire or snowpack, 5) alerting police unit of nearby

robbery in progress, 6) advising users (e.g.,

mariners) of severe weather conditions, 7) providing

pilots with airport information, and 8) supplying
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motorists with information such as location of other

vehicles in motion, accidents, areas under repair or

blocked, etc. Information might also include

appropriate situation—specific actions the user might

take.

This capability can be implemented on any

hardware platform that interfaces with a global

positioning or navigation system or other

positioning/navigational inputs, and provides world-

wide communications connectivity with the sources of

the situation alert bulletins. Remote units that

receive, process, and display or operate on the

situation awareness information can be mobile,

transportable, or stationary.

The system of the present inVention is shown in

Figure 1. The navigational system 100 may be, for

example, Loran or GPS, or any other source of

navigational information, e.g., position, velocity or

time. The present invention may operate with either

periodic or continuous information deliVery systems.

The general broadcaster 200 may include an event

detection unit 160 which detects an event. Examples

of events to be detected with a suitable detection

unit 160 include weather, enemy activity, criminal

activity. Detection unit 160 may detect the event

directly itself or may receive a detection signal from
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an external source. Once detection unit 160 detects

an event, it outputs information to an event

processing and message generation unit 170. Message

unit 170 outputs a message generated in response to

the event detection output of detection unit 160 to a

segment generation and incorporation unit 180.

Incorporation unit 180 then defines a position, a

velocity and a time of effectiveness for a particular

message based, e.g., on a projected history of the

event, and incorporates this information as a segment

in the message. For time critical applications, the

time of effectiveness may be set to the same uniVersal

clock unit used in positioning system 100. The

segment may also advantageously include an event

specific tag which indicates the type of event

detected. This segment may be, for example, a header

or a footer on the message. The message containing

the segment is then transmitted by a transmitter 190.

The remote unit 110 includes a navigational

receiver 121 for receiving various information

including navigational information from navigating

system 100. A storage unit 130 stores position,

velocity and/or time information acquired from

navigating system 100 by navigational receiver 121

and/or other selection criteria inputs from manual

input unit 125. The selection criteria input may
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include other positions, velocities and/or times to

increase the amount of information disseminated, as

well as event specific tags to customize and reduce

the amount of information disseminated. This

information provides the basis for defining matching

conditions of interest to the user of remote unit 110.

It will be appreciated that there may be a plurality

of remote units 110, all receiving information from

positioning system 100 and broadcaster 200.

Receiver 120 receives messages transmitted by

broadcaster 200. It should be noted that for some

applications, the navigation system 100 may serve as

the general broadcaster. In this case, the

navigational receiver 121 serves as the message

receiver. Receiver 120 then outputs this message to a

matching processor 140. Matching processor 140

compares the information contained in the segment of

the message to the information stored in storage 130.

If the stored position, velocity and/or time

information are within matching conditions of the

position, velocity and/or time information for the

segment of the transmitted message, then the message

processing and dissemination unit 150 will process and

disseminate the information in the message. The

matching conditions typically consist of an

appropriate position and time window such that exact
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correlation is not required. Further, information at

other regions of interest may be procassed by storing

additional times, velocities and/or positions, e.g.,

time, velocity and/or position information based on a

projected trajectory of remote unit 110 or based on

other remote unit of interest. Additionally, matching

processor 140 may compare any event specific tags

included in the segment with any event specific tags

either stored or matching processor 140 and/or input

at criteria selection unit 125 and only allow messages

having appropriate event specific tags to be processed

and disseminated by unit 150.

Generally, the correlating requirement is a set

of user-specified radial distance to the event,

whether the user is heading toward or away from an

event area, whether the event is past, present, or

future relative to the user and the duration of the

event. Alternatively, the matching processor 140

could contain the criteria for predefined event types,

with appropriate segments, being generated by unit 180

in general broadcaster 200. Specific examples of

matching conditions would include whether a combatant

was within the circular error probable (CEP) range of

an impacting ballistic missile; remote user was within

the path of a severe thunderstorm, NBC cloud, flash

flood, or forest fire; or the path of the remote user
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would interSect any of theSe events in the near future

based on their respective velocities.

Dissemination may include audio, tactile or

visual alarm or display, or any combination thereof,

in display unit 152 and may be provided to one or more

users. Dissemination may also include further

processing at the processing unit 150 or at additional

processing devices 155.

Although the present invention has been described

above relative to exemplary preferred embodiments

thereof, it will be understood by those skilled in the‘

art that variations and modifications can be effected

in these embodiments without departing from the scope

and spirit of the invention as defined in the claims

which follow. 
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What Is Claimed Is:

1. A communication system comprising:

a general broadcasting unit comprising

a message generating means for generating a

'message,

a segment generating means for generating a

segment comprising at least one of a region, a

velocity and a time, for incorporating said segment

into said generated message, and for outputting an

incorporated message, said generated message and said

generated segment, and

a transmitter broadcasting said incorporated

'message;

a remote unit comprising

a receiver for receiving said incorporated

message from said transmitter at said general

broadcasting unit,

a'storing means for storing data selection

information,

a matching processor for evaluating said

segment in said incorporated message, for determining

if said data selection information of

said remote terminal satisfies a match condition to

said segment, and for outputting a match signal, and 
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a disseminating means, which receives said

match signal, for processing and disseminating said

message in accordance with said match signal.

2. The system as recited in claim 1, wherein

remote unit is mobile.

3. The system as recited in claim 1, wherein

remote unit is transportable.

4. The system as recited in claim 1, wherein

remote unit is fixed.

5. The system as recited in claim 1, wherein

said segment generating means incorporates said

segment as a header on said message.

6. The system as recited in claim 1, wherein

said data selection information comprises current

position, Velocity and time information of said remote

unit.

7. The system as recited in claim 6, further

comprising a navigational information receiver

receiving said current position, velocity and time

information from a global navigational system.

12
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8. The system as recited in Claim 1, wherein

said segment further includes an event specific tag.

9. The system as recited in Claim 8, wherein

said matching processor includes predetermined, stored

event specific tags.

10. The system as recited in Claim 1, further

comprising means for manually entering at least one of

position, velocity, time and eVent specific

information into said storing means.

11. The system as recited in claim 1, wherein

said disseminating means includes a means for

displaying said messages.

12. The system as recited in claim 1, wherein

said disseminating means includes an alarm.

13. The system as recited in claim 1, wherein

said data selection information comprises position,

velocity and time information of objects of interest

remote from said remote unit. 
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14. The system as recited in claim 1, wherein

said data selection information comprises a location

remote from said remote unit.

15. The system as recited in claim 1, wherein

said message generating means further comprises a

detecting means for detecting an event and generating

a message in response to said event.

16. A method of providing selection at a remote

unit of generally broadcast messages from a

broadcaster, comprising the steps of:

transmitting from said broadcaster a message

including a segment comprising at least one of a

position, a velocity, and a time;

storing data selection criteria at said remote

unit;

receiving at said remote unit said transmitted

messages;

comparing said segment in said transmitted

message to said stored data selection criteria:

determining from said comparing step the

occurrence of a match condition; and

disseminating said message at said remote unit

upon occurrence of said match condition.
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17. The method as recited in claim 16, wherein

said disseminating step includes displaying said

messages.

18. The method as recited in claim 16, wherein

said disseminating step includes activating an aural

alarm.

19. The method as recited in claim 16, wherein

said disseminating step includes activating a tactile

alarm.

20. The method as recited in claim 16, wherein

said disseminating step includes activating a visual

alarm.

21. The method as recited in claim 16, wherein

said disseminating step includes activating another

device.

22. The method as recited in claim 16, which,

prior to said transmitting step, further comprises the

steps of:

detecting an event;

generating an event message in response to said

event:
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generating a segment defining at least one of a

region, a velocity and a time; and

incorporating said segment into said event

message to form said message.

23. The method as recited in claim 16, wherein

said storing data selection criteria step comprises

manually entering at least one of position, velocity,

time and event specific information.

24. The method as recited in claim 16, wherein

said storing data selection criteria step comprises

receiving current position, velocity and time

information of said remote unit.

25. The method as recited in claim 16, wherein

said transmitted messages received at said remote unit

when transmitted from more than one broadcaster.

26. The method as recited in claim 16, wherein

said storing step comprises a plurality of data

selection criteria and said comparing step comprises

comparing said segment of said plurality of data

selection criteria. 
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EMERGENCY MESSAGING SYSTEM

RELATED APPLICATION

This is a Continuation—in—Part of U.S.

Patent Application Serial No. 08/696,014 filed

August 20, 1996.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

This invention relates generally to

emergency notification systems and, more

particularly, to systems for communicating human and

property safety, address—specific, limited content

messages in one or two directions via selective call

communications links.

The need to communicate address-specific,

limited content data messages over wide areas arises

in emergency situations is growing. Since 1934,

people have been dependent on outdoor warning siren

systems, initially implemented for national security

reasons. In 1951, siren systems were formally

organized nationwide as a Civil Defense warning

method. Since that time, however, sirens have

become antiquated and at times function poorly.

Urban growth has outstripped coverage in other

cases. other limitations of siren emergency warning

systems include (a) they are not heard inside

shopping malls or on factory floors, (b) they make

noise but do not deliver information or

instructions, (0) performance is affected by weather

conditions, (d) they malfunction frequently and have

high maintenance and replacement costs, and (e) they

do not reach the deaf or hearing impaired.
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Another civil warning system is based on

the commercial radio and TV broadcast stations. The

Emergency Broadcast System (EBS)/Emergency Alerting

System (EAS)(a) does not reach people when they are

asleep, (b) reaches only those listening to radio or

watching television, (0) does not reach hearing

impaired, (d) depends upon voluntary broadcaster

participation, (e) limited when radio stations are

day-time only or automated during the night, (f)

limited when news/weather departments are unmanned

at night, (g) relies on unreliable daisy-chain alarm

technology. (EBS),(h) depends greatly on human

performance, (1) does not function without AC power,

and (j) does not serve people in shelters unable to

access television and radio.

The Nation Oceanic and Atmospheric Agency's

(NOAA) weather radio system is another civil warning

system. It is limited by (a) its need for a special

radio, (b) spotty geographic signal coverage, (c)

the small percentage of users in general population,

(d) weather only information, (e) does not reach

hearing impaired, (f) signals are adversely affected

in locations such as basements or heavily wooded
areas.

While the message distribution systems of

EAS and other existing emergency systems do preface

messages with message source, c0verage area, and

other control information, this control information

cannot precisely target many local, limited area, or

arbitrary boundary emergency situations. The

control information is suited for wide area

situations and was designed primarily for use by

news broadcast and other media rather than general

public.

Existing emergency notification systems are
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also limited by other factors including dependence

on AC power. When evacuation of a population

segment is required and AC power outages are

widespread, the only option currently available to

emergency managers is a slow and lengthy door—to-

door, or block-by-block notification process. The

delayed notification increases the potential for

loss of human life. In addition in the case of

hazardous material incidents, slow general

population protection efforts often delay

containment efforts increasing containment and/or
remediation costs.

In past major disasters, people accepted as

the norm, informational delays, rumors, power

outages (eliminating TV/Radio services),

uncoordinated governmental delivery systems and

inaccurate information. They accepted the

limitations of existing communications systems. But

expectations of the general population increase as

the Internet, satellite TV and other rapid

communications appliances become ever more

commonplace. Political fall-out has been

considerable where evacuation announcements and

efforts have not reached everyone in a timely
manner .

The EAS/EBS and other existing emergency

warning systems are valuable aids to emergency

managers but such broadcasts, effective as they are

in transmitting information over a wide area, are,

by nature, not address specific. Accordingly, they

are transmitted equally to those who are affected by

the crises as well as to those who are not.

Although.address-specific, wire-based communications

links, such as private telephone lines have existed

for years, the cost of providing dedicated lines for
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relatively limited communications needs

prohibitive.

One form of existing wireless

communications that solves part of the address-

specific message targeting problem is the radio

paging system of known configuration. Such

selective call radio systems combine the speed and

coverage of wireless "broadcast" techniques with the

address-specific capabilities of wire-based systems.

Such paging systems are also configured for the

address-specific transmission of limited data

messages. Accordingly, wireless paging systems can

be well suited for providing cost-effective,

efficient and immediate, limited communications

between for example, utilities and police, fire and

disaster control authorities on the one hand, and

widely dispersed community residents on the other.

Unfortunately, existing radio paging

systems are not a total solution for emergency

notification. Paging systems commonly use receivers

that recognize a limited number of single level

address selection (variously Code Assignment Plan

(CAP), or Capture) codes. Because of these and

other technical limitations, emergency managers have

generally restricted radio paging and other

selective call system usage to emergency and

political personnel.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The invention provides a method of

operating a wireless system so as to communicate

messages to specific groups among a plurality of

potential message recipients according to the

presence or absence of the potential message

recipients within a specified geographic area. The

method comprises the steps of equipping each of the
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potential message recipients with a wireless

receiver operable to receive encoded geographic

coordinates and to determine presence or absence

within an area defined by the received encoded

geographic coordinates, identifying the geographic

coordinates defining the specific geographic area to

which the group specific message is directed,

transmitting to each of the receivers a message

containing an informational portion and a portion

containing the geographical coordinates of the

specified geographic area, determining at each of

the receivers presence or absence within the

specified geographic area, and displaying the

informational portion of the message at the

receivers determined to be within the specified

geographic area.

The invention also provides a method of

operating a wireless communications system having a

plurality of receivers each responsive to a common

base address and to a unique individual address.

The method comprises the steps of generating for

each of the receivers a unique identification code,

locating each of the receivers at a specific

geographic location, generating for each of the

receivers a location code indicative of the specific

geographic location associated with the receiver,

and communicating via a wireless communications link

the unique identification code and the location code

to respective ones of the receivers.

In one embodiment, the method comprises the

further steps of relocating a receiver to a

different geographic location, generating a new

location code indicative of the receiver's different

geographic location, and communicating via a

wireless communications link the new location to the
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relocated receiver.

The invention also provides a method of

operating a wireless system so as to communicate

group specific messages to specific groups among a

plurality of potential message recipients. The

method comprises the steps of identifying specific

groups among the plurality of potential message

recipients, assigning to each of the identified

specific groups a group specific address, equipping

each of the potential message recipients with a

wireless receiver responsive to the group specific

address of the specific group to which the potential

message recipient belongs, generating a message

containing an informational portion and an address

portion, the address portion including the group

specific address of the specific group intended to

receive the message, transmitting via a wireless

signal the message over a geographic area containing

the potential message recipients so that the

receivers responsive to the group specific address

will accept the message and communicate the

informational portion of the message to the member

of the specific group, and verifying the existence

of authority to transmit the message to the specific

group before transmitting the message to the

specific group.

The invention also provides a method of

operating a wireless system so as to communicate

group specific time sensitive messages to specific

groups among a plurality of potential message

recipients. The method comprises the steps of

identifying specific groups among the plurality of

potential message recipients, assigning to each of

the identified specific groups a group specific

address, equipping each of the potential message
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recipients with a wireless receiver responsive to

the group specific address of the specific group to

which the potential message recipient belongs,

generating a nessage containing an informational

portion, an address portion, and a time duration

portion, the address portion including the group

specific address of the specific group intended to

receive the message, transmitting via a wireless

signal the message over a geographic area containing

the potential message recipients so that the

receivers responsive to the group specific address

will accept the message and communicate the

informational portion of the message to the member

of the specific group, decoding the time duration

portion of the message to define a time period, and

deleting the informational portion of the message

following expiration of the time period.

In one embodiment, the method comprises the

further step of resetting each of the receivers

following expiration of a predetermined time
interval.

The invention also provides a receiver unit

for use in a pager-based communications system

operable to direct messages to specific groups of

pagers within a larger group of receivers within the

service area of the system. The receiver unit

comprises a wireless receiver responsive to a base

address, a decoder coupled to the wireless receiver

for recognizing a group-identifying indicator

indicative of inclusion within the specific group,

an audible alarm annunciatcr responsive to the

wireless receiver and the decoder for sounding an

audible alarm in the event of receipt of an alarm

message directed to the receiver unit, and control

circuitry for silencing the audible alarm after
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passage of a predetermined time period following

receipt of the alarm message.

In one embodiment the control circuitry is

further operable to reduce the audio level of the

audible alarm in response to appropriate control

signals received from the wireless receiver.

The invention also provides a method of

operating a: wireless comunications system. The

method comprises the steps of generating a message

having a base address portion, a control instruction

portion and an informational portion, transmitting

the message via a wireless signal, receiving the

transmitted message on a receiving unit operable to

respond to messages containing the base address,

decoding the control instruction portion of the

message and, in response to receipt of an

appropriate decoded control instruction, thereafter

transferring the informational portion of the

message to a different paging system for

distribution over the different paging system.

The invention also provides a receiver unit

for use in a pager-based communications system

operable to direct messages to specific groups of

pagers within a larger group of receivers within the

service area of the system. The receiver unit

comprises a wireless receiver responsive to a base

address, a decoder coupled to the wireless receiver

for recognizing a group—identifying indicator

indicative of inclusion within the specific group,

an audible alarm annunciator responsive to the

wireless receiver and the decoder for sounding an

audible alarm in the event of receipt of an alarm

message directed to the receiver unit, and control

circuitry for silencing the audible alarm. after

passage of 2a predetermined time period following
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receipt of the alarm message.

The invention also provides a receiver unit

for use in a pager-based communications system

operable to direct messages to specific groups of

pagers within a larger group of receivers within the

service area of the system. The receiver unit

comprises a wireless receiver responsive to a base

address, a decoder coupled to the wireless receiver

for recognizing a group-identifying indicator

indicative of inclusion within the specific group,

circuitry coupled to the decoder and the wireless

receiver for recognizing an informational portion of

a message directed to the specific group of

receivers, and additional circuitry responsive to an

informational input received independently of the

message directed to the specific group of receivers.

In one embodiment, the informational input

comprises a signal indicative of the geographic

location of the receiver unit.

In one embodiment, the informational input

is obtained from a global positioning system

receiver.

In one embodiment, the informational input

is derived from a sensor located in the vicinity of

the receiver unit.

In one embodiment, the sensor is selected

from the group consisting of baby monitors,

telephone monitors and door bell ring detectors.

In one embodiment, the receiver unit

further includes a memory for storing one or more

previously recorded messages and a display for

displaying the previously recorded message in

response to receipt of an appropriate informational

input.

In one embodiment, the receiver unit
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further includes a non-aural based indicator for

indicating receipt of an informational input.

In one embodiment, the receiver unit

further includes an alternate source of operating

energy.

In one embodiment, the receiver unit

further includes the alternate source comprises a

battery—operated power supply.

In one embodiment, the receiver unit

further includes a light source actuated upon

actuation of the alternate source.

It is an object of the invention to provide

a new and improved system for communicating with

specific groups among a plurality of geographically

dispersed potential recipients.

It is a further object of the invention to

provide a communications system that permits

communication with specific ones of several remote

sites in a geographic area while utilizing existing,

low-cost communications media.

It is a further object of the invention to

provide a communications system that permits remote

accessing of data generated at various specified

ones of a plurality of remote sites dispersed over

a geographic area.

It is a further object of the invention to

provide a communications system that permits

automatic communication of an alarm or other such

non-scheduled message automatically from a remote

site to a central location using existing, low—cost

communications media.

It is a further object of the invention to

provide a communications system that permits remote

control of specific remotely located devices over a

wide geographic area using existing, low-cost
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communications media.

It is a further object of the invention to

provide a communications system that includes a

media routing feature that provides for

communications through various available media in

accordance with the type, location and nature of

communication needed.

It is a further object of the invention to

provide a communications system that incorporates a

logic protocol feature for translating between the

logic/application level protocols of different

physical media.

Brief Description of the Drawings

The features of the present invention which

are believed to be novel are set forth with

particularity in the appended claims. The

invention, together with the further objects and

advantages thereof, may best be understood by

reference to the following’ description taken in

conjunction with the accompanying drawings, wherein

like reference numerals identify like elements, and

wherein:

FIGURE 1 is a simplified block diagram of

a one—way, pager-based communications system

embodying various features of the invention

FIGURE 2 is a simplified block diagram of

a one-way, pager-based alarm reporting

communications system embodying various features of

the invention.

FIGURE 3 is a simplified block diagram of

a pager~based, two-way meter reading communications

system embodying various features of the invention.

FIGURE 4 is a simplified block diagram of

a pager—based, one-way remote control communications

system embodying various features of the invention.
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FIGURE 5 is a simplified block diagram of

a first embodiment of a logical/application protocol

conversion system embodying various features of the

invention and useful in conjunction with the pager—

based communications systems herein disclosed.

FIGURE 6 is a simplified block diagram of

another embodiment of a logical/application protocol

conversion system embodying various features of the

invention and useful in conjunction with the pager-

based communications systems herein disclosed.

FIGURE 7 is a simplified block diagram of

one form of network operable to interconnect the

communications elements of two separate devices

coupled to different lines of a three-wire power

distribution system.

FIGURE 8 is a simplified block diagram of

another form of network operable to interconnect the

communications elements of two separate devices

coupled to different lines of a three—wire power

distribution system.

FIGURE 9 is a simplified block diagram of

a switchable network embodying various features of

the invention useful in interconnecting the

communications elements of various devices coupled

to different lines of a three—wire power

distribution system.

FIGURE 10 is a simplified block diagram of

an alternate embodiment pager—based communications

system offering still further flexibility in

directing various types of communications to and

from various ones or subgroups of receivers within

a paging area.

FIGURE 11 is a simplified geographic

depiction of a coverage area serviced by a pager—

based communications system, useful in understanding
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one approach to communicating with receivers located

within a selected sub—area located within the broad

coverage area.

FIGURE 12 is a simplified block diagram,

similar to FIG. l of an alternate embodiment of a

one-way pager based communications system embodying

various features of the invention.

Description of the Preferred Embodiment

Referring to the drawings and, in

particular, to Fig. 1, a simplified block diagram of

a pager-based communications system 10 is

illustrated. In accordance with one aspect of the

invention, the system 10 is configured to

communicate information from a central location to

a specific group of potential message recipients

scattered over a wide geographic area. In the

illustrated embodiment, the system is particularly

well suited for use by public safety departments,

disaster warning agencies and the like to transmit

limited, content specific messages to particular

groups of recipients among a larger group of

potential recipients. For example, the system can

be used by a metropolitan disaster agency to warn

particular' residents of a community' (e.g. those

residents living in the flood plain of a river) of

an impending situation affecting only those

residents (e.g., imminent flooding along the river).

Although a signal is broadcast over the entire

community and, hence, is potentially receivable by

every member of the community, the system 10

functions automatically to direct the message to the

affected members without also directing the message

to the unaffected members. This helps ensure that

the affected members receive the message and also

helps avoid "bothering" the unaffected members with
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a message that does not concern them. In accordance

with a principal aspect of the invention, the system

is easily and economically implemented using

substantially existing communications media that are

already in place.

In the illustrated embodiment, the system

10 includes a head and communication interface 12,

a head end media interface 14 and a remote media

interface gateway 16. The head end communication

interface 12 communicates with the head end media

interface 14 via a telephone network 18 of known

construction, and the head end media interface

communicates with the remote media interface gateway

16 via an existing paging network 20, also of known

construction. In the illustrated embodiment, the

head end media interface actually makes up part of

the paging network and can be of conventional, known

construction. The head end communication interface

12 originates the message to be communicated to the

specified group of potential recipients and includes

a computer 22 coupled to the telephone network

through a modem 24. Although an existing telephone

network 18 is contemplated, it should be understood

that the particular type of system used is not

critical to the invention, and that other forms of

existing and future communications systems, i.e.,

analog or digital, wireless personal communications,

coaxial, broad-band fiber, optics etc., can be used.

It is assumed that specified groups of

potential recipients have been previously identified

according to some selection criteria. For example,

potential recipients can be classified according to

such factors as (a) physical location within the

geographic area or(b) membership jxm an emergency

response organization, utility or municipal crew,
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media outlet, etc. In any event, the potential

recipients are classified according to group and are

assigned a unique identifier or "subaddress" unique

and common to members of the specific group. The

particular classification or assignment of group is

not critical to the invention, and the types of

classifications herein referenced are for

illustrative rather than limiting purposes.

The computer 22 functions to keep track of

the specific groups and their unique addresses and

further functions to add the appropriate address to

messages intended for specific groups. Thus, if a

message is to be sent to a specific group of

potential recipients, the computer identifies the

appropriate address and incorporates the address

into the message. The message with the incorporated

address is then communicated through the modem 24

and existing telephone network 18 to the head end

media interface 14. The head end media interface 14

includes a modem 26 that receives the message with

the incorporated address and supplies both the

message with the incorporated address to a wireless

transmitter 28 for broadcast over the paging network
20.

In accordance with another principal aspect

of the invention, the address information that

identifies the specific group to receive the message

is added into the message and is in addition to the

single operating base address that is procured from

the pager service provider. Thus by incorporating

the group—specific address information into the

message itself, the system 10 allows single device

or pre—determined grouping of several devices using

a single operating base address. Because only a

single base address need be procured from the pager
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service provider, considerable economy is realized.

The system 10 allows an emergency

management agency to target specific operating areas

based on operational or warning needs. The remote

media interface gateway functions to route the

message, after its receipt by the targeted group

member, to an appropriate display based on the type

of message received. For example, the remote media

interface gateway can include various types of

displays, such as an alphanumeric display 30, an LED

display 32 and an audible warning 34, coupled to a

wireless receiver 36 through a nmdia router 38.

After the message is received by the wireless

receiver 36, the media router interprets additional

information coded into the message to determine the

nature of the message and direct the message to the

appropriate display. Warnings of severe weather or

other emergency conditions can be displayed

alphanumerically while the audible warning attracts

the recipient's attention with a sound level and

pattern indicating message urgency. The audible

warning could be used, for example, to alert the

user to View the detailed information appearing on

the message display 30. Preferably, the various

indicator devices 30, 32 and 34, and the media

router 38 and wireless receiver 36, are all

integrated into a single unit comprising the remote

media interface gateway 16.

Referring' to Fig. 2, another system 40

embodying the invention is illustrated. In this

system 40, communication from a remote site back to

a central location is provided. The system 40

includes a head end communication interface 12

coupled to a telephone network as in the previously

described system 10 of Fig. 1. In addition, the
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system 40 includes a head end media interface 42

that has a wireless receiver 44 coupled to the

telephone network 18 through a modem 46. The system

further includes a local network function module 48

and a remote media interface gateway 50 coupled to

the local network function module through some form

of transport medium. As used herein, such a

transport medium is intended to include any medium

through which electrical or optical signals or

energy can be transported from one location to

another and includes, for example, power

distribution networks and wiring, telephone or data

communication networks, wireless links, optical

fibers and the like. The remote media interface

gateway communicates with the head end media

interface 42 through a paging network 52 having a

wireless transmitter 54 associated with the remote

media interface gateway 50 and a wireless receiver

44 associated with the head end media interface 42.

The system 40 is particularly well suited

for communicating a signal, such as an alarm signal

or serial data stream, from a remote location to a

central location such as a police station or private

security headquarters. In accordance with one

aspect of the invention, the system 40 makes use of

existing links, such as power wiring, to communicate

signals to and from the remote location. To this

end, the local network function module 48 includes

a control input and output circuit 56 that receives

an alarm function 58 from an appropriate source,

such as, for example, a burglar or fire alarm, and

generates an appropriate alarm message incorporating

the location of the emergency as well as its nature.

The message is supplied to the available transport

medium 60, such as the power line network, for
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transmission to the remote media interface gateway

50. The remote media interface gateway 50, which is

located remotely from the local network function

module 48, receives the ,message through an

appropriate transport medium input port 62 that is

coupled through a media router 64 to the wireless

transmitter 54.

The wireless transmitter 54 transmits the

message over the paging network 52 back to the

wireless receiver 44 of the head end media interface

42. The message thus received is communicated

through the modem 46, the telephone network 18 and

the modem 24 to the computer 22 of the head end

communication interface 12.

To facilitate communication, enhance

economy and provide system flexibility, the system

40 "keeps track" of the various communications media

through which the various remote locations and their

associated local network function modules 48 are

interconnected with the remote media interface

gateway 50. For example, those remote locations

that are interconnected through the power

distribution network (transport media #1) are

categorized according to type and designated with a

particular address element that is recognized by the

media router 64. When a message intended for or

received from a remote site connected through the

power distribution network is to be communicated,

the media router selects the appropriate transport

medium, in this case medium # 1. other remote sites

might be coupled to the remote media interface

gateway 50 through other media such as a wireless

link (transport medium #2). Messages from or to

such remote sites are directed, through the media

router 64, to the appropriate transport medium, in
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this case transport medium #2. By utilizing

existing communications links, the system 40 permits

one—way alarm reporting in an economical manner.

When a message from a remote site is received and

routed back to the head end communication interface,

the computer decodes the message as to type (fire,

security breach etc.) and location and directs an

appropriate display to the proper personnel.

Referring to Fig. 3, another system 66

embodying the invention is illustrated} System 66

is particularly well suited for requesting and

receiving data from remote locations dispersed over

a wide geographic area. In this system 66, a head

end communication interface 68 having a computer 22

and a modem 70 operable in a bi—directional mode is

used as is a head end media interface 72 having a

bi-directional modem 74, a wireless paging

transmitter 76 and a wireless paging receiver 78.

The head end communication interface 68 and the head

end media interface 72 communicate through the

telephone network 18. A remote media interface

gateway 80 is provided that includes a wireless

transmitter 82 and a wireless receiver 84 that are

coupled to a media router 86 that in turn is coupled

to one or more transport media 62, such as the power

distribution network. Finally, the system 66

includes, at one or more remote sites, one or more

local network function modules 88. The local

network function module 88 includes an interface 60

to the connected transport medium and further

includes a control input and output circuit 90 and,

in the illustrated exemplary embodiment, a usage

meter 90. The usage meter 92 comprises an electric

consumption meter and is shown only as an example

and not as a required element of the invention. In
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the illustrated embodiment, the system 66 enables a

centralized agency, such as a power utility company,

to read electric power consumption meters located at

remote sites from the central location and without

having to send personnel to the remote site.

In operation, the system 66 first generates

a page at the head end communication interface 70

that is communicated through the telephone network

18 to the head end media interface 72. The computer

22 generates an appropriate address indicative of

the remote site to be interrogated as well as an

appropriate interrogation request. The message thus

generated is transmitted via the wireless

transmitter 76 to the remote media interface gateway

which decodes the proper address and message request

type. The media router 86 directs the message

request through the appropriate transport medium to

the local network function module 88, which decodes

the request and obtains the requested information.

The local network function module 88 then

communicates the requested information back through

the appropriate transport medium to the remote media

interface gateway 80, that, in turn, transmits the

requested data to the head end media interface 72

for further communication back to the head end

communication interface 68. In each case, proper

routing address information would be incorporated

into both the message sent to the local network

function module 88 and in the return message sent

back to the head end communication interface 68 from

the remote location. The head end communication

interface 68 would then organize the information by

displaying the initial meter reading request for a

given address with the actual reading received.

Alternatively, the reporting function can occur as
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part of a pre—determined schedule, protocol or other

plan rather than through direct request.

Referring' to Fig. 4, another system 94

embodying various features of the invention is

shown. This system 94 permits remote command of

remotely located devices from a central location.

In particular, the system provides for sending a

specific control command to a remote device and

meets two immediate needs. The first is to enable

a remote authority, such as, for example, a power

utility company, to remotely control devices, such

as water heaters or air conditioners, so as to

enable the power utility to change demand at times

of peak load. The second is to enable a user to

control devices, such as a residential heating

system, from a remote location.

The system 94 is similar to the one-way

broadcast system of Fig. 1 and includes the head end

communication interface 12, the telephone network 18

and the head end media interface 20. The system

further includes a remote media interface gateway 96

including a wireless receiver 84, media router 86

and various transport media 62, such as a power

distribution network. Finally, the system 94

includes a local network function module 98 that,

like that of the system 66 shown in Fig. 3, includes

a transport medium interface 60 and control input

and output circuit 90, but has a load control 100

coupled to the control input and output circuit 90.

The load control 100 is operable, in response to

applied external commands to control an external

load or device.

In operation, a page is sent from the one—

way head end unit 12 and the head end media

interface 14 with the transmitter 28 first sending
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the data to the remote media interface gateway

through the paging network 20. The remote media

interface gateway 96 decodes the proper address and

control message type and/or function and then routes

the request through the proper local transport

medium, such as a power line, to the local network

function models 98. The local network function

module 98 decodes the message and turns the device

on or off as required.

In the system 94, the communication is one—

way from the head end media interface 14 to the

remote media interface gateway 96. The head end

communication interface organizes the information by

matching the remote address location and control

function type by displaying the address with the

actual control function desired. The needs met by

the system 94 require the ability to reach a wide

range of remote locations organized by specific

groups or even a single location. The

reception/address information is contained in the

actual message and is decoded by the remote media

interface gateway 96. Existing paging systems

operate by sending a single base address to a single

receiver. By adding additional address information

into the message, the system 94 allows single device

or pre—determined grouping of several devices using

a single operating base address. This provides a

great economic advantage in that only one base

address need be procured from a pager service

provider. The system 94 enable a utility to target

specific operating areas based on operational needs,

such as electrical load to be shed.

In accordance with still another aspect of

the invention, capability is provided for performing

logic/application level protocol translations
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between different physical media where required to

execute various services. This allows components of

different manufacturers to be interconnected into a

single interoperable system. For example, security

sensor operational alarms on an Echelon LonTalk

system can be passed to a X.10 Bus lighting system

so that outdoor lights can be turned on when an

alarm transmission is generated by the remote media

interface gateway as part of reporting a

transmission to the head end communications

interface. Such an approach is shown in the system

102 of Fig. 5 wherein a remote media interface

gateway 80 of the type shown in Fig. 3 communicates

with a plurality of local network function modules

88, 88' and a logical protocol conversion takes

place between the two local network function modules

88, 88'. A similar system 104 is shown in Fig. 6.

Referring to FIG. 6, the system 104

includes a remote media interface gateway 112, which

includes a control processor 110 coupled to the

media router 86 but is otherwise similar to the

remote media interface gateway 80 shown in FIGS. 3

and 5. A security sensor 106 coupled to an Echelon

LonTalk transport medium 108 is coupled to the

control processor 110. When the security sensor 106

detects an alarm condition, the alarm message thus

generated is transported to the control processor

110 through the media router 86 to the wireless

transmitter 82. The transmitter 82 sends the alarm

message to a remote head end communication interface

22 (Fig. 3). The control processor 110 recognizes

the security sensor 106 operation as an alarm

condition and matches this sensor operation to a

logical look—up table in the attached memory 113.

The table indicates that, when the sensor 106
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operates, a lighting control function (i.e., turn on

the light) is desired. A functional module 114 is

coupled to the light and is also coupled to the

media router 86 through the second transport medium

116. In this example, two logical functions are

connected between two different physical media that

are not directly compatible at the physical level.

Asl previously noted, the various

communications systems disclosed herein make use of

the power distribution system as an important

available transport medium. Typically, power is

distributed by means of a three-wire system having

two "hot" lines, L1 and L2, and one neutral line.

Typically, 240 V power is available across lines L1

and L2 while 120 V power can be obtained between

either of the lines L1 or L2 and neutral. Because

the communications systems disclosed herein might

require communications between devices coupled to

different lines of the power distribution system,

various coupling networks are provided for

permitting such communication.

FIG. 7 shows a system 118 for permitting

power line communication between devices that

operate on 120 VAC and that are connected to the

neutral line and different ones of the "hot" lines,

L1 and L2. In this system, a coupling capacitor 122

couples a transport medium transceiver 124 to both

lines L1 and L2. High frequency signals transmitted

by the transceiver 124 thus appear on both of the

lines L1 and L2.

FIG. 8 shows a network 126 suitable for

permitting communications between devices that

operate at 240 VAC and that are coupled between both

of the lines L1 and L2. In this system 126, the

transport medium transceiver is simply connected to
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both of the lines L1 and L2.

Neither of the systems 118 or 126 permitS'

communications between all devices regardless of

whether they are connected between L1 and neutral,

L2 and neutral or between L1 and L2. Accordingly,

and in accordance with one aspect of the invention,

a switchable interface network 128 is provided. The

system 128 includes a controllable medium switch 130

that is connected as shown. In the system 128,

lines L1 and L2 are coupled, at signal frequencies,

by the capacitor 122. One side of the transport

medium transceiver 124 is coupled directly to line

L2 and, through the capacitor 122, to line L1. The

other side of the transport medium transceiver 124

is connected to the common pole of the medium switch

130. The medium switch 130 functions to couple the

transport medium transceiver 124 to either the

neutral line or to line L1. When the medium switch

130 is in a first position, position 1, the

transport medium transceiver 124 is coupled to the

neutral line and hence is configured for

communications with 120 VAC devices coupled between

lines L1 and L2 and neutral. When the medium switch

130 is in the opposite position, position 2, the

transport medium transceiver 124 is configured for

communications with 240 VAC devices connected across

line L1 and L2. The medium switch 130 is under the

control of the media router 86 (FIGS. 3—6) which

sets the medium switch 130 as required for the

desired communication. The system 128 thus provides

complete flexibility for communications via the

power lines among various different, and differently

connected, devices.

still another pager-based communications

system 200 embodying various features of the
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previously described systems is shown in FIG. 10.

In this system 200, further flexibility in

communicating to and from selected subgroups of

users is provided.

In FIG. 10, one or more head end

communications interfaces 202 are provided. Each of

the head end communications interfaces 202 can

communicate with any one of a plurality of wireless

communications media 204, such as separate, existing

paging systems. A plurality of remote media

interface gateways 206, each responsive to a

particular one of the wireless communications media

204, are also provided. Each of the remote media

interface gateways, in turn, is coupled to one or

more local network function modules indicated

generically at 208.

As previously noted, one important function

of the pager-based communications systems described

herein is to broadcast a single message or item of

information over a wide area serviced by a wireless

communications medium. Such a function can be

served, for example, by transmission of an

alphanumeric character message to one or more remote

locations for emergency or disaster warnings, such

as severe weather, a chemical spill or other such

local, hazardous environmental condition. This

function requires the ability to reach a wide range

of remote locations organized by specific groups or

even a single location.

In operation, a message or data string is

sent by one of the wireless communications media or

transmitters 204 to one or more of the paging

receivers 208. This can be accomplished using

known, one-way, telephone dial up modem,

alphanumeric paging techniques. A single base
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address sent by the transmitter 204 to all receivers

208 within the service area, activates each of the

receivers 208 responsive to the base address in the

conventional manner. However, additional subaddress

information, included in the message itself or

otherwise appended onto the base address, is decoded

and used by the individual receivers 208 in the

manner previously described, to determine whether

they are part of the predetermined subgroup for

which the particular message or information is
intended.

Given the capability of the pager-based

communications systems described herein to address

preselected or determined subgroups among all the

selective call receivers located within the pager

service area, various desirable ends can be

achieved.

One example of a function for which the

selective call communications systems described

herein can be used to advantage is to define

particular subgroups according to some predefined

selection criteria, a such as standard industrial

classification (SIC) codes, arbitrary geographical

boundary areas as dictated by tornado paths, or

governmental boundary areas. By adding such

selection information into the message and

thereafter decoding it in the individual receivers

208, the receivers 208 can, on an individual basis,

determine whether they are part of the intended

receiving group. If not, they can ignore the

message. If they are, they can respond as is

appropriate. The various pager—based communications

systems described herein can be used to contact

anywhere from one single receiver up to all the

receivers in various combinations or subgroups.
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One important mode of operation is in using

the pager-based communications system 'to contact

receivers within a defined geographic subarea of the

overall service area. One way to achieve this is

through use of the latitude and longitude grid

method depicted in FIG. 11. In this method and

system, the agency generating or originating the

message defines the intended receipt subgroup in

terms of location within a rectangular area bounded

by known geographic coordinates.

In FIG. 11, it is assumed that the message

is intended for all receivers within the rectangular

area bounded by the four geographic coordinate

points 210, 212, 214 and 216. The geographical

coordinates are selected to correspond with the

actual physical location of the area for which the

message is intended and. is preferably generated

using a geographical map generated by a computer and

displayed on a screen within the agency generating

the message. By highlighting an individual area on

a computer based. mapping system, individual

coordinates can be established for any point. By

selecting four grid coordinates, a rectangular area

defined along actual longitude and latitude lines,

an area of desired contact can be established. By

selecting and using the paging system to broadcast

these four points, individual receivers 208 can

determine whether they are contained within the

selected area and can act accordingly.

As shown in FIG. 11, a very simple

subtracting method is used by each individual

receiver to determine whether it is present within

the selected area. In North America, for example,

the receiver 208 is within the selected area if its

known geographical coordinates are such that its
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latitude is less than the latitudes of points 210

and 212 but greater than the latitudes of points 214

and 216, and if its longitude is less than the

longitudes of points 210 and 214 but greater than

the longitudes of points 212 and 216. A simple

algorithm resident in each receiver 208, along with

pre-installed information regarding the receiver's

physical location can be used to determine whether

the receiver is within the intended reception area.

More sophisticated methods can be used to

select reception areas having shapes other than the

simple rectangle shown. For example, multiple

coordinates can be specified by the originating

agency and transmitted via the paging system to

define a selected reception area that is polygonal

in shape. Still more sophisticated techniques can

be used to define an arbitrary shape. Various

algorithms can be used both in the head end

communications interfaces 202 and in the function

modules 208 to achieve these ends.

Still another advantageous feature that can

be incorporated into one of the pager based

communications systems described herein is the

ability to use single or multiple message launch

sites. In other words, a message that is to be

transmitted to a one or more receivers can originate

at more than one site and can be transmitted over

the service area via one or more transmitters. In

any event, the same base address is used, and only

one base address need be procured from the pager

service provider. This helps keep the system

economical. Additionally, each additional launch

site can be provided with similar or identical

software, which provides redundancy in the event of

a disaster without significantly increasing cost.
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Another feature that can be incorporated is

the ability to provide for over-the—air registration

of individual receiving devices 208. This can be

accomplished by correlating individual receiver

identification numbers and address information (both

longitude and latitude grid locations and

governmental boundaries) to individual message

launch sites. Thereafter, this information is sent

to the individual receiver 208 using whichever

transmitter 204 is connected to the originating

message generating site. This feature also enables

individual receivers 208 to be reused at a different

address or location by over—the—air re—registration

of the receiver 208.

Still another feature that can be

incorporated is the ability to provide user

authentication of the actual individual who

generates the message sent to a paging transmitter

204. This increases system security by limiting

access for sending messages and thus helps avoid the

transmission of unauthorized messages. User

authentication can be achieved by adding

pass/challenge software at both the message launch

site and the computer that controls access to the

paging transmitter 204.

still another feature that can be

incorporated is the ability to generate time

sensitive, self deleting messages that automatically

erase themselves after passage of a set period of

time. This feature can be implemented by inserting

an additional item of information into the message

that defines the length of time the message should

remain in effect. The individual receivers 208 use

the time out information to either retain the

message or to delete it from memory if the message
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is stale. This feature can be used to achieve the

automatic resetting of all features in the receiver

208, and provides for hands off, automatic

operation. This can be of value for use in spaces,

such as hotel rooms, where continuous occupancy is

not feasible.

Still further refinements can be made

through the inclusion of suitable control commands

embedded in the messages sent to the individual

receivers. In particular, an embedded code can

control the amplitude, duration and pattern of audio

alarms and visual annunciators so that emergency

messages convey urgency audibly and visually.

Still further refinements can be made

through the inclusion of suitable first digits in

the command portion of the message which defines the

organization and content of subsequent groups of

subaddresses so subaddresses can have different

representations such as latitude and longitude

coordinates, or governmental units.

Still further refinements can be made by

the inclusion of a digit or character string in the

control portion of the message specifying a message

identifying number and by incorporating additional

selective call receiver functionality. When the

selective call receiver recognizes that the

informational portion of the emergency message is

null or contains some preassigned, rarely used

character or character string, the receiver

interprets this condition as an indicator to delete

a previously stored message having the same message

identifying number as that associated with the

immediate deleting message.

Still further refinements can be made by

using another digit or character string in the
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control portion of the message which specifies the

amplitude, duration and pattern of the audio and

visual annunciators of the receiver to convey the

urgency of individual emergency messages.

A second important operating mode for the

selective call emergency notification communications

systems herein shown and described is (a) the

delivery of control commands and messages to a

remote location, (b) the correct routing to the

particular device required to receive the command or

message, and © the combination of different

technologies into special use receivers intended for

use within the system. One such special use

receiver is shown at 218 in FIG. 10 and functions to

forward emergency messages from one system to

another paging system. In other words, the receiver

218 receives an emergency message from the selective

call communications system of which it is a part,

and, if appropriate instructions are received,

forwards the message on for reception by other

receivers 220 that are part of a different selective

call system.

To accomplish this function, the special

receiver 218 includes a repeating receiver media

interface. The receiver 218 receives any emergency

message sent from one of the head end communications

interfaces 202, but then strips off all additional

sub—address information, thereby leaving the actual

message. The actual message is then communicated to

another pager transmitter for broadcast to pagers

that are not a part of the main system or included

in the original subgroup of receivers. This feature

allows any paging carrier to utilize messages

originally sent in the first or host system even if

the frequency or signaling protocol is different
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from the host system. Compatibility is thus

assured.

A similar concept can be used to interface

the system to other radio based systems such as all

digital personal communications systems and other

such specialized radio based systems such as IVDS

(Interactive Video Data Systems).

Still another feature that can be

implemented is the capability of linking with other

local premise based transmitter devices such as baby

monitors, telephone monitors and door bell ring

detectors. These are particularly useful to the

hearing impaired who cannot respond to ordinary

sound—based signals. Such devices can be linked to

a transmitter that generates a signal received by

one of the receivers 208. Previously encoded

messages are sent by the transmitter in response to

receipt of an appropriate signal from the detector

and are sent to the appropriate receiver 208 where

they are decoded. The receiver 208 then generates

an appropriate display to alert the user. This

feature can be incorporated into a special selective

call repeater system consisting of a selective call

receiver that responds to two sources of selective

call signals where one source is the emergency

notification communications system and. the other

source is an on-site selective call system. The on-

site selective call system responds to door bell,

telephone and other common household activities or

sounds and includes a low power transmitter. The

two-source selective call receiver generally uses a

vibrating alarm indicator to aid persons who cannot

hear sound—based warnings, signals or messages.

still another feature that can be

implemented is a roving receiver 222 capable of
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receiving localized messages while moving within or

through an affected space or area. Such a receiver

222 can be equipped, for example, with a: global

positioning system (GPS) receiver 224 that monitors

the geographical position of the receiver 222 and

supplies positioning information that can be used by

appropriate circuitry within the receiver 222 to

determine whether the receiver is within the

geographic area specified by the message originator

and encoded into the signal broadcast by the

transmitter 204. If the receiver 222 is within the

specified geographic area, the message is displayed.

If it is not, the message is ignored. This feature

can be implemented over a very wide area such as the

entire United States by monitoring selected CAP

(variously, Code Assignment Plan or Capture) codes.

These codes can be operated by using another

receiver 208 in the system that strips off any other

sub-address information, but only sends out the

desired geographical information (i.e, latitude and

longitude) along with the main message. The roving

receiver 208, upon receiving the appropriate capture

code and verifying presence within the intended

geographic area, would then strip off the location

grid information and only display the desired

message.

Another pager—based, "one way broadcast"

communications system 300 is shown in FIG. 12. In

this system, the transmitting devices, i.e., the

head end communications interface 12, the head end

media interface 14, the telephone network 18 and the

paging network 20 are as previously described. The

remote media interface gateway or receiver 302,

however, is different.

The receiver 302 used in the system 300 is
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adapted to remain operational in the event utility

based power is lost. Such power failures are not

uncommon when emergencies or natural disasters

occur. To avoid losing the capability of receiving

emergency messages just at the time communication is

most important, the receiver 302 includes an

internal battery 304 that automatically switches in

to supply operating power in the event line current

is lost.

As illustrated, power for the receiver 302

is ordinarily provided by a power supply 306

operating from ordinary 120 VAC current.

Preferably, the receiver 302 comprises a self

contained unit that "plugs into" a standard,

residential 120 VAC outlet. The power supply 306

rectifies, filters and regulates the incoming power

in known manner to supply the requisite operating

voltage and current to the various receiver 302 sub-

circuits. In the event line current is lost, the

battery 304 automatically switches in to continue

powering the receiver 302.

The battery 302 is kept at full charge by

means of a charger 308 that operates from the 120

VAC line source. The charger 308 supplies current

to the battery 302 as needed to keep the battery 302

at full charge. In the event of a power failure,

the battery thus operates the receiver 302 beginning

with a full charge.

The receiver 302 contains a message display

30 and a wireless receiver 36 that can be the same

as or similar to these respective elements of the

previously described receiver or remote media

interface gateway 16. In addition, the receiver 302

includes a plurality of light emitting diodes (LEDs)

310, an audible alarm or transducer 312 and a
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plurality of control buttons 314 that enable the

user to control the operation of the receiver 302.

Each of these elements is coupled to a control

microprocessor 316 that controls the overall

operation of the receiver 302 and that can be

programmed in a variety of ways to achieve various

desired results. Depending upon how the control

microprocessor 316 is programmed, a variety of

various, specialized receivers can be realized.

One such specialized receiver that can be

used as part of the systems herein described is a

combination receiver and rechargeable battery—

powered flashlight 226 (FIG. 10) This device 226

would normally be plugged into a standard 120 VAC

outlet or source for continued powering, but would

also operate from a self contained rechargeable

battery kept charged by a self contained battery

charger. In addition to the capabilities of the

standard receivers 208, the receiver 226 would also

contain a battery source and a light source, such as

an illuminating lamp or high intensity light

emitting diode. Another feature that can be

advantageously included is the ability to provide a

rapid flashing signal using a momentary on/off

button that would also extend battery charge life by

minimizing extended operation. On important aspect

of the receiver 226 is the dual powering function

wherein the receiver 226 is powered in a normal

operating mode from a 120 VAC outlet. The receiver

226 is designed to remain plugged into the wall

outlet during normal use. The internal battery

allows the receiver to remain operational in the

event of a power failures that frequently occur as

a consequence of emergency or natural disaster

conditions. The light source incorporated into the
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receiver can be used for emergency lighting.

Additionally, the receiver 226 can be operated from

the battery of a vehicle to permit mobile operation

or can be worn on a belt to permit personal, mobile

operation.

other such specialized receivers could

incorporate smoke alarm, carbon monoxide detectors

or other human and property safety devices into a
common unit.

Still further benefits may be realized by

incorporating two-way signaling devices and

protocols so as to automatically notify a "911" or

other emergency center of a fire or other hazardous

condition at the earliest possible time or when

occupants of a site are absent or unconscious.

Although the invention has been shown and

described in its preferred form using a wireless

communications system such as a paging system, it

will be appreciated that the invention is not

limited in its broader aspects to paging systems or

even to wireless communciations systems. For

example, the invention can also be used in

connection with alternative forms of communication

and message delivery such as wireless telephones,

the internet, hardwired computer systems, television

or other broadcast receivers or combinations of such

devices.

While a particular embodiment of the

invention has been shown and described, it will be

obvious to those skilled in the art that changes and

modifications can be made without departing from the

invention in its broader aspects, and, therefore,

the aim in the appended claims is to cover all such

changes and modifications as fall within the true

spirit and scope of the invention.
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CLAIMS :

1. A method of operating a wireless

system so as to communicate messages to specific

groups among a plurality of potential message

recipients according to the presence or absence of

the potential message recipients within a specified

geographic area, comprising the steps of:

equipping each of the potential message

recipients with a wireless receiver operable to

receive encoded geographic coordinates and to

determine presence or absence within an area defined

by the received encoded geographic coordinates;

identifying the geographic coordinates

defining the specific geographic area to which the

group specific message is directed,

transmitting to each of the receivers a

message containing an informational portion and a

portion containing the geographical coordinates of

the specified geographic area,

determining at each of the receivers

presence or absence within the specified geographic

area, and

displaying the informational portion of the

message at the receivers determined to be within the

specified geographic area.

2. A method of operating a pager—based

communications system having a plurality of

receivers each responsive to a common base address

and to a unique individual address, comprising the

steps of:

generating for each of the receivers a

unique identification code;

locating each of the receivers at a

specific geographic location;

generating for each of the receivers a
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location code indicative of the specific geographic

location associated with the receiver; and

communicating via a wireless communications

link the unique identification code and the location

code to respective ones of the receivers.

3. A method as defined in claim 3

comprising the further steps of:

relocating a receiver to a different

geographic location;

generating a new location code indicative

of the receiver's different geographic location; and

communicating via a wireless communications

link the new location to the relocated receiver.

4. A method of operating a wireless

system so as to communicate group specific messages

to specific groups among a plurality of potential

message recipients, comprising the steps of:

identifying specific groups among the

plurality of potential message recipients;

assigning to each of the identified

specific groups a group specific address;

equipping each of the potential message

recipients with a wireless receiver responsive to

the group specific address of the specific group to

which the potential message recipient belongs;

generating a message containing an

informational portion and an address portion, the

address portion including the group specific address

of the specific group intended to receive the

message;

transmitting via a wireless signal the

message over a geographic area containing the

potential message recipients so that the receivers

responsive to the group specific address will accept

the message and communicate the informational
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portion of the message to the member of the specific

group; and

verifying' the existence of authority' to

transmit the message to the specific group before

transmitting the message to the specific group.

5. A method of operating a wireless

paging system so as to communicate group specific

time sensitive messages to specific groups among a

plurality of potential message recipients,

comprising the steps of:

identifying specific groups among the

plurality of potential message recipients;

assigning to each of the identified

specific groups a group specific address;

equipping each of the potential message

recipients with a wireless receiver responsive to

the group specific address of the specific group to

which the potential message recipient belongs;

generating a message containing an

informational portion, an address portion, and a

time duration portion, the address portion including

the group specific address of the specific group

intended to receive the message;

transmitting' via a wireless signal the

message over a geographic area containing the

potential message recipients so that the receivers

responsive to the group specific address will accept

the message and communicate the informational

portion of the message to the member of the specific

group;

decoding the time duration portion of the

message to define a time period; and

deleting the informational portion of the

message following expiration of the time period.

6. A method as defined in claim 5
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comprising the further step of resetting each of the

receivers following expiration of a predetermined

time interval.

7. A receiver unit for use in a pager—

based communications system operable to direct

messages to specific groups of pagers within a

larger group of receivers within the service area of

the system comprising:

a wireless receiver responsive to a base

address;

a decoder coupled to the wireless receiver

for recognizing a group—identifying indicator

indicative of inclusion within the specific group;

an audible alarm annunciator responsive to

the wireless receiver and the decoder for sounding

an audible alarm in the event of receipt of an alarm

message directed to the receiver unit; and

control circuitry for silencing the audible

alarm after passage of a predetermined time period

following receipt of the alarm message.

8. A receiver unit as defined in claim 7

wherein the control circuitry is further operable to

reduce the audio level of the audible alarm in

response to appropriate control signals received

from the wireless receiver.

9. A method of operating a pager-based

communications system comprising the steps of:

generating a message having a base address

portion, a control instruction portion and an

informational portion;

transmitting' the message via a 'wireless

signal;

receiving the transmitted message on a

receiving unit operable to respond to messages

containing the base address;
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decoding the control instruction portion of

the message and, in response to receipt of an

appropriate decoded control instruction, thereafter

transferring the informational portion of the

message to a different paging system for

distribution over the different paging system.

10. A receiver unit for use in a pager-

based communications system operable to direct

messages to specific groups of pagers within a

larger group of receivers within the service area of

the system comprising:

a wireless receiver responsive to a base

address;

a decoder coupled to the wireless receiver

for recognizing a group—identifying indicator

indicative of inclusion within the specific group;

an audible alarm annunciator responsive to

the wireless receiver and the decoder for sounding

an audible alarm in the event of receipt of an alarm

message directed to the receiver unit; and

control circuitry for silencing the audible

alarm after passage of a predetermined time period

following receipt of the alarm message.

11. A receiver unit for use in a pager—

based communications system operable to direct

messages to specific groups of pagers within a

larger group of receivers within the service area of

the system comprising:

a wireless receiver responsive to a base

address;

a decoder coupled to the wireless receiver

for recognizing a group—identifying indicator

indicative of inclusion within the specific group;

circuitry coupled to the decoder and the

wireless receiver for recognizing an informational
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portion of a message directed to the specific group

of receivers, and

additional circuitry responsive to an

informational input receiVed independently of the

message directed to the specific group of receivers.

12.‘ A receiver unit as defined in claim 11

wherein the informational input comprises a signal

indicative of the geographic location of the

receiver unit.

13. A receiver unit as defined in claim 12

wherein the informational input is obtained from a

global positioning system receiver.

14. A receiver unit as defined in claim 11

wherein the informational input is derived from a

sensor located in the vicinity of the receiver unit.

15. A receiver unit as defined in claim 14

wherein the sensor is selected from the group

consisting of baby monitors, telephone monitors and

door bell ring detectors.

16. A receiver unit as defined in claim 11

further comprising a memory for storing one or more

previously recorded messages and a display for

displaying the previously recorded message in

response to receipt of an appropriate informational

input.

17. A receiver unit as defined in claim 11

further comprising a non—aural based indicator for

indicating receipt of an informational input.

18. A receiver unit as defined in claim 11

further comprising an alternate source of operating

energy.

19. A receiver unit as defined in claim 18

wherein the alternate source comprises a battery-

operated power supply.

20. A receiver unit as defined in claim 19
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further comprising a light source actuated upon

actuation of the alternate source.

21. A method of operating

communications system comprising the steps of:

generating a message having a base address

portion, a control instruction portion and an

informational portion;

transmitting the message via a signal;

receiving the transmitted message on a

receiving unit operable to respond to messages

containing the base address; and

decoding the control instruction portion of

the message and, in response to receipt of an

appropriate decoded control instruction, cancelling

a previously received message. 
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WIRELESS ELECTRONIC COUPONING TECHNIQUE

TECHNI CAL F I ELD

The present invention relates to the field oftelecommunications/mobile terminals.

More particularly, the present invention relates to a mobile terminal capable of downloading,

or scanning, or collecting, and viewing, or transmitting, and using coupons.

There has been a problem ofhow to handle transactions including coupons in retail

stores. Coupons in a paper format require manual operation by the cashier at the retail store,

taking up valuable customer service time, thus increasing the length ofcheckout lines,

resulting in need of more personnel and thus expenses. Also the logistics involved in further

mailing the paper coupons to respective manufacturers for validation and related cash

reimbursements to retail stores tie up significant amounts of effort and workload.

Also, at the customer end, there is the problem of how to keep track of, store, find

and use the right coupons when visiting retail stores when buying the goods in question.

Usually the coupon usage operation by the consumer has been as follows (an example):

A consumer reads a newspaper and finds a coupon insert. The consumer enters a

retail store and collects the goods to be purchased. At the checkout counter, the goods are

read by a bar code scanner. The consumer gives the cashier the coupons that are valid and

the cashier enters the disCount, either by bar code scanner or manually. The consumer thus

receives a discount on the specific products mentioned in the coupons.

After that, the retail store gathers all the coupons, sorts them out and send them to

their respective manufacturers who then credit the retail store’s account on respective sums

ofthe discount (in the case of manufacturer reimbursed coupons).

On the larger view there is a rising problem and challenge of h0w to bring

meaningful and acceptable marketing communication, direct marketing, direct response

1

COREIRMATION COPY
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marketing and advertising messages to new wireless mobile terminals that are emerging.

These wireless terminals include mobile phones, personal digital assistants (PDAs) with

network connectivity, smart phones and other wireless intemet appliances. The wireless

couponing system, methodology and apparatus is a new method of providing advertisers and

marketers access to their target audiences using wireless terminals.

Presently, there are two types of lntemet coupons in use in retail sales.

In one type of Internet coupon arrangement, Internet coupons are downloaded from

the Internet by a user and printed on the user‘s printer. This eliminates the coupon

distribution problem from the manufacturer or retail store to the user but does not eliminate

the use of paper Coupons from the user to the retail store and optionally to the manufacturer.

Another type of lntemet coupon arrangement allows the downloading of coupons

from the lntemet to a smart card ofthe user. The use of smart cards having coupons stored

therein requires special hardware and the coupons stored in the smart card are not easily

viewed by the user while in a retail store.

DISCLOSURE OF THE INVENTION

In carrying out one technique of the present invention, there is a system of

infrastructure comprising and supporting wireless coupons that may be downloaded, viewed,

credited (used) in electronic format throughout their distribution life cycle. The coupons are

stored, carried and used in a wireless mobile terminal such as a mobile phone. The electronic

coupons may be delivered to the terminal by methods including: they may be downloaded to

the terminal from the lntemet; they may be pushed to the terminal by e-mail-type messages;

they may be downloaded to the terminal by a short—range radio link such as Bluetooth or they

may be scanned from a printed paper by using a (built in or external) scanner in a mobile

terminal, or via an infrared link or by other methods. They may also be downloaded from a

wireless LAN connection.
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An important distinction from previous Internet coupons and print coupons is the

fact that the coupon files are stored in the memory of the mobile terminal, or a coupon ID

number string is stored in the mobile temiinal and the visual representation may be

downloaded separately from a network server as needed or when excess bandwidth capacity

exists. Thus, the coupon files are easily carried by the consumer at all times, and are readily

available as the need rises (like when visiting a retail store, a restaurant, gas station, etc.).

During a visit to a retail outlet, the consumer takes out his/her mobile terminal, initiates a

coupon match sequence that compares the coupon files stored in the terminal with the

promotions effective at the retail outlet. Ifa match is found, i.e., the consumer carries an

electronic coupon thatjustifies a discount, the point of sale (POS) terminal calculates a

discount to the prices of the goods to be purchased, or grants other specified benefits to the

coupon bearer. The mobile terminal and the POS terminal may exchange the electronic

coupon information in the following ways: a wireless digital short-range radio link such as

Bluetooth, via an infrared data link, or via bar code scanning by the POS terminal from the

mobile terminal display.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The foregoing and a better understanding of the present invention will become

apparent from the following detailed description of example embodiments and the claims

when read in connection with the accompanying drawings, all forming a part ofthe

disclosure of this invention. While the foregoing and following written and illustrated

disclosure focuses on disclosing example embodiments ofthe invention, it should be clearly

understood that the same is by way ofillustration in example only and the invention is not

limited thereto. The spirit and scope ofthe present invention are limited only by the terms of

the appended claims.

Fig. l is a flowchart of a couponing system in accordance with the present invention.
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Fig. 2 illustrates one possible implementation of coupon ‘browsing on a wireless

terminal.

Fig. 3 illustrates the general architecture ofthe wireless couponing technique of the

present invention.

Fig. 4 illustrates the data flow from a wireless terminal to a point of sale terminal via

Bluetooth.

Fig. 5 illustrates the data flow from a wireless terminal to a point of sale terminal

via optical bar code scanning.

Fig. 6 illustrates the data flew from a wireless terminal to a point ofsalc terminal

via an infrared link.

Fig. 7 illustrates the flow from a wireless terminal to a point of sale terminal via

GPRS (general packet radio service).

Fig. 8 illustrates the data flow from a wireless terminal to a wireless terminal via

GPRS,

Fig. 9 illustrates the data flow from a wireless terminal to a wireless terminal via an

infrared link.

Fig. 10 illustrates the data flow from a wireless terminal to a wireless terminal via

Bluetooth.

Fig. l 1 illustrates the data flow from a wireless terminal to a wireless terminal

utilizing optical bar code scanning.

Fig. 12 illustrates optically scanning a coupon ID from a print media source.

Fig. 13 illustrates a Bluetooth radio link transmitted coupon.

Fig. 14 illustrates a GPRS network transmitted coupon.

BEST MODE FOR CARRYING OUT THE INVENTION

Fig. l is a flowchart ofa couponing system in accordance with the present invention.
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1n Step 100, a coupon is created and delivered to a network server. The various

attributes ofthc coupon arc inputted to the server by either a manufacturer ofthe product or

products mentioned in the coupon or are inputted to the server from the offices of a retailer

store. In both cases, the purpose ofproviding discount coupons is to increase sales by

providing the user with an additional incentive to purchase the product or products

mentioned in the coupon. In the case ofcoupons being offered by a retailer, the incentive

offered by the coupon increases the volume of traffic of potential buyers which usually

results in increased sales.

In Step I 10, the coupon is electronically delivered to the wireless terminal using one

of several optional methods which will be discussed later.

In Step 120, the terminal processes the electronically transmitted coupon by

handling, categorizing, storing, and enabling browsmg by the user.

Fig. 2 illustrates one possible implementation of coupon browsing on a display ofa

wireless terminal. This is but one possible example of the wireless terminal display during

coupon browsing. It is, of course, understood that other possibilities exist depending on the

capability ofthe wireless terminal.

Returning to Fig. l, in Step 130, the wireless terminal contains an additional feature

not available with paper coupons, namely, the ability to forward the electronically

transmitted coupon to another wireless terminal or to in effect multiply the electronically

transmitted coupon by forwarding it to several other wireless terminals. This allows for the

wider distribution ofthe electronically transmitted coupon at no additional cost to the

manufacturer or retailer issuing the coupon and is analogous to word-of-mouth advertising.

Word-of-mouth advertising is a very powerful advertising tool in that a satisfied customer

disseminates information about a product to other potential customers who value the opinion

of the satisfied customer.
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In Step 140, the user ofthe billable terminal can transfer the electronically

transmitted coupon to the point-of-sale terminal ofthe retailer via one of several different

methods which will be discussed in detail later.

In Step 150, the point—of—sale terminal validates the electronically transmitted

coupon and electronically redeems it by providing an immediate discount to the customer in

accordance with the requirements of the coupon.

In Step 160, the point-of-sale terminal reports the redemption ofthe coupon to the

issuer of the coupon such as the manufacturer in the case ofmanufacturer coupons and to the

retailer’s office in the case ofretailer coupons.

Fig. 3 illustrates the general architecture ofthe wireless couponing technique of the

present invention.

The coupon service server 200 receives and stores the attributes ofthe various

coupons to be disseminated to the wireless terminals.

A coupon would include the discount/benefit information (e.g. which specific

product, and which product family and in what combination, etc.), the forwardability and

multiplyability information (that is, whether the electronic coupon could be forwarded to one

or more other wireless terminals), the validity time period, the usage time period (e.g., during

office hours, etc.). The textual and visual/audio representation ofthe coupon may be

forwarded together or separately from the coupon service server, the coupons being

identified by their coupon ID number.

In order to efficiently handle, classify, and store coupons, various metadata in a

standardized format of the coupon is provided. One standardized format for the metadata

could be XML (extended mark-up language).

Returning to Fig. 3, the coupon service server 200 transmits the coupon data through

a firewall 210 to the Internet 220. The Internet 220 forward the data to a GGSN (gateway
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GPRS (general packet radio service) support node) 230 which in turn transmits the data to a

GPRS network operator 240.

The GPRS network operator 240 transmits the coupon data to an SGSN (serving

GPRS Support node) 250 which transmits the data via GPRS or 36 (third generation wireless

communication) network 260, for example.

The network 260 transmits the data to wireless terminals 280 and 281 via BTS (base

transceiver station) 270 and 271, respectively.

Alternatively, the coupon data can be transmitted only to wireless terminal 280 and

then transmitted via various means which will be discussed subsequently to wireless terminal

281.

When the user ofwireless terminal 281 wishes to redeem his or her electronic

coupon at a retailer, the electronic coupon stored in his or her wireless terminal 281 is

electronically transferred to the point-of-sale terminal 285 by various methods which will be

discussed in detail later.

The redemption information contained in the point—of—sale terminal 285 is

subsequently transferred to the retail chain corporate LAN (local area network) network 290

which compiles the coupon redemption information from all of its point-of—sale terminals

and forwards this information to the coupon service server 200 via the firewall 295, lntemet

220 and firewall 210.

Fig. 4 illustrates the data flow between a point-of—sale terminal and a wireless

terminal via Bluetooth.

The following is a technology overview ofthe Bluetooth system.

The technology is an open specification for wireless communication of data and

voice. It is based on a low-cost short-range radio link, built into a 9 x 9 mm microchip,

facilitating protected ad hoc connections for stationary and mobile communication
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environments. Bluetooth technology allows for the replacement ofthe many proprietary

cables that connect one device to another with one universal short-range radio link. For

instance, Bluetooth radio technology built into both the cellular telephone and the laptop

would replace the cumbersome cable used today to connect a laptop to a cellular telephone.

Printers, PDA’S, desktops, fax machines, keyboards, joysticks and virtually any other digital

device can be part of the Bluetooth system. But beyond untethering'devices by replacing the

cables, Bluetooth radio technology provides a universal bridge to existing data networks, a

peripheral interface, and a mechanism to form small private ad hoc groupings of connected

devices away from fixed network infrastructures. Designed to operate in a noisy radio

frequency environment, the Bluetooth radio uses a fast acknowledgment and frequency

hopping scheme to make the link robust. Bluetooth radio modules avoid interference from

other signals by hopping to a new frequency after transmitting or receiving a packet.

Compared with other systems operating in the same frequency band, the Bluetooth radio

typically hops faster and uses shorter packets. This makes the Bluetooth radio more robust

than other systems. Short packages and fast hopping also limit the impact of domestic and

professional microwave ovens. Use of Forward Error Correction (FEC) limits the impact of

random noise on long—distance links. The encoding is optimized for an uncoordinated

environment. Bluetooth radios operate in the unlicensed ISM band at 2.4 GHz. A frequency

hop transceiver is applied to combat interference and fading. A shaped, binary FM ‘

modulation is applied to minimize transceiver complexity. The gross data rate is le/s. A

Time-Division Duplex scheme is used for full-duplex transmission. The Bluetooth baseband

protocol is a combination of circuit and packet switching. Slots can be reserved for

synchronous packets. Each packet is transmitted in a different hop frequency. A packet

nominally covers a single slot, but can be extended to cover up to five slots. Bluetooth can

2 5 support an asynchronous data channel, up to three simultaneous synchronous voice channels,
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or a channel which simultaneously supports asynchronous data and synchronous voice. Each

voice channel supports 64 kb/s synchronous (voice) link. The asynchronous’channel can

support an asymmetric link of maximally 721 Kb/s in either direction while permitting 57.6

Kb/s in the return direction, or a 432.6 Kb/s symmetric link.

While Bluetooth has been discussed in detail above with regard to the present

invention, it is to be understood that this isjust for explanatory purposes. The present

invention is not limited to the Bluetooth implementation.

In operation, the wireless terminal 28] transmits the coupon ID and information to

the point-of-sale terminal 285. The retail chain corporate LAN network 290, connected to

the coupon service server 200 via the firewall 210, Internet 220, and firewall 295, verifies the

I coupon and calculates the discount/benefit in real time or as a batch daily. The coupon

information is updated to the coupon service server as well as to the retail chain network

SCI’VCI’.

Fig. 5 illustrates the data flow from a wireless terminal to point—of-sale terminal via

optical bar codes.

In operation, the wireless terminal 281 displays an optical bar code 288 containing

coupon ID information on the screen of the wireless terminal 28]. The point—of—sale terminal

operator scans the bar code in Step 287 with the optical bar code scanner 286. The retail

chain corporate LAN network 290 receives the information from the point—of—sale terminal

285 and is connected to the coupon service server 200 via the firewall 295, lntemet 220, and

firewall 2l0 as with Fig. 4. The remainder ofthe operation is identical to that ofthe

arrangement of Figs 4.

Fig. 6 illustrates the flow of data from a wireless terminal to a point-of—sale terminal

via an infrared link. The operation of the system of Fig. 6 is the same as that of Fig. 4 with
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the exception that the wireless; terminal 281 is connected to the point-of—sale terminal 285 via

infrared transceivers 330 and 310 and infrared link 320.

Fig.7 illustrates the flow of data from a wireless terminal to a point-of~sale terminal

via GPRS (general packet radio service).

In this arrangement, the wireless terminal 281 transmits the coupon ID information

to the point-of-sale terminal 285 via the BTS 271, GPRS or 3G network 260, SGSN 250,

GPRS network operator 240, GGSN 23 0, Internet 230, firewall 295, and the retail chain

corporate LAN network 290. The path between the wireless terminal 281 and the Internet

220 may be the same path used to receive the coupon ID information from the coupon

service server 200 as noted above with regard to Fig. 3.

The operation ofthe system illustrated in Fig. 7 is otherwise identical to that of Fig.

»4 and accordingly, the details thereof have been omitted for the sake of brevity.

Fig. 8 illustrates the flow of data from one wireless terminal to another wireless

terminal via GPRS.

As shown in Fig. 8, the wireless terminal 281 may transmit or forward coupon 1D

data contained therein to wireless terminal 280 via BTS 271, the GPRS or BG network 260,

and the BTS 270. Note that the wireless terminal 281 may have received the coupon ID data

from the GPRS network operator 240 via the SGSN 250 and GPRS or 3G network 260 and

BTS 271 as previously noted in the discussion of Fig. 3.

The coupons may be transmitted or forwarded to other terminals other than the

wireless terminal 280 via the GPRS or 3G network 260.

Fig. 9 illustrates the flow of data from one wireless terminal to another wireless

terminal via an infrared link.

In this arrangement, wireless terminal 281 is connected to wireless terminal 280 via

infrared transceiver 330, infrared link 350 and infrared transceiver 340. The coupon ID and
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information is transmitted from terminal to terminal via the infrared link 350. The

visual/textual representation may be transmitted simultaneously between the wireless

terminals via the infrared link or may be downloaded from the coupon service server 200 at a

later time.

Fig. 10 illustrates the flow of data from one wireless terminal to another via

Bluetooth. The connection between two or more wireless terminals such as 280 and 281 is

established via the Bluetooth low-range radio link 400. The coupon ID/information is

transmitted from terminal 281 to terminal 280 via the Bluetooth link 400 and the

visual/textual representation may be transmitted simultaneously or may be downloaded from

the coupon service server 200 at a later time,

Fig. ll illustrates the flow of data from one wireless terminal to another wireless

terminal utilizing optical bar code scanning. The coupon ID is displayed as a bar code on the

screen of wireless terminal 280. An optical bar code scanner 420 imbedded in wireless

terminal 281 is used to scan the bar code 288 which is displayed on the wireless terminal

screen 410 ofwireless terminal 280. Thus, the coupon ID is copied by wireless terminal 281.

A network connection via GPRS, for example, may be used to verify the coupon

immediately or at a later time period.

Fig. 12 illustrates optically scanning a coupon ID from a print media source using a

Wireless terminal. Namely, a coupon is printed in a magazine, newspaper, leaflet, etc., the

coupon including a coupon ID printed in a bar code format 288. The wireless terminal 281

performs the Step 420 of scanning the printed bar code having the coupon 1D utilizing an

optical bar code reader imbedded in the wireless terminal 281.

Once the coupon ID has been scanned by the wireless terminal 281, it may be Stored

and/or a visual and textual representation may be downloaded from the coupon service server

200 via the GPRS-Intemet connection 450. By this technique, the user ofthe wireless
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terminal 28] may also take advantage ofprinted coupons without having to resort to the

inefficient conventional steps used to redeem paper coupons.

Fig. 13 illustrates the transmission of an electronic coupon utilizing a Bluetooth

transmitter.

As the user ofthe wireless terminal 28] comes in proximity to a physical point of

interest where a Bluetooth transmitter used to transmit an electronic coupons resides, the

Bluetooth transmitter transmits coupon IDs or coupon information to the wireless terminal

281. The Bluetooth transmitter 460 receives the coupon IDs or coupon information from the

coupon service server 200 via the firewall 210 and lntemet 220.

In the case of only coupon IDs being transmitted by the Bluetooth’transmitt‘er 460,

the coupon visual and textual representation is retrieved by the wireless terminal 281 from

the coupon service server 200 via the GPRS—lntemet connection 450.

The Bluetooth transmitter 460 can be placed in a retail store, shopping mall, or any

location where there is a reasonably large volume of traffic flow, such as an airport or

subway station, thereby serving as an advertising medium in conjunction with some sort of

visual display related to the electronically transmitted coupons.

Fig. 14 illustrates the transmission of an electronic coupon to a wireless terminal via

a GPRS network.

The coupon ID and coupon information, and optionally the visual and textual

representation thereof, are delivered to the wireless terminal 281 via the GPRS or 36

network 260 which is connected to the coupon service server 200 via the firewall 210,

lntemet 220, GGSN 230, GPRS network operator 240, and SGSN 250. The coupon 1D and

the representation can either be transmitted simultaneously or maybe transmitted at separate

times.
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This concludes the description of the example embodiments. Although the present

invention has been describediwith reference to a number ofillustrative embodiments thereof,

it should be understood that numerous other modifications and embodiments can be devised

by those skilled in the art that will fall within the spirit and scope ofthe principles ofthis

invention. More particularly, reasonable variations and modifications are possible in the

component parts and/or arrangements of the subject combination arrangement within the

scope of the foregoing disclosure, the drawings, and the appended claims without departing

from the spirit of the invention. In addition to variations and modifications in the

components and/or arrangements, alternative uses will also be apparent to those skilled in the

art.

For example, while various electronic transmission elements and methods have been

disclosed, the present invention should not be construed as being limited to those disclosed

methods and equipment. Although the lntemet has been discussed above as a

communications path, it is; to be understood that the present invention should in no way be

construed as being limited thereto. For example, a wireless LAN (Local Area Network) path

could also be used.
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What is claimed is:

1. An electronic couponing method comprising the steps of:

transferring coupon information to a first portable terminal and storing same therein;

displaying a representation ofthe transferred coupon information on the first

portable terminal; and

transferring at least part ofthe stored coupon information from the first portable

terminal to another terminal for redemption.

2. An electronic couponing method comprising the steps of:

transferring coupon information to a first portable terminal and storing same therein;

displaying a representation ofthe transferred coupon information on the first

portable terminal; and

transferring at least part of the stored coupon information from the first portable

terminal to a second portable terminal.

3. An electronic couponing system comprising:

a first portable terminal having a memory;

a first transfer unit for transferring coupon information to said first portable terminal,

said first portable terminal storing same in said memory thereof;

a display disposed within said first portable terminal for displaying a representation

of said transferred coupon information from said first portable terminal; and

a second transfer unit for transferring at least part of said stored coupon information

to another terminal for redemption. ‘

4. An electronic couponing system comprising:

a first portable terminal having a memory;
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a first transfer unit for transferring coupon information to said portable terminal, said

portable terminal storing same in said memory thereof;

a display disposed within said first portable terminal for displaying a representation

ofsaid transferred coupon information;

a second portable terminal; and

a second transfer unit for transferring at least part of said stored coupon information

from said first portable terminal to said second portable terminal .

5. The method of claim 1, wherein at least part ofthe coupon information is

transferred to the first portable terminal by optically scanning information with an optical

scanner.

6. The method of claim 1, wherein at least part ofthe coupon information is

transferred to the first portable terminal with a Bluetooth radio link,

7. The method of claim I, wherein at least part ofthe coupon information is

transferred to the first portable terminal via the lntemet.

8. The method of claim 7, wherein at least part ofthe coupon information is

transferred from the Internet to the first portable terminal via a wireless link.

9. The method of claim 1, wherein at least part ofthe stored coupon

information is transferred from the first portable terminal to another terminal via optically

scanning the displayed representation of the transferred coupon information on the portable

terminal.

10. The method ofclaim 1, wherein at least part ofthe stored coupon

information is transferred from the first portable terminal to another portable terminal via a

Bluetooth radio link.
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' 11. The method of claim 1, wherein at least part of the stored coupon

information is transferred from the first portable terminal to another terminal via an infrared

link.

12. The method of claim 1, wherein at least part ofthe stored coupon

information is transferred from the first portable terminal to another terminal via the Internet.

13. The method of 7, wherein at least part of the stored coupon information is

transferred from the first portable to another terminal via the lntemet via a wireless link.

14. The method of claim 2, wherein at least part ofthe coupon information is

transferred to the first portable terminal by optically scanning information with an optical

scanner.

15. The method of claim 2, wherein at least part of the coupon information is

transferred to the first portable terminal with a Bluetooth radio link.

16. The method of claim 2, wherein at least part of the coupon information is

transferred to the first portable terminal via the Internet.

17. The method ofclaim 2, wherein at least pan ofthe coupon information is

transferred from the Internet to the first portable terminal via a wireless link.

18. The method ofclaim 2, wherein at least part ofthe stored coupon

information is transferred from the first portable terminal to a second portable terminal via

the Internet.

19. The method of claim 18, wherein at least part of the stored coupon

information is transferred from the first portable terminal to a second portable terminal via

the Internet via a wireless link.

20. The method ofclaim 2, wherein at least part of the stored coupon

information is transferred from the first portable terminal to a second portable terminal via an

infrared link.
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21. The method of claim 2, wherein at least part ofthe stored coupon

information is transferred frdm the first portable terminal to a second portable terminal via a

Bluetooth radio link.

22. The method, of claim 2. wherein at least part of the stored coupon

information is transferred from the first portable terminal to a second portable terminal via

optically scanning the displayed representation ofthe transferred coupon in formation on the

first portable terminal.

23. The system of claim 3, wherein said first transfer unit comprises an optical

scanner for optically scanning a representation of said coupon information.

24. The system of claim 3, wherein said first transfer unit comprises a Bluetooth

radio link.

25. The system of claim 3, wherein said first transfer unit comprises the Internet.

26. The system of claim 25, wherein said first transfer unit further comprises a

wireless link.

27. The system of claim 3, wherein said second transfer unit comprises an

optical scanner for scanning the representation of said transferred coupon in formation on

said display of said first portable terminal.

28. The system ofclaim 3, wherein said second transfer unit comprises a

Bluetooth radio link.

29. The system of claim 3, wherein said second transfer unit comprises an

infrared link.

30. The system of claim 3, wherein said second transfer unit comprises the

lntem et.
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31. The system of claim 30, wherein said second transfer unit further comprises

a wireless link.

32. The system of claim 4, wherein said first transfer unit comprises an optical

scanner for optically seaming a representation of said coupon information.

33. The system ofclaim 4, wherein said first transfer unit comprises a Bluetooth

radio link.

34. The system ofclaim 4, wherein said first transfer unit comprises the lntemet.

35. The system of claim 33, wherein said first transfer unit further comprises a

wireless link.

36. The system of claim 4, wherein said second transfer unit comprises the

37. The system ofclaim 36, wherein said second transfer unit funher comprises

a wireless link.

38. . The system ofclaim 4, wherein said second transfer unit comprises an

infrared link.

39. The system ofclaim 4, wherein said second transfer unit comprises a

Bluetooth radio link.

40. The system of claim 4, wherein said second transfer unit comprises an

optical scanner for scanning said representation of said transferred coupon information on

said display of said first portable tenninal.

41. An electronic couponing method comprising the steps of:

transferring coupon information to a first portable terminal and storing same therein;

displaying a representation of the transferred coupon information on the first

portable terminal;
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transferring at least part of the stored coupon information from the first portable

terminal to another terminal for redemption; and

transferring at least part of the stored coupon information from the first portable

terminal to a second portable terminal.

42. An electronic couponing system comprising:

a first portable terminal having a memory;

a first transfer unit for transferring coupon information to said first portable terminal,

said first portable terminal storing same in said memory thereof;

a display disposed within said first portable terminal for displaying a representation

of said transferred coupon information;

a second transfer unit for transferring at least part of said stored coupon information

from said first portable terminal to another terminal for redemption;

a second portable terminal; and

a third transfer unit for transferring at least part said stored coupon information from

said first portable terminal to said second portable terminal.

43. The method of claim 1, wherein said coupon information comprises a

coupon ID (identification).

44. The method of claim 2, wherein said coupon information comprises a

coupon ID (identification).

45. The method ofclaim 41, wherein said coupon information comprises a

coupon ID (identification).

46. The system of claim 3, wherein said coupon information comprises a coupon

ID (identification).

47. The system of claim 4, wherein said coupon information comprises a coupon

ID (identification).
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48. The system of claim 42, wherein said coupon information comprises a

coupon lD (identification).

49. The method ofclaim 1, wherein at least part of the coupon information is

transferred to the first portable terminal via a wireless LAN (Local Area Network).

50. The method of claim 1, wherein at least part ofthe stored coupon

information is transferred from the first portable terminal to another terminal via a wireless

LAN (Local Area Network).

5]. The method of Claim 2, wherein at least part of the coupon information is

transferred to the first portable terminal via a wireless LAN (Local Area Network).

52. The method ofclaim 2, wherein at least part of the stored coupon

information is transferred from the first portable terminal to a second portable terminal via

a wireless LAN (Local Area Network).

53. The system of claim 3, wherein said first transfer unit comprises a wireless

LAN (Local Area Network).

54. The system ofclaim 3, wherein said second transfer unit comprises a

wireless LAN (Local Area Network).

55. The system of claim 4, wherein said first transfer unit comprises a wireless

LAN (Local Area Network).

56. The system of Claim 4, wherein said second transfer unit comprises a

wireless LAN (Local Area Network).
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INTERACTIVE AGENT FOR MOBILE DEVICE

Field of Invention

The presentlinvention relates to a system for

5 providing an intelligent agent in a network environment,

and, particularly, but not exclusively, to a system for

providing an intelligent agent for use with mobile

communications devices.

Background of Invention

Mobile communications networks are well known. They

include cellular telephone networks, satellite based

networks, etc. Communication is most usually voice to

voice although message services, such as SMS are becoming

more prevalent with mobile telephones. In addition/

computing devices capable of utilising mobile telephone

networks for communications are available. These include,

in particular, tsmall computing devices”, including laptop

computers, palmftop type computers. Mobile telephones

also fall within the definition of small computing device.

These types of small computing devices may use the mobile

communications networks to interface with other types of

networks, such as the Internet to eg. download

information. communication networks which enable
different types of devices (not necessarily compatible

devices) to communicate with each other are also known,

utilising such technologies as BLUETOOTHW.

Communications via mobile networks require direct

“on—line" operation by a user. That is, for voice to

voice communications a user must dial a number (or hit an

auto—dial button) and then converse with the called party

in real time. ‘Message services in mobile network, such as

SMS also require operation of an interface to enter a

Substitute Sheet
(Rule 26) RO/AU
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message and respond to a message. Similarly, accessing

other networks such as the Internet requires the user to

operate an interface in real time to access the required

Website and download the required information.

Intelligent agents, which do not require real—time

user operation to carry out tasks instructed by a user,

are known but are primitive. These include “Webbots” and

“Crawlers” which can locate information on the Internet in

accordance with instructions provided by a userli They are

not known for use with small computing devices

communicating via mobile communications networks, such as

mobile telephones.

Summary of Invention,

From a first aspect, the present invention provides a

'system for providing an intelligent agent which is

arranged to carry out tasks in response to instructions

from a user, the tasks being actioned in a network

environment, the system comprising agent interface means

arranged to provide an agent interface at a user terminal

for interaction with the user, and agent implementation

means for implementing tasks instructed to the agent

interface by the user.

An “intelligent agent" in its broadest sense, as

intended in the present specification, is a separate

entity (software or'hardware or a combination of software

and hardware) which is able to operate to carry out

instructions of a user or operator. An intelligent agent

does not require real—time control by a user in order to

carry out a task that has been instructed.

The network environment may be any network

environment. Preferably, the network environment is a

public access network.such as a mobile communications
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network. The mobile communications network may interface

with other networks such as the Internet and the

intelligent agent can preferably access any interfaced

networks to carry out tasks utilising those networks.

The user terminal is preferably a small computing

device, and is preferably a palm—top computing device or

mobile telephone type device. The user terminal is

preferably a mobile device, such as palm—top computer

having mobile communications facility, or a mobile

telephone.

The agent implementation means can preferably enable

tasks to be carried out by the intelligent agent such as

taking part in competitions. A mobile telephone user

having access to an intelligent agent, therefore, could

enter and take part in a competition implemented by the

system, such as a quiZa In return for success in the

competition, the mobile user may win prizes. Such a use

of the intelligent agent has the commercial effect of

promoting network usage and therefore increasing revenue

to the mobile network owner.

The intelligent agent is preferably able to carry out

tasks other than taking part in competitions. Other tasks

include obtaining information requested by the user (for

example by “trawling” the Internet for the information);

ordering tickets to entertainment venues (for example,

ordering theatre tickets) — this particularly illustrates

the advantages of using an intelligent agent in accordance

with the present invention. Much time can be spent by a

'user on a telephone ordering tickets for entertainment

venues. With‘the present invention, the intelligent agent

does all the “work” in ordering the tickets without any

intervention required by the user apart from the original

instructions (and perhaps confirmation of an order once
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the intelligent agent has placed it); electronic commerce

transactions on behalf of the user (this could include

purchasing goods on behalf of user from, for example,

Internet sites).

Preferably, the intelligent agent becomes associated

with a particular user. In other words, the intelligent

agent becomes “personalised”. It acts as the users

“helper” and stays with the user for a long period‘of‘

time. The idea of an intelligent agent which is

associated with a particular user and in a sense “belongs”

to the user is a novel one.

Preferably, the user terminal is a personal device

which belongs to the user only. This is usually the case

with palm—top type computers and certainly the case with

mobile telephones. Such a personal device usually

incorporates facilities to ensure security. Preferably,

security means are provided on the user terminal

preventing unauthorised persons from accessing the

intelligent agent. The agent therefore becomes a

“trusted” agent, personal to the user (“a personal trusted

agent”). In mobile telephones, for example, a key set

(eg. RSA) and a digital certificate (eg. X509) may exist

on the mobile to allow it to act as a secure device and

perform secure transactions. The intelligent agent may

utilise this key set and be verified via the use of a

digital signature.

Preferably, therefore, the intelligent agent is

securely associated with a particular user, preventing

other persons from using the intelligent agent associated

with the user, or impersonating the intelligent agent.

The system of the present invention also preferably

comprises attribute implementation means, arranged to
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implement the provision of attributes to the intelligent

agent.

The attributes are preferably arranged to determine

the functionality of the intelligent agent in carrying out

tasks. For example, one attribute may determine how

“good” an intelligent agent is at competitions, and could

be termed “IQ”. If a particular intelligent agent has a

high IQ it may have a particular facility for competitions

or particular types of competitions. The intelligent

agent may have other types of attributes which determine

its functionality in different ways.

Preferably, the attribute implementation means is

arranged to affect changes in the attributes of the

intelligent agent in accordance with predetermined

criteria.

The predetermined criteria may include operation of

the intelligent agent in carrying out tasks, preferably

historical operation. -For example, if an intelligent

agent has entered a number of competitions and has done

well in them, this may automatically (implemented by the

attribute implementation means) lead to an increase in the

IQ of the agent. Another option is that a user may

purchase new attributes (such as the facility, for eg. to

obtain theatre,tickets) from the system.

Preferably, the intelligent agent is arranged to

“learn” as it is carrying out tasks for the user, the

intelligent agent will pick up information while it is

carrying out these tasks which can assist it in future

tasks. In particular, the intelligent agent can acquire

more knowledge about the user as it performs tasks.

Preferably, the system provides a plurality of

intelligent agents for use by a plurality of associated
users. The users are preferably identified to the system.
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This need not be by actual name, but could be by an

identity number, for example.

Preferably, the system also includes an agent

interaction means which is arranged to enable interaction

5 between intelligent agents- For example, a user's

intelligent agent may carry a message for delivery to

other user’s intelligent agents.

Preferably, where the system also includes an

attribute implementation means for providing attributes to

the intelligent agent, interaction between intelligent

agents may depend on the respective attributes of the

intelligent agents. For example, “compatible” intelligent

agents may interact whereas “non—compatible” intelligent

agents will not interact. Compatibility can be determined

by attributes both learned (as discussed above} or

provided by a user, such as “appearance”, “personality”,

“nationality” etc. These attributes may reflect

attributes of the user (or may not) as may be determined

by the user.

Compatibility between intelligent agents may

eventually lead to.the users communicating with each

other, eg. by exchanging mobile telephone numbers. An

advantage of this method of communication is that in the

initial stages of intelligent agent interaction it is not

necessary to divulge any personal details of the user,

such as telephone number. Interaction can proceed to a

level where the users decide they actually want to talk to

each other before the exchange of telephone numbers is

required.

The system preferably further includes user “mood”

determination means which is arranged to determine the

mood of the user and affect the operation of the

intelligent agent accordingly. Mood can be determined in
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relation to any aspect of the user’s behaviour. For

example, if the user is busy, they may not wish to be

“bothered” by interaction with the intelligent agent and

the intelligent agent’s behaviour will be adjusted

accordingly. The assessment of whether or not the user is

busy could be determined monitoring a number of factors

including actual information input by the user to the user

terminal, use of the user terminal (if use is frequent, it

is likely that the user is busy). Also, if the user has

been put into “silent” mode it is likely that the user is

busy.

The system preferably further includes push content

provision means‘for providing push content to the user

terminal in association with the operation of the

intelligent agent. It is therefore possible for third

party originating information to be provided to the user

via the intelligent agent, which can include advertising,

for example. Revenue can thus be earned from the system

and it may not even be necessary to charge the user for

the intelligent agent, which makes the system very

attractive to a user. Further, push content can be

“targeted” taking account of the attributes of the

particular intelligent agent (particularly where these may

reflect the personality of the user) and operation of the

intelligent agent (eg. monitoring the type of tasks that

the user puts the intelligent agent to). Advertising

information therefore becomes less intrusive, as it is

targeted towards the particular user ie. the user actually

wishes to receive this type of advertising information.

The user may indicate what type of information he wants to

receive by input to the user terminal.

Preferably, the system further includes means

arranged to determine the location of a user terminal
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associated with an intelligent agent. Where the user

terminals are mobile terminals, sudh as mobile telephones,

this system can preferably locate the mobile telephone

physically. The agent implementation means is preferably

arranged to affect operation of the intelligent agent in

accordance with the physical location of the user

terminal. It may detect, for example, that the location

of the intelligent agent is proximate a particular retail

location, enabling push content to be broadcast to the

user terminal via the intelligent agent, relevant to the

particular retail location.’

The agent interface is preferably arranged to

represent the intelligent agent at the user terminal as a

characterisation, eg. as a type of “creature”, having

attributes as discussed above. The “creature” essentially

“lives” on the user terminal and carries out tasks for the-

user. Over time it becOmes the user’s “friend”. This

type of personalised intelligent agent is particularly

novel. In particular, with the security means discussed

above, the user can completely trust the intelligent agent

(as other parties are prevented from fraudulently using or

impersonating the intelligent agent). The intelligent

agent becomes the user’s “trusted intelligent agent”.

The user terminal may be arranged to interface with a

number of-networks. For example, one interface may be

with a mobile communications network via a mobile

communications network operator. The agent implementation

means may at least in part be provided by the network

operator or a system connected to or associated with the

network operator. A first network interface means is

provided at the mobile user terminal to interface with the

mobile network (e.g. a wireless transceiver for

transmission/reception with mobile network base stations).
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Preferably, the user terminal may in addition be provided

with further network interface means, for interfacing with

further networks. For example, a transceiver may be

provided for interfacing with a micro-network in, for

example, a retail store or restaurant- The agent may,

therefore, obtain information via the micro—network and

carry out a task by the micro—network e.g. with a
BLUETOOTI—fm server in a restaurant or retail store.

Preferably, the system is also arranged to provide

transient agents which include a transient agent interface

means arranged to provide a transient agent interface at a

user terminal and transient agent implementation means for

implementing transient agent tasks. A transient agent may

be broadcast, for example, to a plurality of user

terminals as push Content e.g. to provide a retail offer.

For example, a transient agent representing RONALD

MCDONALDm may be transmitted to~a plurality of user phones

via the network, advertising a special offer relating to

MCDONALDSN‘restaurants. The transient agent may, at least

in part, reside in a storage means on the user terminal.

When the user enters a MCDONALDS'm restaurant they can

download the transient agent to a MCDONALDS'm portal to

obtain the benefit of the special offer. Alternatively, a

micro—network in a MCDONALDS'm restaurant could be accessed

so that the transient agent can implement the offer over

the micro—network. Transient agents may be utilised to

implement any number of tasks. They may exist as a

“voucher” relating to a special offer, as discussed above.

They may also,assist or implement other push content, such

as straight forward advertising.

From a second aspect, the present invention provides

a method of enabling a user of a user terminal in a

network environment to carry out tasks, the tasks being
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actioned in the network environment, comprising the steps

of implementing in the network environment an intelligent.

agent which is arranged to carry out the tasks instructed

by the user via the network terminal.

The method of this aspect of the invention may employ

the system discussed above.

From a third aspect, the present invention provides a

user terminal arranged to facilitate implementation of an

intelligent agent which is arranged to carry out tasks in

response to instructions from a user, the tasks being

actioned in a network environment, the user terminal

including network interface means for interfacing with a

network environment, and agent interface means arranged to

provide an agent interface at a user terminal for

interaction with the user. The agent interface being

arranged to interface with agent implementation means for

implementing tasks instructed to the agent interface by

the.user.

Preferably, the agent implementation means

resides at least in part elsewhere in the network

environment-

Preferably, the user terminal is a mobile

terminal for use with a mobile communications network.

Preferably, the user terminal is arranged to be

used with a system as discussed above in relation to the

first aspect of the present invention, and may have any or

all of the features of the user terminal of that system.

From a fourth aspect, the present invention

provides a computer program arranged when loaded into a

computing system connected in a network environment, to

control the computing system to implement an agent

implementation means for implementing at least in part an

intelligentiagent arranged to carry out tasks to be
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actioned in the network environment in response to

instructions from a user of a user terminal.

Preferably, the computer program is arranged to

implement any or all of the features of the agent

implementation means of the intelligent agent discussed

above in relation to the first aspect of the present

invention.

From a fifth aspect, the present invention

provides a computer readable medium providing instructions

arranged, when loaded into a computer system connected in

a network environment, to control the computing system to

provide an agent implementation means for at least in part

implementing an intelligent agent which is arranged to

carry out tasks to be actioned in a network environment in

response to instructions from a user.

Preferably, the agent implementation means is

implemented in accordance with the agent implementation

means diScussed above in relation to the first aspect of

the present invention.

From sixth aspect, the present invention

provides a computer program arranged, when loaded into a

user terminal arranged to be connected within a network

environment, to implement an agent interface means

arranged to provide an agent interface at the user

terminal for interaction with the user, and arranged to

interact with an agent implementation means in order to

implement an intelligent agent arranged to carry out tasks

within the network environment in response to instructions

from the user.

Preferably, the user terminal is a mobile

terminal arranged to be connected within a mobile

communications network.
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Preferably, the user terminal may have any or

all of the features of the user terminal discussed above

in relation to the first aspect of the present invention.

From a seventh aspect, the present invention

provides a computer readable medium, providing

instructions for controlling a user terminal arranged to

be connected in a network environment, to cause the user

terminal to implement an agent interface means arranged to

provide an agent interface for interaction with the user,

and for interaction with an agent implementation means,

for implementing an intelligent agent arranged to carry

out tasks within the network environment in response to

instructions from the user.

The user terminal is preferably a terminal for

use with a mobile communications network.

Preferably, the instructions may implement a

user terminal having any or all of the features of the

user terminal discussed above in relation to the first

aspect of the present invention.

Brief Description of the Drawings

Features and advantages of the present invention will

become apparent from the following description of

embodiments thereof, by way of example only, with

reference to the accompanying drawings, in which;

Figure l is a schematic diagram illustrating a high

level topology of a system in accordance with an

embodiment of the present invention;

Figure 2 is a schematic diagram illustrating a

topology of the “home” server of Figure 1;

Figure 3 is a schematic diagram illustrating a

topology of the “distributor” server of Figure 1;
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Figure 4 is a sChematic diagram illustrating an

architecture of an intelligent agent utilised according to

the system of the embodiment of Figures 1 to 3;

Figure 5 is'a schematic flow chart showing operation

of an intelligent agent in accordance with the embodiment

of Figures 1 to 5;

Figure 6 A and B are screen displays illustrating

user interface representations for systems in accordance

with further alternative embodiments of the present

invention;

Figure 7 is an illustration of the topology of a

system “gateway” in accordance with a further embodiment

of the present invention;

Figure 8 is a diagram illustrating the general

architecture of the embodiment of figure 7;

Figure 9 illustrates the architecture of a JAZZ

server utilised to realise the architecture of figure 8;

Figure 10 is a diagram illustrating on—demand RMS

provided by the JAZZ implementation;

Figure 11 is a diagram illustrating the'connections

of the system of the embodiment of figure 7;

Figure 12 illustrates the communication pathway

between the agent container and agent gateway of the

embodiment of figure 7;

Figure 13 is a diagram illustrating the run time

environment of an embodiment in accordance with the

embodiment of figure 7 utilising JAVA Card SIM;

Figure 14 is a diagram illustrating a menu structure

of the user interface in accordance with an embodiment of

the present invention;

Figure 15 is a diagram illustrating the object

classes of an agent container in accordance with an

embodiment of the present invention;
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Figure 16 is a diagram illustrating the architecture

of an agent container in accordance with a further

embodiment of the present invention, utilising J2ME MIDP;

Figure 17 is a diagram illustrating the run time

environment of the J2ME MIDP agent container, and

Figure 18 is a further diagram illustrating the agent

container implemented by J2ME MIDP.

Detailed Description of a Preferred Embodiments

The following descriptions are of examples of

applications of the system in accordance with the present

invention, utilising example embodiment systems inx

accordance with particular preferred architectures. It

will be appreciated that other architectures could be used

to implement the system of the present embodiment. It

will also be appreciated that a skilled software engineer

will be able to implement the “means” of the invention

(eg. agent implementation means, agent interface, agent

interaction means, attribute implementation means, user

mood determination means, push content provision means,

means arranged to determine the location of the user

terminals, agent containers, transient agents), using

known software/hardware technology, and a detailed

description of their implementation is not given in the

following. The following examples particularly relate to

an intelligent agent or “creature” implemented by a system

in accordance with the present invention, for mobile

telephone networks. The particular example given in the

first embodiment (Figures 1 to 5) of the tasks the

intelligent agent can carry out is taking part in

competitions. It will be appreciated that other tasks can

be carried out, as discussed above.
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A first embodiment of the present invention will now

be described with reference to Figures 1 to 5.

The system of this embodiment is implemented as an on—

line service for mobile telephone network customers. It

provides operators with the ability to quickly devise and

deploy new competitions designed to foster customer

loyalty to the network operator and generate increased

traffic levels across their networks by utilising the

power of Java Card and wireless terminal technology (eg.

SMS, IR, BLUETOOTH etc.) .

The system implements an intelligent agent which is in

the form of a “creature” which appears as a

characterisation implemented by the agent interface on the

mobile telephone of the user. It may appear as a cartoon

type character on the mobile display, for example, and

have various attributes, such as nationality, personality,

IQ, some of which can be determined by the user and others

of which may be determined by operation of the intelligent

agent. The intelligent agent can enter competitions in

accordance with instructions from.the user.

Long term customer loyalty to a network is fostered

because: '

Competitors know that by using their mobile terminals,

they can be rewarded by winning prizes or accepting

special offers/discounts and can have fun by solving

puzzles and socialising.

Competitions result in the evolution of a virtual

creature, (the intelligent agent) that represents the

mobile phone.user within the world of the wireless

network.

Over time, the creature will take on a persona,

increased attributes and have the ability to perform tasks
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for and on behalf of the network user. Moving from one

network to another may result in loss of the character.

Ultimately, the objective is to ensure that the

consumer forms an emotional attachment to the character

compelling them to support its development and life cycle

on a specific operator network.

The network user can inform their creature of what

sort of mood they are in (via the mood determination

means). This allows the creature to adjust the content it

delivers to its owner as well as its style and frequency

interaction. Note that mood can be determined in a number

of ways. One example is by monitoring the voice of the

user. Voice patterns can indicate moods and voice

activation/recognition facilities are known and being

'developed all the time.

For the scenario outlined below, let’s call our mobile.

subscriber “Tony” (the user).

0 Let's playm

Tony decides to register for a competition

Tony has 3 ways of registering:

The preferred way is for the system (being an on—line

service) to send a message for broadcasting to all of the

associated operator’s subscribers’ mobile phones asking if

they would like to register. All Tony would need to do is

respond to the broadcast message.

. He may call his network operator‘s competition support

line and ask the operator to enrol him for the

competition.

Tony may send a message from his mobile phone to a

dedicated number for competition registration.

Tony decides to register by creating a message on his

mobile phone that reads “Register Tony", enters the number
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he was given for competition registration and sending the

message

Tony is now regiStered

0 Hi Moby!

Tony receives a message on his mobile phone — the

agent interface is downloaded by the system to the mobile

phone, in this example the agent interface is downloaded

in the form of a Java Applet which can be downloaded to

the SIM Card oflthe mobile phone. The Applet provides a

characterisation of the “creature” on Tony's phone as well

as an interface via which Tony may communicate with the

creature.

The creature is now on Tony’s phone. It lives there,

it represents him, it works for him, it moves in the

wireless network — it's Tony’s friend!

0 Inseparablem'

Tony and his creature are now partners learning,

playing and socialising together

0 Learning together

Tony selects the “Learning” option

Tony can now provide the creature with various attributes.

Tony can now personalise his creature — he gives it a

He can give it a personality — he gives it an age,

selects the type of creature he wants, its nature, selects

a nationality and a star sign. These attributes are used

by the creature to meet with other creatures when it is

socialising.

- Playing together

Tony selects the “Play” option
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He picks the “Find Competitions" option. The creature is

then dispatched to the network to find out what

competitions are available for Tony to enter in. the

creature returns to Tony’s phone and presents him wit

available competitions.

Tony selects an option to join an available

competition. The creature goes up to the network and

enrols him into the competition. It brings back the

options for the competition. In this case, the only

option is to solve a puzzle.

Tony selects this option.

A message is presented to Tony asking him when the Sydney

Opera House was opened.

Tony enters “1974” into the entry field provided and

selects “enter”.

Tony receives a message telling him that he is

correct, that he has scored 10 IQ points and that he needs

50 more points to enter the competition draw. “IQ” is in

this case a further attribute of the creature which can be

adjusted during creature carrying out tasks such as

entering competitions (as in this case). If the IQ

attributes keeps increasing, until it reaches 60 points,

the creature will then enable Tony to enter a competition
draw.

Tony selects “Next”

A promotional message comes up saying:

That puzzle was brought to you by City Honda - your

one stop shop for Honda cars”. Push content provision

means (which could be a connection to an advertising

server) provides such promotional messages.

0 Socialising together

Tony can send his creature away to meet other

creatures (mobile users) in the virtual world.
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Tony can attach messages for his creature to give to

other creatures {mobile users)

-Tony can tell his creature what sort of creature his

creature should try to meet. In this way; Tony can meet

with users on the mobile network and can exchange messages

with them via their creatures or, on request from the

creatures he meets them (similar to a party line style of

environment), by exchanging mobile phone numbers and

calling each other. The creatures may Select whether or

not they are “compatible” by comparing their attributes.

0 Winning together

The system broadcasts advertising and promotional

messages to creatures.

Tony’s creature passes on advertising and promotional

messages it has received to him.

Tony chooses to reply to a promotional message that

interests him allowing him to go onto the promoter’s

mailing list or call the promoter directly.

While the above example is one example of a possible

competition that can be run by an operator, the creatures

developed by contestants live longer than any one

competition. In this way, the more competitions that a

contestant enters, the more valuable their creature

becomes (by changes in attributes) and the greater chance

they have of winning.

New competitions may be designed to enhance different

attributes of the creature. The first is IQ, another may

be related to appearance, nature etc.

A creature may be able to interact in a way that

takes its owner’s personal preferendes and current mood
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into account thus making the creature even more valuable

to its owner at a more personal level.

These creatures may become virtual, personal

companions that live on the mobile terminal. The user’s

terminal is provided with a security means, utilising

technology such as RSA and X509, ensuring that the device

is secure and also ensuring that operation of the

intelligent agent is secure. The intelligent agent

becomes a trusted personal companion associated with the

particular user.

One of the key concerns for wireless network

operators today is network churn, that is, the proportion

of the operator’s subscribers who switch over to a

competitor. Research has shown that the average churn for

an operator is 30% per year and the cost of acquiring a

new subscriber is $300. If an operator with 2 million

subscribers could drop their churn rate from, say, 30% to

25%, this would save them $30 million annually.

The system in accordance with the present embodiment

may offer personalised over the air promotions that foster

customer loyalty and lower network churn.

This embodiment is attractive to GSM operators as its

primary focus is on operating and managing a personalised

marketing activity that has the potential to create long

term customer loyalty and lower network churn for the

operator.

The web is an integrated part of the competition

environment allowing the operator to use the web as a

marketing vehicle as competitions are promoted and then

run.

In addition, cross promotional activities can be run

by attaching “advertisements” to puzzles as they are

delivered (by the creature) to the competitor. The
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competitor may also be given the option of responding to

advertisements (eg. go onto a mailing list). In this way,

it may be free for a consumer to participate in a

competition if the advertising is used as a revenue

generation activity for the operator.

Through the development of strongly branded

“creatures”, the operator can leverage the marketing

appeal of these creatures through related activity (eg.

games, character branded products, advertising etc.)u

With the system of this embodiment:

0 Advertisements and promotions are more effective as they

are delivered to the mobile user directly on their

phone, users:can respond to them easily and they are
delivered in the context of a fun and rewarding

environment (a competition via their creature).

It provides an environment where direct and one—to—one

marketing techniques can be applied much more

effectively.

The system may also appeal to subscribers who register for

competitions as they will:

I Have fun with their mobile terminal in new, innovative

ways

Be rewarded for using their mobile terminal by winning

prizes

Be able to socialise with other competitors by:

sending their creature into the competition space to

meet other creatures of a specific type (eg. common

interests) and exchange attached messages or

exchanging mobile numbers (optionally enabled by a

competitor to protect their privacy)
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0 Feel comfortable that their creature will interact with

them in a way that suits their personal preferences and

current mood.

The system of this embodiment is designed from the

outset to be as user friendly as possible for the mobile

subscriber. The level of user friendliness is obviously

constrained by the mobile terminal’s screen size,

functional capabilities and user input options.

From their first interaction with the service, the

subscriber need only reply to a simple broadcast SMS

message to register for a competition. The process for

selecting a creature is again very straightforward

requiring minimal input.

The subscriber then interacts with their creature

through their mobile terminal using a simple and intuitive.

menu system, predefined option lists and minimal field

input. The user friendliness is raised to a new level by

providing the subscriber with the option of telling their

creature what sort of mood they're in. The creature is

therefore more “user aware" and can adjust its interaction

style accordingly eg. using less/more aggressive

approaches to informing the subscriber of special offers,

increasing/reducing the frequency of advertisements,

screening/passing messages from particular types of

creatures.

Technical implementation of the system in accordance

with the present embodiment is designed to promote the

“mobile” code aspect of Java (eg. through the mobility of

the creature in the competition environment) and the value

of this aspect when Java is available on a mobile terminal

via a SIM Card. It is also designed to promote the

evolutionary nature (eg. via progressively evolving
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creatures) that Java applications can take in a deployed,

large—scaled networked environment.

Referring to figure 1, the system in accordance with

this embodiment of the present invention comprises three

key components. Namely, a home portal server 1, a

distributor 2 and the creature Applet which is resident on

the user's Java SIM enabled mobile phone.

The Distributor 2 resides at the GSM operator’s

premises 5 and is responsible for connecting the mobile

Thenetwork 6 (via an OTA server 7) to the home server 1.

connection (optionally VPN—based) from the Distributor 2

to the home server 1 carries HTTP traffic back and forth.

The home Server 1 is responsible for hosting the

competitions and also the operator's portal where

competitors can get access to the competition web pages.

In essence, a Creature is routed up and down the line

from the consumer’s mobile phone 4, to the home server 1,

via the Distributor.2.

The home system 1 is a Java server—based web service

that hosts multiple competitions for one or more network

service providers. They are able to run/manage their

competitions from their web browser by accessing the Site

Administration Console 8. The home system 1 also allows

network service providers to store and manage the

promotional content developed with and/or provided by

their advertising, promotion and direct marketing

partners.

The home system 1 provides secure HTTP connections to

multiple Distributors over which traffic (such as

serialised creatures and advertisements) flows back and

forth. It also provides a http connection for general web

traffic, primarily for mobile subscriber access to their
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network service provider’s web portal (which also resides

on home system 1).

The Distributor 2 is a Java server component that

sits on a server at the operator's premises connecting the

consumer, via the operator, to the competition's hosted at

the home system 1. It does this by connection to the OTA

server, converting and then forwarding objects (such as

serialised Creatures) back and forth between the

consumer’s mobile phone 4 and the relevant competition on

the home server 1. The Distributor 2, is managed from

home server 4 via the Distributor Administration Console.

Due to the fact that there are objects roaming the

network (mobile phone to Distributor to home server and

visa versa), a synchronous architecture has been

developed; This architecture is also well suited to an

- SMS bearer. Two mechanisms exist at the heart of the

architecture:

0 HTTP based delivery of serialised objects between

Distributor at a network operator and home system

A queue—based system in the distributor to enable object

‘(Creatures) to be collected and dispatched (synced) as

required to and from the mobile.

Because a queue—based system is employed, load

balancing can be easily effected when distributors are

deployed. Multiple OTA services can be run to process

objects held in the Object Dispatcher, each attached to

different OTA Servers (SMSCs). Given that the Distributor

acts as gateway between the consumer and the home server,

it can interface with the network service provider’s

subscriber management and billing functions.

The Creature Applet 3 is a Java SIM Toolkit compliant

Java Card applet that resides on”the'consumer's Java SIM
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enabled mobile phone. It works by sending and receiving

requests/responses packaged up as SMSPP commands to and

from the OTA service. Since most of the intelligence is

built into the Creatures, Advertisements, Puzzles and

other objects that move backwards and forwards between the

Distributor and the home server, the Creatures Applet is

simple in its design and quite small in size.

All objects that are distributed between the mobile,

distributor and home are transportable, syncable objects.

-This means that‘they have the ability to move from the

distributor to home and visa versa, and in the course of

moving over the network, collect information that needs to

be provided to the applet on the phone. When an object

(eg. a Creature) collects information, each element of

information is recorded as a transaction. Once the object

has finished Collecting it is queued in the distributor’s

object dispatcher. An OTA service then polls the

distributor’s object dispatcher looking for objects to

dispatch back to the mobile.

When one is found, the OTA service tells the object

to “sync” itself with the applet on the mobile. The

object then goes through its transaction queue and sends

each transaction to the applet to be processed.

Advertisements can be broadcast from home to all

mobiles that have the Creatures Applet on them.

Advertisements are broadcast as follows:

When a distributor starts, it registers with home

When an advertisement is to be broadcast, an Advertisement

Object is dispatched to all registered distributors

A distributor then iterates through each OTA Service

running on it, instructing each service to put the object

(advertisement) in a broadcast queue
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When an OTA Service is “polling” for new objects to

dispatch (sync) to the mobile, it periodically looks in

the broadcast queue to see if there are nay objects to be

dispatched (synced) to all mobiles. If there are, then

the OTA service will iterate through all mobile numbers

for which it is responsible and ask the broadcast object

to sync with that number

In this way, 1 advertisement can be sent from home to

a single distributor and then that advertisement can be

broadcast from the distributor to all mobiles connected to

it.

The compactness of applets that will reside on a Java

SIM is a very important design and implementation

consideration given the small footprint and dynamic nature

of applets that will reside on the SIM at any one time.

We were able to keep the size of the Creatures Applet

small by:

0 Ensuring most of the required Creature and attachment

(eg. puzzles, advertisements) intelligence relating to

how they worked, how they were collected and dispatched

resides on the Distributor and/or the home portal server

and not in the applet

Storing most of the required data regarding a Creature

on the home server.

In fact the Creature Applet is no more than a

presentation of what happens in the network and holds very

little information. The approach also provides more

flexibility as none of the Creature (or attachment)

behaviour is hard coded into the Creature Applet. This

removes the need for costly, time consuming and bothersome

downloads of new applet/class versions to the mobile phone

to support new creature/attachment capabilities.
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While security is not of paramount importance to our

application (primarily a simple broadcast environment with

mobile users sending and receiving messages), security is

still quite a prominent feature of the system service from

the home server to the Dispatcher to the consumer’s mobile

phone and back again.

First and foremost, the Distributor resides at the

operator's secured premises enabling the Distributor to

safely connect and communicate with the operator’s OTA

server. The operator has the option of a VPN connection

to the location where the competition is hosted and the

related competition content resides, It is also possible

for us to encrypt the objects that are shuttled back and

forth hence adding another layer of security over an

~already secure connection.

Security in the applet loading process is achieved by

the encryption and signing of the applet code (using the

Triple DES algorithm in the case of the Bull SIM Rock'n

Lab/Rock’n Tree card) prior to having it loaded onto the

consumer’s mobile phone.

Security is also provided, as discussed above, by the

security means ensuring that there is little chance of

another person being able to use the intelligent agent.

Although in the above architecture the majority of

the “intelligence” of the Agent does not reside on the

phone, it will be appreciated as mobile technology

progresses, it may well be possible to provide a more

distributed system having far more intelligence resident

on the user’s terminal.

The particular embodiment described but relates to a

system from filing an intelligent agent particularly for

use with mobile communication devices- This preferably

include mobile telephones or small computing devices such
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as palm-top computers which have a facility for

communicating via a mobile network.

It will be appreciated, however, that the system of

the present invention may be implemented for stationary

devices such as PCs utilising land—line communications to

networks.

In the embodiment described above, the main task for

the intelligent agent is to enter into and take part in

competitions. As discussed in the preamble of the

application, there are many other tasks in which the

system of the present invention can carry out, however,

the system is not limited to competitions.

As discussed above, the intelligent agent can carry

out many tasks apart from taking part in competitions.

For example, the intelligent may interact with systems

installed in retail locations. For example, an

intelligent agent user is walking down the street and

passes a coffee shop. There is a particular coffee type

that the user likes and the user wonders if the shop has

it. The intelligent agent understands that the user

enjoys this particular type of coffee because he has been

told this by the user.previously. The intelligent agent

goes from the mobile telephone (using low power RF

network, such as BLUETOOTHm, and a micro-server in the

coffee store) to the coffee shop and enquires about the

coffee. when the intelligent agent returns to the mobile,

he tells the user that the shop has the desired brand of

coffee, and, in addition, he has a voucher for the user

that says that “if you buy a coffee today, you will get a

free muffin”.

The intelligent agent is therefore preferably able to

over such close proximity networks (preferably it may

over many different types of networks), as discussed
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above, interacting with other systems, such as servers in

retail locationsl

A further embodiment of the present invention will

now be described: with reference to figures 6 through 18-
This embodiment is a modified embodiment in which the

functionality of the home portal server and distributor

(figure 1 of the above embodiment) are combined into a

single “agent gateway" under control of the network

operator. Further, in this embodiment, the system can

operate with a number of different “clients” having

different facilities on their mobile devices e.g. SMS,
WAP, etc.

The heart of the system of this embodiment resides in

the server technology, Called “Agent Gateway”. The client

technology (the Agent Containers) exists to allow agents

to “appear” vishally on a handset.

The agents (“creatures”) are the best friend of the

wireless consumer. They live on and move around the
3 mobile network performing tasks on behalf of their owner,

the consumer. I

Creatures have a personality and in the case of a

Java enabled phone, a visual appearance.

The user uses their mobile phone to communicate with

the creature via the agent gateway.

In some cases, it is possible for creatures to live

on the consumer’s mobile device- This is possible if the

mobile device is Java Card SIM or J2ME enabled. For a

creature to reside on a mobile device, the device must

support the system agent container. In the case of a Java

Card SIM mobile, the agent container is an operator

certified Java Card SIM Applet. In the case of J2ME, the

container is an operator certified midlet that is

permanently resident on the mobile device. The agent
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container may be installed by the operator “over the air”

when the consumer subscribes to the operator’s agent
service.

In the case of an SMS, WAP, HTML or email deployment

of the agent gateway, the consumer’s creature lives

completely within the agent gateway.

However, even in the case of the Java Card SIM and

J2ME forms, the vast majority of the agent functionality

resides at the gateway. The Java Card SIM and J2ME agent

containers are mechanisms to allow the agent to be

presented as “living” on the mobile device. Accordingly,

in the first instance, the agent container should be seen

as an “agent browser” that has the capability to

graphically display the state of a creature to the

consumer .

Figure 6 illustrates screen representations driven by

the Java Card SIM and J2ME agent containers (reference

numerals 100 and 101 respectively).

Consumers “talk” to their agent. Currently this is

via text entry. In the future, consumers may talk to

their agent using voice.

In the case of an SMS deployment, consumers talk to

their agent by sending SMS messages to a phone number that

represents their agent. The agent responds by sending SMS

messages back to the consumer.

There are two types in this embodiment — personal and

transient. The personal agent is the consumer’s “best

friend". Only one exists per mobile and it only expires

if the consumer leaves the operator network.

Alternatively, transient agents have a short life span and

are collected by the consumer using their agent container.

Transient agents can be broadcast over the network to

using the Talking Point Agent Broadcaster‘ As transient
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agents are held in the agent container, and therefore, are

only possible in the Java Card SIM and JZME deployment

formats.

A transient agent in one example is a discount

voucher, which can broadcast over the wireless network to

the mobile device. The voucher appears in the agent

container as a “branded” voucher (e.g. one of the

characters that MCDONALDS'm is promoting at the time i.e. A

toy Story character if they are promoting Toy Story Happy

Meals). The consumer can redeem the voucher over a micro~

network e.g. a BLUETOOTH connection at a store using their

mobile and the agent container. The transaction is kept

secure and is managed using the facilities of the

container and the agent gateway.

Agent implementation is via the agent gateway which

is connected to the operator network and located at the

operator's premises.

The agent gateway delivers the functionality

necessary for an operator to create agent—based services

and deliver those services over its network using

“character” based agents.

Figure 1 illustrates the key components of the agent

gateway 103, client connectors 104, core services 105,

content actions 106.

When an operator deploys the system they determine

the ways in which they wan their consumers to be able to

“talk” to their agents. The system supports a number of

“conversation” options. Each deployment option is termed

a “connector” as it facilitates a connection between the

consumer and their personal agent. The default connectors

provided are:

Short Message Service (SMS) consumers talk to their

agent by-sending/receiving SMS messages.
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Java Card SIM - the creature appears in the phone

menu system. Consumers talk to their creature by

selecting the actions from the menu, conversing with the

agent in the same way as they converse with a friend over

SMS.

Java 2 Micro Edition MIDP — the creature appears on

the phone in a fully graphical manner. They are animated

and converse with the consumer in a textual manner. They

may converse using direct speech entry and generation.

'WAP browser — consumers access a WAP page to converse

with their creature. They converse via text entry.

Web browser — consumers access a HTML page to

converse with their creature. They converse via text

entry. In the future, an applet version of the creature

will be supported to allow the consumer to interact with

their creature in the same way as they would with a JZME

MIDP creature.

Internet based email — consumers converse with their

creature by sending/receiving emails. The creature can

also initiate a conversation with their user by sending

the user an email.

iMode/iAppli — consumers converse with their creature

on an iMode and/or iMode +-J2ME enabled phone (planned).

Desktop — consumers place a version of their creature

on their desktop and converse with it as an interactive

application (planned).

The core services gateway 103 provide an environment

where the agents live and interact (MorphenCentral), allow

the agent environment to be managed (administration) and

ensure that data cached on J2ME MIDP devices is seamlessly

backed up and restored on demand ensuring that the data is

not lost when the handset is lost.
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However, without contents actions 106, the agent

environment would not provide a compelling experience for

the consumer. The connectors and core services do allow

the consumer to talk with their agent but the agent could

not perform more meaningful tasks if it didn’t have access
to content actions.

Content actions are the mechanism by which an

operator integrates specific “content”, leveraging the

existing and developing relationships for their wireless
portal.

For example, one content action 106 may be ticket

master 107. The agent can utilise the ticket master 107

content action in order to purchase tickets from a

designated venue. For example, if a user wishes to

purchase tickets from a particular cinema, ticket master

would be employed together with an application program

interface (API) at the theatre box office in order to

enable the agent to obtain the tickets. Any number of

content actions may be included and some examples are

shown in figure 7. For example, with a “phone book" 108

can provide a list of phone numbers which the agent can

fetch when queried by the user asking for a particular

name (i.e. the agent fetches the right phone number).

If the user is using SMS to talk with their creature,

the creature does not have a visual appearance — it is

perceived by the user to be living on the wireless

network. Java Card SIM helps create the appearance that

the creature lives on the wireless device by supporting

access tot he creature through the phone menu structure,

but it is not until JZME MIDP devices are in play that the

user will believe that the creature is a living creature
on the device.
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Ultimately, the best way to interact with a creature

is using voice commands and response through the wireless

handset. This will be possible using the evolving voice

recognition capabilities of the handsets, and server side

technology such as Motorola’s VOXML gateway.

In one preferred embodiment, the system is

implemented in Java. The server platform can be run in

any environment supports the Java 2 Runtime Environment

(JZRE), versions 1.2.2. or later. The client technology

requires either:

A Java Card SIM enabled handset, or a

Java 2 Micro~Edition (JZME) Micro Information Device

Profile (MIDP) enabled wireless appliance.

To support the various connectors, a number of 3rd

party technologies are packaged with the distribution:

SMS — a portable Short Message Server is provided to

support SMS connectivity over the air. To run the

portable SMSC, a Nokia phone card and a BTI CardAPTOR8 is

required.

Java Card SIM — to support over the air connectivity

with a Java Card SIM enabled device, a Java Card SIM

connector for the AU Systems OTA server is provided. Due

to the constraints of the underlying AU Systems interface,

this connector may only be run on Windows NT or Solaris.

Internet Email — to support connectivity with an

Internet email server a POP email connector is provided

using the Java Mail API.

Figure 8 presents the technical architecture for the

system of this embodiment.

The system is build using an internal Java Wireless

Application Server, called Jazz. This application server

provides the basic building blocks to realise the

“service” based architecture for the agent environment.
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There are two sides to the System product suite:

Wireless Client Technology and Agent Service Platform.

The client technology is the agent container that can

be installed on J2ME MIDP and Java Card SIM clients.

The service platform is an Agent Gateway that uses a

natural language engine NLE, an agent broadcaster (which

can send transient agents to the agent containers), a set

of agent tools to help construct agent services and a set

of pre—packaged agent services that help an operator to

get up and running quickly.

The system has been developed using an internal Java

wireless application server. This application server is

called “Jazz”. It’s architecture is illustrated in Figure

9.

Features of Jazz include:

-A service based distributed application architecture;

An inbuilt lightweight HTTP server;

Support for MIDP client/server application deployment (a

lightweight windowing framework, a persistence framework

support on—demand caching/backup of RMS MIDP data and a

high level framework supporting HTTP based client

connections from MIDP devices);

A content framework designed to support delivery of

content of varying types (text, HTML, WML);

A set of general utility classes (e.g. to support loading

and saving of configuration data etc.), and

A set of general widget classes to simplify GUI
development (e.g. an Outlook style bar).

Jazz promotes the use of a “distributed service-

based” architecture. This means that server side

applications are developed as “services” that are run in a

Jazz Server. Multiple serves may be run across

processors, each executing different services that
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inherent have the ability to communicate between each

other (using RMI).

To illustrate how a wireless server application is

constructed using Jazz, let’s walk through an example.

Consider the following:

We are building a simple Stock Market client/server

application. The server side application will support

wireless web (HTML and WAP) browsers and a standalone MIDP

application (on a wireless JZME MIDP device). For the

sake of simplicity, we will illustrate how a “stock quote?

function may be implemented using Jazz (e.g.-get current

price for Nokia (NOK)).

The first step to creating this wireless application

is to design how the service will work. The key design

points for our example are:

Both the browser and the MIDP applications can use

exactly the same interface on the service to get a quote

on a stock. That interface could be: getQuote (String

stockcode).

In the case of a WAP client, this function should

return a WML page that displays the stock code and the

current price. For a web browser, it should return a HTML

page, while a MIDP application will just require a text

string with the price which it will then display using the

graphical components of Java (e.g. as a label in a panel).

To help the service understand the type of content it

is to return, an extra parameter will be passed to the

getQuote method, one that will specify the content type to

return. So the final interface could be: getQuote (String

contentType, String stockcode).

To support the concept of different content types

being returned from a Jazz service, Jazz supports the

notion~o£.a:content-set, which~is a set of classes that
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support streaming various content types back to a client

application.

Implementing a Jazz service is very similar to

implementing an RMI service the only exception is the

classes that are used. To implement a server side service

to support the Stock Market application, the following

steps are taken:

Implement a service interface;

Implement the service itself.

To implement the service, the following code will be

placed in a file called StockMarketServiceInterface.java:

import com.cardventures.jazz.content.*;

public interface StockMarketServiceInterface implements

cam.cardventures.jazz.service.RemoteServiceInterface (

public TEXtStream getQuote (String contentType, String

stockCode) throws RemoteExeption;

}

The points to note in this interface definition are

our getQuote method is defined to return a TextStream,

which is the base content type for all content types (WML,

HTML, HTTP etc.). As is the case in RMI, all public

methods in a Jazz service throw a RemoteException that

will need to be caught by the application calling the Jazz
service.

To implement this interface, we will define

StockMarketService.java as follows:

import com.cardventures.jazz.content.*;

public class StockmarketSerVice extends

com.cardventures.jazz.service.RemoteService implements

StockmarkétSerViceInterface {

public StockMarketService(){

Super();

SetName ("Stock market Example”);
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SetVersion (“1.0”);

SetBuild (“l”);

}

public voice startService(); throws RemoteException {

5 super.startService();

}

public void stquervice() throws RemoteExceptio {

super.stopService();

}

public TextStream getQuote (String contentType, String

stockCode) throws RemoteException (

try {

TextStream content ~

ContentFactory.createStream(contentType); content.add(“NOK

41.25”); // static example

}

catch(ContentCreationException e) {

trace *e.getMéssage());

When implementing a Jazz service, the following

standard methods must be implemented:

Constructor: always call super () as the first thing

in the constructor. After that, initialise your service,

and it is recommended that part of this initialisation

process include setting the service name, version number

and build identifier using setName(), setVersion() and

setBuild() respectively.

startSerVice: (optional) — startService is always

called when the Jazz Server starts the service. If you

override the default, always call the standard

implementation first. Place any service initialisation

statement in here, especially if you need access to the
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service configuration data (via getConfig()) as it will be

available at this time.

stopService: (optional) ~ stopService is always

called when the Jazz Server stops the service. If you

override the default, always call the standard

implementation first before executing any local cleanup

code.

Within the getQuote method, we create an instance of

the content stream that we require using the

ContentFactory Class.

To add information to a content stream, the add

method is used on a content class. This results in the new

information being appended to the data currently held by

that content class.

The respective content classes will add the required

headers to the content data to ensure that the content is

safely transmitted over the wire to the client

application.

The Jazz server will first construct an instance of

the service, then it will force the service configuration

data to be loaded, before registering the service with the

RMI registry. Once this process is complete, it will then

call startService() to allow the localised service

initialisation process to be completed.

When a service is stopped, stopService() is called

first by the Jazz server before deregistering the service

with the RMI Registry.

Once the service has been implemented, it needs to be

compiled before it can be run in the Jazz server. To

compile a Jazz service, RMIC needs to be used to create

the RMI stubs and skeletons for the service. Remember,

all Jazz services are implemented as RMI services.
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To compile a Jazz service using RMIC, use the

following commands:

javac —d $ (OUTPUT)

—classpath “$(OUTPUT):$(JAZZ):;”

*.java

-d $(ROOTDIR)Classes

-classpath "$(OUTPUT):$(JAZZ):.”

-sourcepath $(PROJECT)

StockMarketSerVice

Where:

$(OUTPUT) is set to the.directory'where the compiled

classes are to be placed;

$(SOURCEY is the directory where the source files are

located;

$(JAZZ) is the location of the Jazz distribution

archive (jazz.jar).

Building a J2ME MIDP Application using Jazz

Jazz includes a number of packages designed

specifically to support seamless applications development

on a JZME MIDP device. These packages include a ‘

lightweight windowing'framework mirroring AWT and a simple

frame work to support on—demand back—up/retrieval of RMS

cached data (the data is backed up and retrieved from the

a server side service).

All wireless J2ME MIDP devices face a similar problem

— when the device is lost, data stored locally by a MIDP

application within it’s Record Management System (RMS)

will be lost, unless it is backed up onto the network in

some way.

The Jazz On—Demand Record Management System API

provides a seamless mechanism to backup all local data to

a server accessible via the wireless network.
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When designing the API, the following requirements

are taken into account:

The process of accessing data that is backed up must

seamless to a MIDP application in that it must be just

easy to get a piece of data from the standard MIDP RMS

it is to get it from the On—Demand RMS;

A MIDP Application must be able to specify if a piece

data to be held in the RMS is to be backed—up or not;

A MIDP Application must be capable of getting a piece

of data directly from the back—up store on the network,

bypassing the local store, but the API must be the same;

If the value of a data item stored in the back—up RMS

changes and is specified to be up—to—date with any copy

cached on the handset, the change is to be propagated back

to the handset,

Figure 10 illustrates the On—Demand RMS.

Jazz provides an enhanced RMS class on the handset

that extends the standard RMS to provide connectivity to a

network bound, backup RMS server.

A MIDP application requests a data item from this

extended RMS. IF the data item is available locally

‘because it is being held in the local RMS. IF the data

item is available locally because it is being held in the

local RMS, it is returned immediately. If it is not

available, it,is retrieved from the data warehouse on the

network and cached before being returned. The application

can specify that the data item should not to be cached if

retrieved from the data warehouse- Additionally, when a

data item is cached, the data warehouse can be told to

keep the data item up to date if the value changes in the

data warehouSe while it is cached.

The standard MfDP RMS has a very restricted capacity

on the handset. This means that data will be moved in and
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out of the RMS as the capacity is reached. The On—Demand

RMS uses a FIFO (First In, First Out) strategy to

determine which data items should be removed from the

cache to make room for more recently requested data items.

The Agent Gateway

The agent gateway is the heart of the system service

environment. It provides a home for talking point

creatures, allowing them to live and move. It also

provides the intelligence for creatures ithhe form of a

natural language engine and integrated agent content.

The gateway is built using the Jazz Application

Server, and as such, adopts the service model that it

promotes.

As illustrated by figure 11, the gateway connects

users to their creatures.

Users send natural language requests to their

creatures. If the user has a wireless device supporting

»J2ME MIDP or Java Card SIM. it will appear to the user

that their creature lives on the device, but in reality,

the creature resides in the gateway. The container simply

provides the perception that the creature is on the phone

while in the background the container formats and passes

instructions to the creature living in the gateway.

When a creature performs an action it completes a

transaction.

The gateway supports three types of creature

transaction — immediate, delayed and uninitiated.

An immediate transaction is one that is initiated by

the user (by instructing their creature to perform an

activity) that results in the creature completing the

request before returning the response immediately — for

example,<flwhat price is NOK trading at?”.
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Alternatively, a delayed transaction is one where an

instruction is issued triggering the creature to think a

while before it can reply — for example, “tell me when NOK

trades above 50”.

An uninitiated transaction does not involve the user

instructing the agent- The creature performs the action

itself and updates the user accordingly — for example'the

creature asking the user “How are you feeling today?".

Agent Containers

While it is possible for a wireless client to

communicate with a creature without the aid of any

additional software on the client, the use of_an agent

container on the client has the capability to enhance the

experience for the user.

Additionally the use of an agent container introduces

the user to the notion_that the agent actually lives on

the wireless appliance;.

In the case of the Java container, it allows the

agent to take on a dynamic visual form.

Over time, the agent container can be extended into a

secure container that has the capability to store

redeemable vouchers (called Transient Agents) and other

“collectible” items.

Two‘types of agent container are supported — Java

Card SIM and Java 2 Micro—Edition Mobile Information

Device Profile (JZME MIDP).

An agent container can be viewed as a simple browser

for an agent — it provides the ability for an agent to

display itself on the handset.

The container to gateway communication pathway is

illustrated in figure 2.
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Regardless of how complex that display facility may

be, the connection between the agent container and the

gateway is a simple one. All communication between the

agent container and the agent gateway is centred on the

transfer of “natural language requests” (e.g. how are you

today?) so it is a primary responsibility of an agent

container to get the conversation from a user and transfer

it to the gateway for processing by the creature (and NLI)

that runs there.

Java Card SIM Container ~

The Java Card SIM Agent Container is a Java Card SIM

Toolkit application.

To deploy the application, the Java Card SIM

container requires a Java Card SIM Applet that is

installed onto a Java Card SIM in the wireless handset,

and a Java Card SIM Connector that supports a line of

communication between the gateway and the Applet on the

SIM in the handset.

The Java Card SIM container is compliant with the

Java Card SIM standard, and the SIM application toolkit

standards (complying to GSM release 11.14, 11.11; 3.40 and

3.48).

From an architectural perspective, figure 13

illustrates the runtime environment components on a Java

Card SIM handset.

The components of this environment include and

operating system compliant to ETSI 11.11;

A Java Virtual Machine compliant to the Java Card 7

specification;

The Java Card API to provide support for the

implementation and runtime execution of the Java Card

compliant applets;
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An API to support the implementation of SIM Toolkit

oriented Java Card Applets. This API is compliant to the

ETSI 03.19 standard, and

The Java Gard SIM applets. In this case, the agent

container.

When the Java Card SIM agent container is installed,

it appears as an integrated element in the wireless

applicant's menu system. A user accesses their Java Card

SIM creature by navigating the menu system, selecting “My

creature” and then the desired function. .An example menu

is illustrated‘in Figure 14. i
There are several advantages to the Java Card SIM

creature over a standard SMS based creature. The Java
Card SIM creature:

appears to live on the phone because it is an

integrated part of the phone menu system. Menu driven

operation enhances the user experience by improving

useability, principally speed of operation via menu driven

operations that short—cut the laborious process of SMS

style text entry;

has access to information stored locally on the
wireless application — principally contact and calendar

information, along with ring tones. This allows the

creature to behave in a more intelligent manner, appearing

to “know” details about the user. It also reinforces the

view that the creature “lives” on the phone.

The Java Card SIM applet is designed to enhance the

experience for the user as they “converse” with their

creature. To achieve this, the container provides the

following functionality:

Talk: Provides a mechanism for the user to

“converse” with their creature. This mechanism operates

in an identical manner to sending/receiving short messages

on a mobile. I

History: To provide quick access to the last five

conversation points, a history is maintained-

Conversations maintained in history may be accessed and
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sent to the creature, reducing the amount of text entry

required to converse with the agent.

Favourites: In a similar vein to the history option,

certain types of conversations will occur frequently

betWeen the user and their creature. This option records

the “top 5” conversation points, allowing easy access to

the text so that it can be quickly sent to the creature

for processing.

Socialise: creatures can meet other creatures and

exchange messages, and they can help organise events for

their owner by sending invitations (by SMS) and processing

replies (SMS messages).

Play: creatures are fun — they can play games and

enter competitions. This function reinforces that View,

allowing the user to increase the value of their creature

by accumulating loyalty points. Loyalty points may also

be accumulated in the course of a conversation using the

“talk” functionn

The Java Card SIM Agent Container is a reasonably

simple application. It is primarily responsible for

providing a menu system, some input functions and

sending/receiving messages.

Figure 15 presents the classes.that make up the

container.

_ Chatterbox is the.main class, derived from the

sim.toolkit.ToolkitApplet.

Implementing a Function

Each function provided by the Agent Container is an

implementation of the Function class. The function class

provides the basic mechanisms needed for a function to

operate:

Executing a function by sending and processing short

messages sent to and from the gateway;

Holding a menu name and sub—menus;

Processing a menu select request;

Displaying text;
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Processing text input;

Obtaining the location and time identifiers.

Location and Time Sensitivity

The Function class provides methods to obtain the

location and time identifiers and stamp those identifiers

in a conversation instruction when it is sent to the Agent

Gateway. This allows the creature to identify the

location of the user and the time that the conversation is

taking place.

The methods provided by the Function class are:

getLocation() — obtains identifier frOm the wireless

appliance. At this time, it is the cell ID, which is

mapped to a location by the gateway; and '

getTime() — obtains the date/time from the wireless

device.

When an instruction is processed and dispatched by a

Function to the gateway, the location and time information

is always prepended to the instruction.

This location and time information can be used when

executing content actions. For example, the user could

ask for the location of the closest movie theatre and,

utilising the geographical information provided, mm..?

could provide that location.

When a creature processes and instruction on the

gateway, it may result in a change to the level of loyalty

points that a creature may have. The <loyalty

value=“change”> tag in MAIML supports this type of

operation.

As the Java Card SIM agent container holds the

loyalty total, this total needs to be updated if a change

occurs. When an instruction is dispatched from the

Gateway to the Agent Container, the instruction takes the
form:

[FUNCTION ID] [DATE]

Where FUNCTION ID is the identifier for the function that

this response is applicable to: while DATA is the data to
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The first element of the DATA block is always a

[LOYALTY COUNTER] which is processed by the container to

ensure that the loyalty total is up to date.

J2ME MIDP Container

The Java 2 Micro—Edition (J2ME) Micro Information

Device Profile (MIDP) Agent Container is a Java

application that runs on a wireless handset.

To deploy the application, the container requires.a

handset that supports the J2ME Java Virtual Machine and
MIDP classes.

Figure 16 presents the software for a JZME MIDP

environment.

Within this diagram, the Agent Container is

considered to be an OEM Application. The Agent Container

uses a number of JZME MIDP APIs provided by the Jazz

Wireless Application Server. These APIs are considered to

be OEM Specific APIs and include:

a lightweight windowing system based on AWT; and

an on—demand record management system that provides

support for seamless backup and retrieval of data to

and from the Agent Gateway.

The runtime environment for a MIDP Agent Container is

web—like in that communication between the container and

the Agent Gateway is based on the use of HTTP.

Figure 17 illustrates the runtime environment. The

Agent Container is both a client and a server application:

As a client, the container sends messages from the

container to the gateway. The most common message is a

Conversation. Messages that are a description of a

conversation between the user and a creature utilise the

Conversation Protocol.

As a server, it accepts messages from the gateway.

Messages can be:

visiting agents that are sent to the container to be

_. presented to the user;
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collectibles that are broadcast to the container fory

redemption by the user. '

The J2ME MIDP Agent Container is really a simple

browser that allows an agent to be visually presented

(rendered) on a small wireless, graphical (and most likely

colour) display.

Figure 18 illustrates the container running on the

Sun J2ME MIDP Simulator:

The container has 5 basic elements:

The Agent View

The Talking Bubble

Supporting Agent Functions
The Waiting Room

The Secure Inventory

The Agent View is the main view in the browser. It

is the component where the creature is animated in
accordance.

The Talking Bubble is attached to the Agent View.

_When the creature talks with their user and visa versa,

the text of the conversation is displayed in this bubble.

The attributes of the creature can be changed using

the Agent Functions.

When other agents visit a user, they arrive in the

waiting Room.‘ The user can view the waiting room and see

select to converse with a visiting agent waiting there.

When a user activates a visiting agent, it appears in the

Agent View and the user can converse with that agent using

the Talking Bubble.

The concept of a Secure Agent Container adds a new

dimension to the Agent Services that an operator can offer
their subscribers.

A Secure Agent Container is one in which transient

agents can be “securely” stored and processed (eg as a

payment given that the transient agent is a voucher of

some form):'

The Secure Inventory provides the functionality

required to realise the concept of the Secure Agent
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Container. The Secure Inventory:

ensures that a copy of all transient agents being

held on the wireless device are backed up to the Agent

Gateway. This alleviates the issue of a consumer “losing

their collectives” when they lose their handset. When a

new handset is obtained and the agent container reloaded,

the state of the container (and the collectibles) is

retrieved from the gateway;

can utilise any network connection type from the

handset to a connection point to redeem.collectible, or

transfer them from one container to another. The

different connection types include:

the primary wireless connection protocol —

GPRS/3G etc;

low power, localised network connection types —

BLUETOOTH, IR etc;

can retrieve and store collectibles broadcast from an

Agent Broadcaster to the handset via the Agent Gateway.

The MIDP Agent Container provides location and time

information to the Gateway in the same manner as the Java

Card SIM Agent Container.

Loyalty Points

Unlike the Java Card SIM container, a local copy of

the Loyalty Point total for a user and their creature is

not maintained in the MIDP Agent Container. The total is

always obtained from the Agent Gateway. This is possible

because the underlying transport for the connectivity

between the MIDP container and the gateway is the more

time responsive HTTP, not SMS.

The Agent Container makes Loyalty Points available to

the user as Collectibles within the Secure Inventory.

This means that the user/creature can redeem the points at

any stage using the facilities of the Secure Container.

The Agent Broadcaster
 

The Agent Broadcaster and Secure Agent Container.
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Together, these products promote the development of

secure, personal transactions using Transient Agents.

The Agent Broadcaster is a server technology that can

be licensed to content providers to allow them to

broadcast transient agents over the operator network via

the Agent Gateway to J2ME enabled mobile devices (running

the JZME Secure Agent Container). For example, Ticket

Master, McDonalds, Retail Stores etc may use an Agent

Broadcaster to broadcast promotions or redeemable vouchers

as “transient” agents to consumers.

Using the Secure Agent Container, consumerS'can then

redeem/manipulate the received vouchers using their mobile

device, and possibly a Bluetooth connection between the

mobile device and a redemption point (eg point of sale

terminal).

This technology proactively demonstrates how

Operators can position themselves a keepers of “secure

payment transactiOns” over the wireless network through

the deployment of an Agent Container to their consumers.

To realise this product concept, the following

technologies are required:

JZME enabled mobile phones; and

BLUETOOTH enabled mobile phones (for localised

redemption of vouchers).

Java Card SIM for cryptography operations within the

JZME Secure Agent Container, and/0r STIP to support the

notion of a secure payment mechanism on a JZME device.

(Talking Point is exploring the possibility of working

together with Cardsoft to develop a Secure Agent Container

that will run on their JZME STIP implementation)K

It will be appreciated by persons skilled in the art

that numerous variations and/or modifications may be made

to the invention as shown in the specific embodiments

without departing from the spirit or scope of the invention

as broadly described. The present embodiments are,
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therefore, to be considered in all respects as illustrative

and not restrictive .‘
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THE CLAIMS DEFINING THE INVENTION ARE AS FOLLOWS:

0157724A1_L>

A system for providing an intelligent agent which is

arranged to carry out tasks in response to

instructions from a user, the tasks being actioned in

a network environment, the system.comprising agent

interface means arranged to provide an agent

interface at a user terminal for interaction with a

user, and agent implementation means for implementing

tasks instructed to the agent interface by the user,

the user terminal comprising a mobile communications

device utilising a mobile communications network for

communications.

A system in accordance with claim 1, further

comprising attribute implementation means arranged to

implement the provision of attributes to the

intelligent agent, wherein the attributes are

arranged to determine the functionality of the

intelligent agent in carrying out tasks.

A system in accordance with claim 1 or claim 2, the

system including user mood determination means

arranged to determine the mood of the user and effect

the operation of the intelligent agent accordingly.

A system for providing an intelligent agent which is

arranged to carry out tasks in response to

instructions from a user, the tasks being actioned in

a network environment, the system comprising agent

interface means arranged to provide an agent

interface at a user terminal for interaction with the

C‘ l
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user, and agent implementation means for implementing

tasks instructed to the agent interface by the user.

A system in accordance with claim 4, wherein the user

terminal is a mobile communications device.

A system in accordance with Claim 5 wherein the

mobile communications device is a small computing

device.

A system in accordance with claim 6, wherein the

small computing device is a mobile telephone.

A system in accordance with any one of claims 4 to 7,

wherein network communications with the user terminal

are by wireless.

A system in accordance with claim 8, wherein the

network communications with the user terminal are by

way of a mobile telephone network.

A system in accordance with any one of claims 4 to 9,

wherein security means are provided on the user

terminal, to prevent unauthorised persons from

utilising the intelligent agent.

A system in accordance with any one of claims 4 to

10, wherein the agent implementations means enables

tasks such as taking part in competitions or

obtaining information requested by a user, or

ordering tickets to entertainment venues, or

electronic commerce transactions on behalf of users.
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A system in accordance with any one‘of claims 4 to

ll, wherein the agent implementation means enables a

task to be carried out over a close proximity network

interacting with a system located in, for example,“*

retail locations.

A system in accordance with any one of claims 4 to

12, wherein there are a plurality of intelligent

agents each of which is associated with an identified
user .

A system in accordance with claim 13, further

including agent interaction means, arranged to enable

interaction between intelligent agents of users.

A system in accordance with claim 14, wherein the

agent interaction means enables interaction between

agents such as the giving and receiving of messages.

A system in accordance with any one of claims 4 to

15, further comprising attribute implementation.

means, arranged to implement the provision of

attributes to the intelligent agent.

A system in accordance with claim 16, wherein the

attributes are arranged to determine the

functionality of the intelligent agent in carrying

out tasks.

A system in accordance with claims 16 or 17, wherein

the attribute implementation is arranged to affect

changes to the attributes of the intelligent agent in

accordance with predetermined criteria.
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A system in accordance with claim 18, wherein the

predetermined criteria includes operation of the

intelligent agent in carrying out tasks.

A system in accordance with any one of the claims

to 19, wherein the agent interface is arranged to

enable the user to determine the attributes to be

provided to the intelligent agent via the attribute

implementation means.

A system in accordance with any one of the claims 16

to 20, wherein the agent interface is arranged to

enable the user to affect changes in the attributes

of the intelligent agent Via the attribute

implementation means.

A system in accordance with any one of claims 16 to

21 when read back onto claim 14 or 15, wherein

interaction between intelligent agents depends on the

respective attributes of the intelligent agents.

A system in accordance with any one of claims 4 to

22, the system including user mood determination

means arranged to determine the mood of the user and

affect the operation of the intelligent agent

accordingly.

A system in accordance with claim 23, the mood

determination means being arranged to determine the

mood of the user from information input to the user

terminal by the user.
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A system in accordance with claim 23 or 24, the mood

determination means being arranged to determine the

mood of the user from the manner of the interaction

of the user with the user terminal.

A system in accordance with any one of claims 4 to 25

including push content provisions means for providing

push content to the user terminal in association with

operation of the intelligent agent.

A system in accordance with claim 26, wherein the

push content contains information chosen according to

operation of the intelligent agent by the user-

A system in accordance with claim 27, wherein the

push content information is chosen according to the

history of the operation of the intelligent agent by

the user .

A system in accordance with any one of claims 4 to 28

including means arranged to determine location of

user terminals associated with intelligent agents.

A system in accordance with claim 29, wherein the

agent implementation means is arranged to affect

operation of the intelligent agent in accordance with

the physical location of the user terminal.

A system in accordance with any one of claims 4 to

30, wherein the agent interface is arranged to

represent the intelligent agent at the user terminal

as a characterisation.
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A method of enabling a user of a user terminal in a

network environment to carry out tasks, the tasks

being actioned in the network environment, comprising

the steps of implementing in the network environment

an intelligent agent which is arranged to carry out

the tasks instructed by the user via the network

terminal.

A method in accordance with claim 32, employing the

system of any one of the claims 4 to 31.

A system in accordance with any one of claims 4 to

31, the system further comprising transient agent

interface means implementation means of implementing

transient agent.

A system in accordance with claim 34, wherein the

system is arranged to brdadcast transient agent

interface means to a plurality of user terminals.

A system in accordance with claim 34 or claim 35, the

user terminal including an agent container for

storing transient agent interface means.

A system in accordance with any one of claims 34 to

36, further including transient agent implementation

means for implementing tasks instructed to the

transient agent.

A system in accordance with claim 34 to 38, wherein a

transient agent includes a voucher for a product or

service.
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A system in accordance with any one of claims 4 to

38, the user terminal including means for interacting

with the network environment, a further means for

interacting with a further network environment, the

interactive agent being arranged to operate in the

further network environment.

A system in accordance with claim 39, wherein the

further network environment is a micro network-

A system in accordance with any one of claims 4 to

40, the user terminal including a client, and the.

agent implementation means being arranged to

interface with a plurality of different types of

client.

A system in accordance with any one of claims 4 to

40, the user terminal including an agent container

arranged to store an agent interface implementation

means for implementing the agent interface.

Dated this 1ft Day of February, 2000

NEXTGEN PTY LIMITED

By its Patent Attorney

GRIFFITH HACK

015772m1_l_>
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SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR MULTICASTING DATA

Background

Field ofthe Invention

The present invention relates generally to network communications systems

and more particularly to managing data multicasting over a network where

recipients of that data can be authorized, authenticated, and billed for receiving that

data.

Discussion ofthe Related Art

Today’s user of a network communication system is demanding that large

amounts of content (Le. data, voice, images, video, etc.) be delivered to their

network receiving device (e.g., computer, set—top, PDA, cellular phone, etc.) in

real-time. As network communications systems, particularly the Internet, become

a ubiquitous communication link among users worldwide, more applications are

looking to this link to deliver content to multiple users simultaneously in the form

of a network broadcast. In the network broadcast, multiple users receive similar or

identical content from a single source virtually simultaneously.

One conventional mechanism for delivering content over a network

communication system is referred to as a unjcast. In unicasting, a source of the

content sends the content to each ofthe users or “recipients” of the content within

the network communication system. This is referred to as a “one to one” delivery

of content. Unicasting to N recipients involves sending N copies of the content

-1-
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over the network communication system, one copy to each recipient. For large

numbers of recipients, these multiple copies have a deleterious effect on the

performance ofthe network communication system, particularly for content

requiring a high amount ofbandwidth for delivery (e.g., video streams).

Another mechanism for delivering content over the network

communication system is to simply broadcast the content to every user on the-

network communication system regardless ofwhether the user desires to receive

the content or not. This is referred to as a “one to all” delivery of content. With

broadcasting, one copy of the content, addressed to every user on the network, is

transmitted over the network communication system. While broadcasting reduces

the amount of the network bandwidth consumed by the delivery of the content, not

all users desire or should receive the content. Furthermore, the source of the

content has no mechanism for determining which of the recipients received the

content.

Another mechanism for delivering content over the network

communication system is a referred to as a multicast. In multicasting, the source

of the content sends one copy of the content addressed to only those recipients who

should receive the content. This is referred to as a “one to many” deliVery of

content. With this form of delivery, the content is replicated at key points in the

network communication system so that each recipient receives the content quickly

and efficiently without the problems associated with other forms of delivery.
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However, conventional delivery of content via multicast still has many

problems that heretofore have hindered its adoption as a content delivery standard.

One problem associated with multicasting not found with unicasting is that the

originator of the content does not know which, if any, of the recipients actually

received the content. In contrast, with unicasts, the originator can measure

network bandwidth and determine the recipients of the content. However. with

unicasts, the number of recipients is bound by the resources available to support

the replication of each content stream.

Another problem with multicasting is that the originator of the multicast

content is unable to measure the amount and quality of the content delivered to any

particular recipient. Originators that bill recipients based 'on bandwidth usage are

reluctant to provide a service for which they cannot effectively measure that usage.

Furthermore, in network communication systems employing unicasts, there is a

direct relationship between the number of servers in the system and the number of

recipients able to be serviced by the system. Thus, billing for those services is

relatively straightforward. This same relationship is not available in a network

communication system employing multicasts.

What is needed is an improved system and method for multicasting content

in a network communication system.

Summary ofthe Invention

The present invention is directed toward a system and method for

multicasting data in a network communication system. In particular, the present

-3-
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invention provides a system and method for managing, measuring, and controlling

how infonnation is delivered across a multicast—enabled network Communication

system (i. e. , “multicast environment”). The present invention is described in terms

of a stadium analogy where participants receive an “event,” or the information,

from a “stadium.” Prior to entering the stadium, participants present a “ticket” at a

“turnstile.” The tumstile prevents those participants without a proper ticket fiom

entering the event. The turnstile also provides information via a hierarchy of

participant managers to the “director” of the event regarding when the participant

entered the event, when the participant exited the event, and/or information

regarding the delivery of the event to the participant. The hierarchy of participant

managers aggregates this information thereby providing an indication of the

stadium’s “use” to the director. This aggregated information may be provided to

an event sponsor (113., a content provider) for purposes of billing, advertising,

and/or determining levels ofparticipation in the event and among events.

One feature of the present invention is that the hierarchy of participant

managers is self—organizing and self—healing. Each of the participant managers

automatically locates its position in the hierarchy based on a predetermined level.

The participant manager multicasts its level to other participant managers, some of

which respond and identify their own level. Based on the responses; the

participant manager determines to which of the other participant managers it

should be attached. If, at any point, one of the participant managers fails,

participant managers attached beneath the failing participant manager are able to
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relocate themselves within the hierarchy to prevent “blackouts” among particular

participants.

Another feature of the present invention is that the participant managers

preferably organize themselves on a geographical basis with the lowest level

participant managers attached to participants in close physical proximity thereto.

Higher level participant managers are similarly attached to the lower level

participant managers. In this manner, each subsequently higher level ofparticipant

manager represents a greater number ofparticipants in a larger geographic area

until the highest level ofparticipant manager represents all the participants of the

event. This feature allows the director and/or the content providers to determine

the geographic areas of the participants participating in a particular event. The

enables the director to properly allocate resources among the geographic areas for

future events. This also provides opportunities for targeting advertisements to the

participants on a geographic basis.

Still another feature of the present invention collects demographic

infomiation associated with the participant in exchange the ticket. Preferably, this

demographic information is incorporated into the ticket so that during the event,

the director and/or the content provider can identify and classify any of the

participants or groups ofparticipants receiving in the event. The demographic

information also provides opportunities for targeting advertisements to the

participants on a demographic basis.
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Yet still another feature of the present invention presents statistics

associated with the delivery of the event to participants in a tree structure in a

graphic user interface. The tree structure includes the director at the root, various

levels ofparticipant managers forming the branches, and participants at the leaves.

Each level ofparticipant managers corresponds to a level indicator in the tree

structure. Each level indicator identifies the participant manager and provides

information about the participant managers or participant connected beneath it in

the tree structure. Preferably, this information represents aggregate delivery

statistics pertaining to all of the participants connected beneath it in the tree

structure. A user is able to navigate the tree structure and “‘drill down” to

particular levels to access these aggregate delivery‘statistics associated with a

particular participant manager or the delivery statistics and/or demographic

information pertaining to an individual participant.

These and other features and advantages of the present invention will

become apparent from the following drawings and description.

BriefDescription ofthe Drawings

The present invention is described with reference to the accompanying

drawings. In the drawings, like reference numbers indicate identical or

functionally similar elements. Additionally, the left-most digit(s) of a reference

number identifies the drawing in which the reference number first appears.

FIG. 1 illustrates a multicast environment according to the present

invention.
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FIG. 2 illustrates a stadium analogy useful for describing the present

invention.

FIG. 3 illustrates an exemplary hierarchy ofparticipant managers.

FIG. 4 illustrates a director according to a preferred embodiment of the

present invention.

FIG. 5 illustrates a graphical user interface for monitoring delivery of an

FIG. 6 illustrates an operation of a participant attempting to access an event

according to one embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 7 illustrates a stadium according to one embodiment of the present

invention.

FIG. 8 illustrates a relationship among participants, participant managers,

and content providers.

FIG. 9 illustrates a cast transaction according to one embodiment of the

present invention.

FIG. 10 illustrates an operation of an autodiscovery algorithm from the

perspective of a new participant manager according to a preferred embodiment of

the present invention.

FIG. 11 illustrates an operation of the present invention from a perspective

of a participant.
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FIG. 12 illustrates an operation of the present invention from a perspective

of a tumstile.

FIG. 13 illustrates an operation of the present invention from a perspective

ofparticipant manager.

FIG. 14 illustrates an operation of the present invention flour a perspective

ofdirector server.

FIG. 15 illustrates an operation of the present invention from a perspective

of director server gathering delivery statistics from a particular participant

manager.

FIG. 16 illustrates an operation of the present invention from a perspective

of director client.

FIG. 17 illustrates an operation of an autodiscovery algorithm from the

perspective of an existing participant manager according to a preferred

embodiment of the present invention.

Detailed Description ofthe Preferred Embodiments ‘

The present invention is directed toward a system and method for

multicasting data in a network communication system. In particular, the present

invention provides a system and method for managing, measuring, and controlling

how information is delivered across a multicast—enabled network communication

system (1'. e., “multicast environment”). While the present invention is described

herein using a “stadium analogy,” it will be apparent from the following discussion

_3_
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how the present invention contemplates delivery of any form of data to multiple

recipients in a multicast environment in an authenticated, reliable and controlled

manner.

System Overvier

FIG. 1 illustrates a multicast environment 100 according to the present

invention, includes a multicast-enabled network communication system 105.

Multicast environment 100 may include at least one content provider 110

(illustrated as a content provider 110A and a content provider 110B), a plurality of

participants 120 (illustrated as a participant 120A, a participant 120B, and a

participant 120C), one or more participant managers 130 (illustrated as a

participant manager 130A and a participant manager 130B), a director 140 and/or a

ticket provider 150.

FIG. 2 illustrates a stadium analogy 200 useful for describing multicast

environment 100, particularly for describing its use to deliver an event 220.

Content providers 110 provide event 220 to stadium 210 for delivery to

participants 120. Participants 120 acquire a ticket 240 to event 220 from ticket

provider 150. Participants 120 present ticket 240 at a turnstile 230 to enter stadium

210 whereby they begin participating in event 220.

Participant managers 130 located at strategic points within network

communication system 105 manage the delivery of event 220 to the participants

120. Director 140 oversees the delivery of event 220 by supervising participant

managers 130, ensuring that event 220 is delivered to each participant 120.

-9-
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Using turnstiles 230, participant managers 130 can determine which and

how many ofparticipants 120 participated in event 220 and can determine the

duration of that participation. This information is collected and aggregated by

participant managers 130 and maintained by director 140 for billing purposes or

for evaluating demographic information associated with participants 120 of event

220. Each of these aspects of multicast environment 100 is described in further

detail below.

Multicast Environment

Multicast environment 100 includes network communication system 105

that is configured for multicasting content (lie. events 220) from a single source

(i.e., stadium 210) to multiple recipients (i. e., participants 120). In one

embodiment of the present invention, multicast environment 100 operates on the

Internet using well-established protocols, including various protocols for

communicating via one or more wireless connections. In an alternate embodiment

of the present invention, multicast environment 100 operates on an entity’s intranet

using similar well~established network protocols. This entity may include, but is

not limited to a company, a government, a government agency, an organization or

any other entity that Operates a private intranet or similar communication network.

Event

1 According to the present invention, event 220 is a time-sensitive delivery of

an information stream to multiple recipients. Preferably, event 220 is intended to

arrive virtually simultaneously at each participant 120. Event 220 may comprise a

-10..
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continuous information stream such as a video stream, an audio stream, or other

£01m of continuous data stream, that is either “live” or pro-recorded. The

information stream may also comprisc one or more data files such as an image file,

an application program, an application program update, a database, or other form

of data file destined to multiple recipients. The information stream may also

comprise a conferencing information stream such as video teleconferencing, audio

teleconferencing, collaborative working environments or’ other form of

conferencing information stream; a news information stream such as various wire

service information streams including UPI, API, etc.; equity and/or commodity

ticker information streams such as NYSE, NASDAQ, CBOE, etc.; and a gaming

information stream for interactive multi—player network games.

Content Providers

Content providers 110 provide the content that is to be delivered to

participants 120 in multicast environment 100, preferably from stadium 210 in the

form of event 220. More particularly, content providers 110 provide an

information stream that is to be multicasted to participants 120. In general, content

providers 1 10 may provide any form of information stream that may benefit from

delivery in a multicast environment 110, particularly where identical or similar

information is to be simultaneously (or Virtually Simultaneously) delivered to

multiple participants 120.

Content providers 110 may include commercial Webcasting companies as

well as enterprises. Examples of commercial company information streams
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include, but are not limited to, financial and technical community briefings and

conferences, sporting events, music concerts, movie premieres, news services and

on-line learning. Examples of enteiprise information streams include, but are not

limited to, all-hands briefings and announcements, management communications,

employee training, and customer service communications.

According to a preferred embodiment of the present invention, content

providers 110 establish a web page for the information stream that can be accessed

via a web browser. Preferably, from the perspective ofparticipants 120, the

information stream is accessed as event 220 through stadium 210. Content

provider 110 provides director 140 with an address (preferably a URL address) for

the web page associated with event 220 discussed above to accomplish this aspect

of the invention. Director 140 reformats this URL address as a Stadium URL

address (“SURL”) for operation with multicast environment 100 and returns the

SURL to Content provider 110 to be included in the web page. Further aspects of

the interaction between content provider 1 10 and multicast environment 100 are

discussed in further detail below.

Stadium

FIG. 7 illustrates stadium 210 according to one embodiment of the present

invention. According to the present invention, stadium 210 is a virtual stadium.

Stadium 210 may include one or more sections 710 (illustrated as a first section

710A, a second section 710B, a third section 710C, and a fourth section 710D). In

one embodiment of the present invention, each section 710 is associated with a
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different event 220 being offered in stadium 210 at that particular time. In anJ

alternate embodiment of the present invention, each section 710 is associated with

a different class of service associated with the delivery of a particular event 220.

Such classes of service may‘include, for example, encoding data at different bit

rates for delivery via a cable modem so that a lower class of service might receive

data at 56kbps and a higher class of service might receive data at 300kbps. Other

forms of discriminating classes of service are available as would be apparent.

Events 220 offered in stadium 210 offered at any particular time may all

originate fi'om a particular content provider 110. Altemately, events 220 offered in

stadium 210 may originate from different content providers 110.

The present invention also contemplates multiple stadiums 210 each

offering multiple events 220 or multiple classes of service for a particular event

220 at any particular time. For example, one stadium 210 may offer various live

baseball games, while another stadium 210 may offer various inspirational

speakers. Events offered via various stadiums 210 and within particular stadiums

are numerous and may be organized in various manners as would be apparent.

Participants

Participants 120 are those users that receive event 220 (12a, recipients of the

information stream) via network communication system 105. Participants 120 may

be consumers in the event that content provider 1-10 is a commercial company, or

employees in the event that content provider 110 is an enterprise.
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Preferably, participants 120 perceive that they receive event 220 from

stadium 210. In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, participants 120,

upon accessing stadium 210 to participate in event 220, are redirected to content

provider 110, or more particularly, to a multicast-enabled URL address from which

event 220 is delivered. In some embodiments of the present invention, content

providers 110 provide evcnt 220 to stadium 210 a prior-i, and stadium 210

subsequently directs participants 120 to the multicast enabled URL address.

Participants 120 generally receive the information stream via a suitable

receiving device such as, but not limited to, a computer workstation, a PDA, a

memory device (e.g., an MP3 player, a memory stick, etc), a cellular telephone, a

set-top box, or any other form of electronic device capable ofreceiving

information from network communication system 105, including those employing

one or more wireless connections to network communication system 105. In one

embodiment of the present invention, the receiving device includes a web browser

that operates in conjunction with an event renderer such as a media player (e.g.,

Real Player”, Microsofi Windows’ Media PlayerTM, etc.) to render event 220 for

use by participant 120. In an alternate embodiment, the event renderer is delivered

prior to or as part of event 220. For example, if event 220 comprises an

application program upgrade, event 220 may also include or be accompanied by a

self-installing event renderer that installs the upgrade on participants’ receiving

device. The interaction between participants 120 and multicast enviromnent 100 is

discussed in further detail below.
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Participant Managers

Participants 120 are managed and organized in multicast environment 100

by one or more participant managers 130 located at various strategic points within

the network communication system. Preferably, participant managers 130 are

organized within multicast environment 100 in a hierarchy 300 as illustrated in

FIG. 3. Hierarchy 300 includes one or more levels ofparticipant managers 130.

Each level may organize and manage one or more lower levels ofparticipant

managers 130 and/or one or more participants 120. Preferably, multicast

environment 100 includes up to 255 levels of participant managers 130 with any

number ofparticipant managers 130 resident at each level. Other embodiments

include fewer or more levels of participant managers 130 as would be apparent

Hierarchy 300 fOI’IIlS a tree topology with participants 120 at the “leaves,” various

levels ofparticipant managers 130 forming the “branches” and director 140

forming the “root.”

Hierarchy 300 ofparticipant managers 130 manage and organize

participants 120 in multicast environment 100 by directing network commands and

control information downward fi'om director 140, through the levels of participant

managers 130, and ultimately to participants 120. Likewise, information

associated with the delivery of the event is directed upward from participants 120,

through the levels ofparticipant managers 130, which aggregate the information, to

director 140 which monitors the delivery of the event. This process is discussed in

further detail below.
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In one embodiment of the present invention, hierarchy 300 is formed on a

geographic basis. As illustrated in FIG. 3, hierarchy 300 includes a regional (e.g.,

West Coast) participant manager 310 that manages and organizes three state

participant managers 320 within that region, namely a California participant

manager 320A, an Oregon participant manager 320B, and a Washington

participant manager 320C. Each of these state participant managers 320 may

include one or more district participant managers 330. As illustrated in FIG. 3,

California participant manager 320 includes at least a Central California participant

manager 330. Other district participant managers 330 may be included but are not

illustrated for purposes of clarity.

- Each district participant manager 330 may further include one or more

locality participant managers 340. As illustrated in FIG. 3, Central California

participant manager 330 includes a San Francisco participant manager 340A, a San

Jose participant manager 340B, and an Oakland participant manager 340C.

Various additional lower levels of granularity may be included in hierarchy 300.

However, in this illustration, each locality participant manager includes one or

more participants 120. As illustrated in FIG. 3, San Francisco participant manager

340A includes a participant 350A, a participant 350B, and a participant 350C; San

Jose participant manager 340B includes a participant 350D; and Oakland

participant manager 3400 includes a participant 350E and a participant 350E

It should be understood that the terms “regional,” “state,” “district,” and

“locality? are used herein for purposes of illustration and not as specifying any

particular method of organizing participants 120. As would be apparent, various

-16-
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mechanisms for organizing participants 120 and participant managers 130 into

hierarchy 300 are available and might be used in various circumstances.

Preferably, participant managers 130 are located at various strategic points

within the network communication system 105. When network communication

system 105 includes the Internet, these strategic locations may include various

points—of—presence (“POPS”) Within the Internet, preferably located near

participants 120. Alternately, when network communication system'105 includes

an Intranet, these strategic locations may include various subnets, departments,

buildings, or geographic locations Within the intranet. Of course these locations

may also include a combination of strategic points within various intranets

operating Within the overall framework of the Internet as would be apparent.

Director

Preferably, each stadium 210 in multicast environment 100 is associated

with a director 140. However, in alternate embodiments of the present invention,

director 140 may be associated with several stadiums 210. Director 140 oversees

and manages the delivery of event 220 from stadium 210 to paJticipants 120.

Director 140 also provisions tickets 240 for events 220 in stadium 210. In a

preferred embodiment of the present invention, director 140 is comprised of two

components: a director server 410 and a director client 420 as illustrated in FIG. 4.

Each of these is now described in further detail.
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Director Client

According to a preferred embodiment of the present invention, director

client 420 is one component of director 140. Director client 420 preferably

comprises a web-based monitoring tool that provides dynamic, real-time views of

the delivery of event 220 Within multicast environment 100. In particular, director

client 420 provides information regarding participants 120 as well as delivery

statistics associated with participants 120 at various levels within hierarchy 300,

Director client 420 also provides interactive control over participant managers 130

and participants 120 within hierarchy 300, including the ability to delete a

particular participant 120 from event 220.

Director client 420 also operates as an interface to create event 220, edit

event 220, remove event 220 and other management operations associated with

event 220_ Preferably, either content provider 110 or a system operator may access

director client 420 to perform these operations.

FIG. 5 illustrates an exemplary graphical user interface (“GUI”) 500

associated with director client 420 for providing infomiation regarding the delivery

of event 220. More particularly, FIG. 5 illustrates a GUI 500 that represents

various performance and infonnation aspects of the delivery of event 220 (referred

to herein as delivery statistics) to one or more participants 120 arranged in a left

GUI portion 510 and a right GUI portion 570.

Lefi GUI portion 510 includes a GUI tree structure 515 corresponding to

hierarchy 300. GUI tree structure 515 represents the various levels of hierarchy

-18-
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300 in a familiar “directory tree structure” such as that employed in various “file

manager” applications. In this example, GUI tree structure 515 correSponds to

hierarchy 300 for West Coast participant manager 3 10. Thus, a first level structure

indicator 520A corresponds to California participant manager 320A; a first level

structure indicator 520B corresponds to Oregon participant manager 320B; and

first level structure indicator 520C corresponds to Washington participant manager

320C. Each first level structure indicator 520 may include information 521 (such

as information 521A) that identifies its corresponding participant manager 130

and/or that summarizes aggregate delivery statistics corresponding to participants

managers 130 attached beneath it.

Each first level structure indicator 520 may include one or more second

level structure indicators 525. For example, a second level structure indicator

525A corresponds to Central California participant manager 330. Each second

level structure indicator 525 may include information 526 that identifies its

corresponding participant manager 130 and/or that summarizes aggregate delivery

statistics corresponding to participants managers 130 attached beneath it.

Likewise, each second level structure indicator 525 may include one or

more third level structure indicators 530. For example, second level structure

indicator 525A includes a third level structure indicator 530A corresponding to San

Jose participant manager 340BA, a third level structure indicator 530B

corresponding to San Francisco participant manager 340A, and a third level

structure indicator 530C corresponding to Oakland participant manager 340C.

Again, each third level structure indicator may include information 531 that

-19_
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identifies its corresponding participant manager 130 and/or that summarizes

aggregate delivery statistics corresponding to participant managers 130 attached

beneath it.

Although described above as being associated with participant managers

130, any of structure indicators 520, 525, 530 may correspond to a particular

participant 120. Likewise, each of structure indicators 520, 525, 530 may include

information that identifies its corresponding participant 120 and/or that provides

delivery statistics corresponding to participant 120.

As illustrated in FIG. 5, third level structure indicator 530B and its

information 5313 are highlighted. Preferably, when any of particular structure

indicators 520, 525, 530 are highlighted in lefl GUI portion 510, information

associated with the corresponding participant manager 130 is presented in right

GUI portion 570. Thus, as illustrated in FIG. 5, right GUI portion 570 includes
information corresponding to San Francisco participant manager 340A.

In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, right GUI portion 570

provides information associated with participants 120 organized below the

corresponding participant manager 130 associated with the highlighted structure

indicator in left GUI portion 510. In this example, right GUI portion 570 includes

information corresponding to participants 350A, 350B and 350C organized below

San Francisco participant manager 340A. If structure indicator 525A were

highlighted in FIG. 5, right GUI portion 570 would include information

corresponding to participants 350A—F. '
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In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, the information

corresponding to participants 120 displayed in right GUI portion 570 includes a

ticket ID 540 and a duration 545. Ticket ID 540 corresponds to an identification

number of ticket 240 granted to a particular participant 120 whereby the particular

participant was granted access to event 220 as will be discussed in further detail.

Duration 545 corresponds to an amount of time that the particular participant 120

' participated in the event (i. e., received the information stream). In some

embodiments of the present invention, duration 545 may correspond to an amount

of data (expressed in bytes or other suitable measure ofdata) delivered to the

particular participant 120. Other information corresponding to participants 120

may be included as would be apparent.

As illustrated in FIG. 5, a particular ticket ID 550 is highlighted. In a

preferred embodiment of the present invention, further information 565 is

displayed in right GUI portion 570, for highlighted ticket lD’s such as ticket ID

550. In one embodiment of the present invention, further information 565 includes

demographic data 560 associated with the particular participant 120. This

demographic information may include name, address, age, gender, household

income, occupation, telephone number, and various other demographic information

as would be apparent. In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, the

particular participant 120, in exchange for ticket 240 to event 220, may have

provided this demographic information.

System operators and content providers 1 10 may access director client 420

to monitor the delivery of event 220. Likewise, system operators and content

-21-
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providers 110 may access director client 420 afier delivery of event 220 to conduct

pre-processing or post-processing on the delivery ofevent 220.

In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, director client 420 is

used to determine demographic information associated with the delivery of a

particular event 220. This demographic information may be used to target a direct

advertising campaign or provide special offers to a subset ofparticipants 120 on a

demographic and/or geographic basis. Additional aspects of this embodiment are

described in further detail below.

Director Server

Director server 410 provides various organizational and management

functions of director 140, namely provisioning event 220, controlling delivery of

event 220, logging delivery of event 220, and reporting delivery of event 220.

Each of these are now described in further detail.

Event Provisioning

Director server 410 provides management tools to provision stadium 210

for events 220. Provisioning stadium 210 for events includes allocating,

dispensing, and tracking tickets 240. In this regard, director server 410 may

determine a maximum number of tickets 240 that can be dispensed by a particular

content provider 110, This controls an amount of access the particular content

provider 110 has to stadium 210. Director server 410 may also determine a

maximum number of tickets 240 that can be dispensed for a particular event 220 in

stadium 210. This controls a number of participants 120 to the particular event 220

-22-
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and limits their attendant system requirements imposed on network communication

system 105 (e.g., server capacity, bandwidth, etc.). Director server 140 may also

determine a maximum number oftickets 240 that can be dispensed for any

particular point in time per participant manager 130. This controls an amount of

participants 120 accessing a particular point of presence in network

communication system 105 to again limit the burden imposed on that particular

point of presence (e.g., server capacity, number of modems, network bandwidth,

etc.). Director server 140 may also determine a maximum number of tickets 240

that may be dispensed to participants 120 organized below any particular

participant manager 130. By setting this maximum number to zero for some

participant managers 130 and to a non-zero number for other participant managers

130, the director server 410 may control a geographic region (e.g., a country, a

state, a county, at city, etc.) in which participants 120 can access event 220.

In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, director server 410

maintains a database of all tickets 240 that have been dispensed in multicast

environment 100 and used within stadium 210. This database may include

information associated with the particular participant 120 to which each ticket 240

is dispensed. These tickets 240 are maintained on a per event as well as a per

participant manager for purposes of planning and provisioning addition resources

in multicast environment 100.
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Controlling Delivery ofEvent

Director server 410 also controls delivery of event 220 using a delivery 1

method referred to as the SURL. The SURL is generated by director server 410

and resides on the web page provided by content provider 110 for a particular

event 220. The SURL is implemented using a Java Applet, Servlet, HTML, or a

combination of any of these or similar code scripting languages.

FIG. 6 illustrates an operation of this delivery method as it delivers the

particular event 220 to participant 120. In a step 610, participant 120 invokes the

SURL by attempting to access the particular event on the web page, In a step 620,

the delivery method determines whether participant 120 has tumstile 230. In a

preferred embodiment of the present invention, the delivery method determines

Whether a particular directory is present on the receiving device ofparticipant 120

and that files associated with turnstile 230 reside therein. Other mechanisms for

determining whether participant 120 has turnstile 230 are available as would be

apparent. If participant 120 has a turnstile, processing continues at a step 635;

otherwise, in a step 630, turnstile 240 is downloaded and installed at participant

120.

In step 635, tumstile 230 is invoked. In a step 640, turnstile 230 determines

whether participant 120 has ticket 240 corresponding to the particular event 220.

In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, turnstile 230 determines

whether a registry (such as a WindowsTM registry) includes ticket 240

corresponding to the particular event 220. In addition, turnstile 230 authenticates
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ticket 240 to determine whether ticket 240 is a valid one. Ifparticipant 120 has

ticket 240 corresponding to the particular event 220, processing continues at a step

660. Otherwise, ifparticipant 120 does not have ticket 240, in a step 650, turnstile

230 directs participant 120 to an appropriate location where ticket 240 can be

acquired such as director server 410, content provider 110, ticket provider 150, or

some other source of ticket 240.

In step 660, after determining that participant 120 has turnstile 230 and

ticket 240, turnstile 230 may direct participant 120 to access a multicast source

associated with event 220. In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, this

access launches an event renderer thereby initiating delivery of event 220.

Logging Delivery ofEvent

Director server 410 also logs delivery of event 220. In particular, director

server 410 collects log information from each participant manager 130 and

mediates them, preferably into an XML file referred to as a Content Delivery Log,

for each event 220 delivered. Content Delivery Log includes information

associated with the delivery of event 220 to each participant 120. Preferably, this

information includes an event identification, a ticket identification, a user

identification for billing, a time on event, a time off event, a duration of event, and

a reason for leaving event (ng., system failure, voluntary departure, etc.) Other

information may be included in the Content Delivery Log as would be apparent.
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Reporting on Delivery ofEvent

Director server 410 also provides various reports regarding event 220 to

either system operators (e.g., stadium owners) or content providers 110. As would

be apparent, various reports may be generated from data and delivery statistics

associated with event 220, stadium 210, participants 120, participant managers

130, and/or content provider 110.

For example, one such report may provide information regarding ticket

allocation with respect to a particular content provider 110 operating multiple

events 220 in stadium 210. This report may provide: a number of tickets available

to be distributed for all future events; a number of tickets allocated for current or

pending events; a number of tickets to past or current events that were allocated

but not dispensed to participants; a number of tickets that were dispensed to and

actually used by participants; and a number of tickets that were dispensed to but

not used by participants.

Another report may provide post-event information on the allocation of

tickets to an individual event with the stadium. This report may provide: a

number of tickets that were allocated to the event but were not dispensed; the

number of tickets that were dispensed to and used by participants; and the number

of tickets that were dispensed to but not used by participants.

Another report may provide pre—event information on the number of tickets

that have been allocated and dispensed for a single event within a particular

geographic region (i.e., Within the domain of a particular participant manager).

_26-
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Still another report may provide pre-event statistics on the number of tickets that

have been allocated and dispensed for all events within a particular geographic

region.

Yet still another report may provide post—event information on the number

ofparticipants that actually used their ticket to participate in the event by

geographic region. Another report may provide post~event information on the

duration ofparticipation for each participant by geographic region. Still another

report may provide a number of tickets allocated and used based on the

classification of the ticket.

Various other reports may be generated including summary reports

including any or all of the aforementioned reports as would be apparent.

Tickets

Tickets 240 provide a mechanism in multicast environment 100 for

identifying, authenticating, measuring, and controlling participants 120

participating in events 220 within stadium 210. Each ticket 240 includes a unique

identifier, preferably encrypted by itself or with other information, that is used to

authenticate ticket 240, to provide security to event 220, and to associate any

demographic or other participant information gathered by the system.

Tickets 240 may be of different types including, but not limited to, a single

event ticket, a multi—event ticket (e.g., a season ticket), a time—based ticket (e.g., a

three day pass), or a subscription ticket (e.g. weekly or monthly access). Different

types of tickets 240 may specify different manners of delivery such as delivery at a
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regularly scheduled time versus delivery “on demand”. Different types of tickets

240 may also specify one or more different classes of service (e.g. gold or platinum

levels). _

In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, ticket 240 includes first

authentication information and second authentication information. First

authentication is used by tumstile 230 to locally determine whether ticket 240 is a

valid ticket (i.e., one provided by director server 410). Second authentication is

used by participant managers 130 to actually authenticate that ticket 240 was

provided to the particular participant 120 in possession of ticket 240. Ticket 240

may also include information associated with participant 120, information

regarding a class of service, an address ofparticipant managers 130 to which

turnstile 230 should attach, and/or an address associated with advertising

information to be provided to participant 120 during event 220.

As described above, in order for a participant 120 to participate in a

particular event 22b, participant 120 must acquire a ticket 240 to the particular

event 220. Ticket 240 may be acquired at various locations within multicast

environment 100 including ticket provider 150, content provider 110, and/or

stadium 210. Ticket 240 may be acquired “in advance” or “at the door.”

Preferably, tickets 240 are acquired at a director server 410 associated with

stadium 210 hosting event 220. Alternately, any of these locations may direct

participant 120 to a single source of tickets 240 such as ticket provider 150.

According to the present invention, ticket provider 150 includes any source of

tickets 240 including commercial “bricks and mortar” sources.
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Participant 120 may acquire a ticket 240 in various manners. In one

embodiment of the present invention, participant 120 acquires ticket 240 by

providing various demographic or survey information associated with participant

120. In exchange for this infonnation, ticket provider 150 provides participant 120

with ticket 240.

In an alternate embodiment of the present invention, participant 120

acquires ticket 240 by providing payment information in exchange for ticket 240.

Payment information may include billing information or an actual form of

monetary compensation (e.g., cash, e-currency, etc.). In another embodiment of

the present invention, participant 120 acquires ticket 240 by providing both

demographic information and payment information. In this embodiment of the

present invention, the payment information may entitle participant 120 to a higher

class of service over those participants 120 only providing demographic

information. In some embodiments of the prCSCnt invention, ticket 240 is

distributed to participant 120 with no payment information or demographic

information required.

Turnstile

Turnstile 230 functions as a gatekeeper to stadium 210 and event 220.

Only those participants 120 with an appmpriate ticket 240 are allowed to enter

stadium 210 and participate in event 220.

In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, turnstile 230 operates

as an interface between participant 120 and content provider 110 (or other source

-29-
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of event 220). Turnstile 230 also operates as an interface between participant 120

and participant manager 130. Preferably, turnstile 230 is a plug—in (or similar code

portion) that is downloaded from director server 410 and installed at participant

120.

FIG. 8 illustrates a relationship among participants 120, turnstiles 230,

participant managers 130, and content providers 1 10. As illustrated in FIG. 8,

participants 120 receive event 220 from content provider 1 10 via a multicast-

enabled network communication system 105 (illustrated as solid lines in FIG .8).

Turnstiles 230, resident at each participant 120 monitor the delivery of event 220

and communicate delivery statistics upstream through a hierarchy 300 of

participant managers 130 to director 140 via a separate protocol layer on network

communication system 105 referred as a LEAP protocol (illustrated as dashed lines

in FIG .8).

Turnstile 230 identifies, authenticates, classifies, and controls participants

120 and their ability to access events 220. Turnstile 230 also monitors use by

measuring a duration oftime participant 120 accessed event 220 and/or an amount

of data participant 120 received from event 220.

LEAP Protocol

The LEAP protocol implements a signaling and transport protocol for

20 managing events 220 in stadium 210. The LEAP protocol is a 1i ght-weight

transaction protocol built on top of a User Datagram Protocol (“UDP”). The

LEAP protocol enables unicast as well as multicast transactions. Most transactions
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within the LEAP protocol are reliable transactions. That is, each transaction is

verified as successful or failed. This may be accomplished in various manners as

would be apparent.

The LEAP facilitates many of the communications between components of

multicast environment 100. More particularly, the LEAP protocol operates on

turnstile 230, participant managers 130, and director server 410 to provide

autodiscovery, self-organization, and communication among these components.

For example, turnstile 230, equipped with ticket 240, notifies multicast

environment 100 of its desire to participate in event 220 by sending a “JOIN”

message within the LEAP protocol to a particular participant manager 130

identified in ticket 240. The particular participant manager 130 determines

whether ticket 240 is valid. If ticket 240 is a valid ticket, participant manager 130

responds with a “JOIN REPLY” message within the LEAP protocol indicating a

successfiil joining ofparticipant 120 to event 220. If ticket 240 is an invalid ticket,

participant manager 130 responds with a JOIN REPLY message indicating that the

joining failed and participant 120 is unable to gain access to event 220. When

participant 120 leaves event 220, turnstile 230 sends a “LEAVE” message to the

particular participant manager 130. Participant manager 130 responds with a

“LEAVE ACKNOWLEDGEMENT” message.

The LEAP protocol is also used between and among participant-managers

130 for various communications. A lower level participant manager 130 (also

referred to as a “downstream” participant manager 130) associates itself with a
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higher level participant manager 130 (also referred to as an “upstream” participant

manager 130) by sending an “ATTACH” message within the LEAP protocol to the

upstream participant manager 130. The upstream participant manager 130 I

responds by sending an “ATTACH ACKNOWLEDGEMENT” message within the

LEAP protocol to the lower level participant manager 130. Similarly, a participant

manager 130 disassociates itselfwith another participant manager 130 by sending a

“DETACH” message within the LEAP protocol. The participant manager 130

being disassociated responds by sending a “DETACH ACKNOWLEDGEMENT”

message within the LEAP protocol.

Data is exchanged between components by using a “DATA” message. A

requestor sends the “DATA” message to a requestee for data. The requestee

responds with the requested data in a “REPLY” message back to the requestor.

Many information exchanges are used in multicast environment 100. Examples of

' these include: director server 410 requesting that a particular participant manager

130 provide a list of all participants-120 attached to it; a downstream participant

manager 130 requests that an upstream participant manager provide a list of all

events 220 it has defined; and a participant manager 130 requests that a particular

participant 120 provide statistics about itself.

Some information exchanges in the LEAP protocol are not transactions but

controlled messages that flow upstream. These messages flow upstream at some

requested configurable rate from a downstream entity such as a participant 120 or

lower level participant manager 130 to a upstream entity such as a higher level

participant manager 130 or director server 410. Examples of these messages
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include: aggregate participant statistic messages, dynamic topology messages

indicating changes in hierarchy 300, and event specific statistic messages.

Another type of information exchange in the LEAP protocol are referred to

as casts. Casts are multicast transactions where the REPLY messages are

aggregated to indicate success or failure of the cast. FIG. 9 illustrates a participant

manager hierarchy 900 operating with a cast transaction. Hierarchy includes a root

participant manager 910, one or more internal participant managers 920, and one

or more edge participant managers 930. Root participant manager 910 is the

highest level participant manager in hierarchy 900. Internal participant managers

920 represent one or more levels of mid—level participant managers. Edge

participant managers 930 represent the lowest level participant managers in

hierarchy 900. Attached to edge participant managers 930 are participants 120.

In the cast transaction, root participant manager 910 multicasts a “DATA”

message to all other participant managers in hierarchy 900. Edge participant

managers 930 that received the multicasted DATA message respond by sending an

affirmative “RBPL ” messa e u stream in this exam 16, to one or internal
2

participant managers 920. Thus, if edge participant manager 930B receives the

multicasted DATA message, it sends an affirmative “REPLY” message to internal

participant manager 920A. Similarly, if edge participant manager 93OF receives

the multicasted DATA message, it sends an affirmative “REPLY” message to

internal participant manager 920B.
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Internal participant managers 920 only respond to the multicasted DATA

message if and when all their downstream participant managers have responded.

In this example, internal participant manager 920A sends an affirmative “REPLY”

message to root participant manager 910 only after receiving affirmative REPLY

messages from each of participant managers 930A—C. Likewise, internal

participant manager 920B sends an affirmative “REPL ” message to root

participant manager 910 only after receiving affirmative REPLY messages from

each ofparticipant managers 930D—F. The cast transaction is complete when a

REPLY message has been received fiom all participant managers.

In the event that some participant managers fail to receive the initial DATA

message, the cast fails, preferably via a timeout waiting on the REPLY message.

In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, a localized retransmission of

the DATA message is sent In other words, an upstream participant manager that

received the DATA message and that has not received a REPLY from a

downstream participant manager sends the DATA message directly to that

downstream participant manager.

Autodiscovery Algorithm

According to the present invention, participant managers 130 form

themselves into hierarchy 300 using an autodiscovery algorithm 1000 illustrated in

FIG. 10 and FIG. 17. Autodiscovery algorithm defines the process by which

participant managers 130 discover their relationships to other participant managers

in hierarchy 300.
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Before discussing the algorithm itself, some characteristics ofparticipant

managers 130 are briefly described. Each participant manager 130 is assigned a

level within hierarchy 300. As discussed above, this level preferably varies

between 0 (the lowest level) and 255 (the highest level). These levels are assigned .

during'system design and implementation so that the lowest level participant

managers 130 preferably reside near participants 130 both logically (in terms of

network address or number of “hops”) and geographically (in terms ofphysical

location). Higher level participant managers 130 are similarly organized around

the lower level participant managers 130. One example of such organization was

described above with respect to FIG. 3.

Each participant manager 130 is likewise assigned a network address.

While it would seem simple to merely arrange hierarchy 300 by having various

lower level participant managers 130 report directly to a particular higher level

participant manager 130 via this address, such an arrangement does not provide the

self-organizing or self-healing features of the present invention. For example, if

the particular higher level participant manager 130 fails, the lower level participant

managers 130 assigned to it have no mechanism for reestablishing themselves in

hierarchy 300. Similarly, the addition of a new participant manager 130 to

hierarchy 300 would require that at least some of the lower level participant

managers 130 be manually reassigned.

Autodiscovery algorithm 1000 however, provides both self-organizing and

self—healing features by allowing participant managers 130 to locate one another

and arrange themselves in hierarchy 300. A preferred embodiment of
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autodiscovery algorithm 1000 with respect to a new participant manager 130

joining hierarchy 300 is now described with reference to FIG. 10.

In a step 1010, the new participant manager 130 casts an “ANNOUNCE”

message on a inulticast address within multicast environment 100. Preferably, this

multicast address is associated with a particular stadium 210 to which the new

participant manager 130 is assigned. The new participant manager 130 is “new” in

the sense that it is not yet a member ofhierarchy 300 and is desirous of discovering

its place therein. The ANNOUNCE message includes a unicast address and a level

associated with the new participant manager 130 to which other participant

managers 1 30 should respond.

In a step 1020, the new participant manager 130 receives an “ANNOUNCE

‘ACKNOWLEDGE” message from a replying participant manager 130. The

ANNOUNCE ACKNOWLEDGE message includes a unicast address and a level

associated with the replying participant manager 130.

In a step 1030, the new participant manager 130 determines whether the

level of the replying participant manager 130 is less than its own level. If so, the

response is ignored, and processing continues at step 1020 to evaluate responses

from other participant managers 130. Otherwise, processing continues at a step

1040.

In step 1040, the new participant manager 130 determines whether the level

ofthe replying participant manager 130 is greater than the level of an upstream

participant manager 130 that the new participant manager 130 believes is the next
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higher level above his. This participant manager 130 is referred to as a current

upstream participant manager and identifies the participant manager 130 to which

the new participant manager is attached in hierarchy 300. If the level of the

replying participant manager 130 is greater than the level of the current upstream

. participant manager, then the response is ignored, and processing continues at step

1020 to evaluate responses from other participant managers 130. Otherwise,

processing continues at a step 1050.

In step 1050, the new participant manager 130 determines whether the level

of the replying participant manager 130 is less than the level of the cmrent

upstream participant manager 130. If so, processing continues at a step 1070. Step

1070 is arrived at when the replying participant manager 130 has a level in

between that of the new participant manager 130 and that of the current participant

manager 130. This would indicate that the replying participant manager 130

should be identified as the current participant manager 130. In step 1070, the

replying participant manager is identified as the current participant manager 130.

In a preferred embodiment, this is accomplished by sending an ATTACH message

to the replying participant manager 130 and a DETACH message to the current

participant manager 130. Once step 1070 is completed, processing continues at

step 1020 to evaluate responses from other participant managers 1 30.

If in step 1050 the level of the replying participant manager 130 is not less

than the level of the current upstream participant manager 130, processing

continues at a step 1060. Step 1060 is arrived at when the level of the replying

participant manager 130 and that of the current upstream participant manager 130
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are the same. When this occurs, the new participant manager 130 preferably

attaches itself to the closest ofthe two same level participant managers 130. In

step 1060, the new participant manager 130 determines whether the replying

participant manager 130 is closer than the current upstream participant manager

130. This may be accomplished by determining a number ofhops between the

new participant manager and each of the same level participant managers assuming

that participant managers with fewer hops between one another are located

physically closer to one another than those with more hops. Ties in the number of

hops are resolved in favor of the participant manager with the closest network

address.

In step 1060, if the replying participant manager 130 is closer than the

current upstream participant manager, then processing continues at step 1070

where the replying participant manager is identified as the current participant

manager as described above. Otherwise, processing continues at step 1020 to

evaluate responses from other participant managers 130. Autodiscovery algorithm

1000 is repeated until the new participant manager no longer receives further

ANNOUNCE ACKNOWLEDGE messages. This portion of autodiscovery

algorithm 1000 establishes the upstream connections of the new participant

manager 130 within hierarchy 300.

FIG. 17 illustrates autodiscovery algorithm 1000 from the perspective of a

participant manager 130 already existing in hierarchy 130. This portion of

autodiscovery algorithm 1000 now described establishes the downstream

connections of the new participant manager 130 within hierarchy 300.
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In a step 1710, an existing participant manager 130 receives an

ANNOUNCE message from the new participant manager 130. The participant

manager 130 is “existing” in the sense that it is already attached in hierarchy 300.

In a step 1720, the existing participant manager 130 determines whether the level

of the new participant manager 130 is less than its own level. If so, in a step 1720,

the existing participant manager 130 responds by sending an ANNOUNCE

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT message as discussed above. Otherwise processing

continues at a step 1 740.

In step 1740, the existing participant manager 130 determines whether the

level of the new participant manager 130 is less than the level of the current

upstream participant manager 130. If so, the new participant manager 130 is closer

than the current upstream participant manager 130, and processing continues at a

step 1750. Otherwise, the ANNOUNCE message fi'om the new participant

manager 1 30 is ignored.

In step 1750, because the new participant manager 130 is closer than the

current upstream participant manager 130, the existing participant manager 130

detaches from the current upstream participant manager 130. In a step 1760, the

existing participant manager 130 restarts autodiscovery algorithm 1000 by casting

an ANNOUNCE message in step 1010.

As an example, hierarchy 300 may be obtained using autodiscovery

algorithm 1000 with the following levels assigned to each of the components: for

director 140, LEVEL = 255; for West Coast participant manager 310, LEVEL =
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200; for California participant manager 320A, Oregon participant manager 320B,

and Washington participant manager'320C, LEVEL = 150; for Central California

participant manager 330, LEVEL = 80; for San Francisco participant manager

340A, San Josc participant manager 340B, and Oakland participant manager 340C,

LEVEL = 20; and for participants 350, LEVEL = 0.

System Operation

The operation of multicast environment is now described from a

perspective of each of the following components: participant 120, turnstile 230,

participant manager 130, director server 410, and finally, director client 420.

Participant ’5' Perspective .

FIG. 11 illustrates an operation 1100 ofmulticast environment 100 from a

perspective of a participant 120 according to one embodiment of the present

invention. In a step 1110, participant 120 preferably selects an event 220 from

either a web page provided by content provider 11 O or from stadium 210. In

alternate embodiments, participant 120 may be delivered a link to event 220 via an

e-mail, a URL address or other mechanism.

In a step 1120, after selecting event 220, director server 410 determines

whether participant 120 has tumstile 230 installed. In a preferred embodiment of

the present invention, this accomplished using the SURL delivery method as

described above. If the SURL determines that tumstile 230 is installed processing

continues at a step 1140. Otherwise, in a step 1130, participant 120 receives a

turnstile 230 from director server 410.
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In step 1140, in one embodiment, turnstilc 230 determines Whether

participant 120 has a valid ticket 240 to event 220. In an alternate embodiment, the

SURL determines ifparticipant 120 has a valid ticket 240 to event 220. If turnstilc

230 determines that participant 120 has a valid ticket, processing continues at a

step 1160. Otherwise, in a step 1150, participant 120 acquires a ticket 240 to event

220. In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, turnstilc 230 directs

participant 120 to a location Where participant 120 may acquire ticket 240.

In step 1160, participant 120 accesses event 220, or more particularly,

accesses a multicast address associated with event 220 as provided by the SURL

delivery method from director server 410. This access initiates delivery of event

220. In a step 1170, this access invokes turnstile 230 at participant 120 ifnot

already invoked. In a step 1180, this access also preferably launches an event

renderer at participant 120.

In a step 1190, participant’s 120 participation in event 220 ends. In one

embodiment of the present invention, participant 120 closes the event renderer

thereby ending participation in event 220. Altemately, the delivery of event 220 is

completed thereby ending participation in event 220.

Turnstile ’s Perspective

FIG. 12 illustrates an operation 1200 of multicast environment 100 from a

perspective of turnstilc 230 according to the present invention. In a step 1210,

turnstilc 230 is installed onto participant 120.
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In a step 1220, tumstile 230 is invoked when participant 120 accesses event

220. In a first one embodiment of the present invention, tumstile 230 is invoked

when participant I20 attempts to access a multicast address associated with event

220. In this embodiment, tumstile 230 prohibits participant 120 from joining the

multicast until various requirements (tag. authorization from participant manager

130) are met.

In a second embodiment of the present invention, tumstile 230 is a wrapper

(e.g. , Java applet) around the event renderer that intercepts signaling to the event

renderer thereby prohibiting its launch, until the various requirements are met.

In a step 1230, tumstile 230 locates its corresponding participant manager

130 in hierarchy 300. In one embodiment of the present invention, tumstile 230

invokes autodiscovery algorithm 1000 as described above to seek out its

corresponding participant manager. In an alternate embodiment of the present

invention, tumstile 230 determines an address to its corresponding participant

manager 130 from ticket 240. In yet another alternate embodiment of the present

invention, tumstile 230 is pre-assigned an address of the corresponding participant

manager 130.

Once located in hierarchy 300, in a step 1235, tumstile 230 determines if

participant 120 has a valid ticket 240. If not, in a step 1260, tumstile 230 directs

participant 120 to ticket provider 150. Otherwise, processing continues at a step

1240.
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In step 1240, turnstile 230 forwards ticket 240 corresponding to event 220

to participant manager 130. In a preferred embodiment ofthe present invention,

turnstile 230 forwards ticket 240 to participant manager 130 in conjunction with a

JOIN message to participant manager 130.

In a step 1250, turnstile 230 receives a message from participant manager

130 indicating whether participant 120 has authorization to participate in event

220. Preferably, this is accomplished by receiving a JOIN REPLY message from

participant manager 130. If the message fiom participant manager 130 indicates

that participant 120 has authorization to participate in event 220, processing

continues at a step 1270. Otherwise, in step 1260, turnstile 230 directs participant

120 to ticket provider 1 50 where ticket 240 can be acquired.

In step 1270, the event renderer at participant 120 is launched as discussed

above to render event 220. In a step 1280, turnstile 230 directs the event tenderer

to a source of the information stream associated with event 220, from which the

event tenderer collects the information stream and renders it' for participant 120.

In a step 1290, turnstile 230 periodically gathers delivery statistics

associated with the delivery of event 220 to participant 120 and forwards them to

participant manager 130. In one embodiment, turnstile 230 gathers and forwards

delivery statistics at a start and end of event 220. In another embodiment, turnstile

230 gathers and forwards delivery statistic at a particular rate (eg. once every two

seconds). In yet another embodiment, turnstile 230 gathers and forwards delivery

statistics when queried by director server 410 or one ofparticipant managers 130.
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Participant Illanagar ’s Perspective

FIG 13 illustrates an operation 1300 ofmulticast environment 100 from a

perspective ofparticipant manager 130 according to the present invention.

In a step 13 10, participant manager 130 locates itself with hierarchy 300.

Preferably, participant manager 130 does so using autodiscovery algorithm 100 as

described above. Once so located, at some point in time, participant manager 130

receives a ticket 240 from turnstile 230 accompanied by a request to authenticate

ticket 240.

In a step 133 O, participant manager 130 attempts to authenticate ticket 240.

As discussed above, participant manager 130 uses second authentication

information included in ticket 240 to verify that ticket 240 was provided to

participant 120. In a step 1340, participant manager 130 notifies tumstile 230 of

the results of the authentication.

In a step 1350, participant manager 130 collects delivery statistics from

turnstile 230. Preferably, participant manager 130 collects delivery statistics from

each of turnstiles 230 below it in hierarchy 300. In a step 1360, participant

manager 130 aggregates the delivery statistics fiorn each of turnstiles 230. In a

step 1370, participant manager 130 forwards the aggregated delivery statistics to

the upstream participant manager 130. Preferably, each level of participant

managersl30 aggregate the delivery statistics so that they are correlated from root

to leaf at any point in time within hierarchy 300.
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For example, San Francisco participant manager 340A aggregates delivery

statistics from participants 350A—C and forwards them to Central California

participant manager 330. Similarly, Central California participant manager 310

aggregates delivery statistics from San Francisco participant manager 340A, San

Jose participant manager 340B, and Oakland participant manager 3400 and

forwards them to California participant manager 320A. Each higher level

participant manager 130 aggregates and forwards delivery statistics firom those

participant managers immediately beneath it until director server 410 receives the

aggregated delivery statistics representing all participants 120 of a particular event

220.

The delivery statistics may include: an identification of event 220, an

identification ofparticipant manager 130 forwarding the statistics, 3. number of

participants 120 directly attached to the participant manager 130, and an aggregate

number of participants 120 indirectly attached to the participant manager 130

through lower level participant managers 130. Delivery statistics may also include

a time a particular participant 120 joined particular event 220, and/or a time the

particular participant 120 left the particular event 220

Director Server’s Perspective

FIG. 14 illustrates an operation 1400 ofmulticast environment 100 fi'om a

perspective of director server 410 according to the present invention. Afler

director server 410 is installed and started, in a step 1410, director server 410

locates the highest level participant managers 1 30 in hierarchy 300. In one
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embodiment of the present invention, director server 410 locates the highest level

participant managers 130 using autodiscovery algorithm 1000. For example, as

illustrated in FIG. 3, director 140 (i.e., director server portion 410) discovers West

Coast participant manager 310 as well as any other participant managers 130

sharing the same level (not illustrated). In another embodiment of the present

invention, director server 410 knows ahead of time the address of the highest level

participant managers 130.

In a step 1420, content provider 1 10 creates event 220 at director server

410 using director client 420. In a step 1425, director server 410 creates and

allocates tickets 240 for event 220. In a preferred embodiment of the present

invention, creating event 220 includes describing all properties of event 220

including, but not limited to, advertisements associated with event 220 and to the

provisioning of tickets 240 for event 220. In a step 1430, director server 410

notifies its participant managers 130 of event 220. In particular, director server

410 preferably supplies its participant managers 130 with an identification of event

220, a duration of event 220, and a duration during which participants 120 are

allowed to join. In a step 1440, director server 410 provides a ticket 240 to

participant 120 to access event 220.

In a step 1450, director server 410 periodically receives delivery statistics

associated with event 220 from its participant managers 130. In a step 1460,

director server 410 logs these delivery statistics as discussed above. In a step

1470, director server 410 provides director client 420 with the delivery statistics so

that content provider 110 or a system operator can view the delivery statistics.
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FIG. 15 illustrates an operation 1500 of director server 410 responding to a

query from director client 420 with respect to delivery statistics associated with a

particular participant manager 130 in hierarchy 300. In a step 1510, director server

410 receives a request from director client 420 regarding the delivery statistics

associated with one of participant managers 130 in hierarchy 300. Preferably, this

request can be made for any ofparticipant managers 310, 320, 330, and 340, or

participants 350 in hierarchy 300.

In a step 1520, director server 410 queries the particular participant

manager 130 directly. In a step 1530, director server 410 receives delivery

statistics directly from the queried participant manager 130. In a step 1540,

director server 410 provides director client 420 with the requested delivery

statistics associated with the particular participant manager 130 in hierarchy 300.

Director Client’s Perspective

FIG. 16 illustrates an operation 1600 of multicast environment 100 from a

perspective of director client 420 according to the present invention. Operation

1600 is now described with reference to FIG. 5.

In a step 1610, afler being installed at a user (113., either content provider

110 or a system operator) director client 420 requests information regarding

hierarchy 300 and delivery statistics associated therewith for a particular event 220

from director server 410. In a step 1620, director client 420 receives the requested

information fiom director server 410. In a step 1630, director client 420 presents

the user with a graphic user interface such as GUI 500 illustrated in FIG. 5.
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Preferably, an initial presentation ofhierarchy 300 in GUI 500 includes director

server 410 and its participant managers 130 (i. e. the highest level participant

managers 130 in hierarchy 300 directly connected to director server 410 such as

West Coast participant manager 310). Furthermore, the aggregated delivery

information associated with event 220 is preferably presented in GUI 500 with

respect to director server 410 with its constituent components broken down for

each ofparticipant managers 130.

In a step 1640, director client 420 receives a request from the user for

delivery statistics with respect to a particular participant manager 130. In a step

l650, director client 420 forwards the request directly to the particular participant

manager 130. In a step 1660, the director client 420 receives the requested

delivery statistics directly from the particular participant manager 130. In a step

1670, director client 420 presents the user with an updated GUI 500 with the

delivery statistics for the particular participant manager 130.

Director client 420 provides the user With-several mechanisms for selecting

the particular participant manager 130 for which delivery statistics are desired.

According to one embodiment of the present invention, the user may expand GUI

tree structure 515 by “clicking on” structure indicators 520, 525. As discussed

above, the GUI aspect of the present invention operates in a familiar manner to the

“directory structure” of a typical “file manager.” In doing so, director client 420

requests more specific information with respect to each lower level participant

manager 130 appearing in the expanded GUI tree structure 515. As GUI tree

structure 515 is expanded further and further, delivery statistics are requested for

-43-
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each corresponding lower level participant manager 130 until GUI tree structure

515 is fully expanded at which time delivery statistics are requested for individual

participants 120.

According to one embodiment of the present invention, alone or preferably

in combination with the embodiment just described, the user may also select a

particular participant manager 130 or participant 120 within GUI tree structure 515

to obtain delivery statistics for that particular entity as described above.

Advertising Model

In one embodiment of the present invention, participants 120 acquire ticket

240 at least in part, by providing demographic information to ticket provider 150.

Such demographic infomation may include, but is not limited to, a name, a

geographic location, an address, an age, a gender, a household income, an

occupation, a telephone number, an email address, a product preference, and

various other demographic or marketing information as would be apparent.

According to the present invention, such demographic information is

gathered by ticket providers 150 and collected at director server 410 and preferably ‘

organized using an identification of ticket 240 that was issued in exchange for the

demographic information. This demographic information may be used to provide

targeted advertising to participants 120 that correspond to a particular demographic

profile. Such a demographic profile may be generated at director client 420 and

forwarded to director server 410 to obtain a list ofparticipants 120 that match the
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demographic profile for a particular event 220 or group of events 220 so that a

particular advertisement may be sent to the list ofparticipants 120.

In a preferred embodiment, one or more URL addresses are included with

ticket 240 for delivering advertising information to participant 120 during event

220. One URL address may deliver a “stadium banner” that is delivered to all

participants of event 220. Another URL address may deliver an advertising stream

only to those participants 120 of event 220 that match a particular demographic

profile.

For example, a particular advertiser may wish to target an advertisement

towards 18-25 year old males living within a particular geographic area (e.g., San

Francisco) during a particular event or type of event. The advertiser would access

the present invention through director client 420 to create an appropriate

demographic profile corresponding to this group of individuals and forward it to

director server 410. Director server 410 subsequently includes a URL address

corresponding to the advertisement in tickets 240 for the particular event 220 or

type of event provided to participants 120 that the match the advertiser’s

demographic profile.

While the present invention has been described in terms of a preferred

embodiment, other embodiments and variations are within the scope of the

following claims.
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What is claimed is

l.' A system for multicasting an event to a plurality ofparticipants

comprising:

a director having a multicast address associated therewith for delivering the

event to the plurality ofparticipants;

a plurality ofparticipant managers installed within a network

communication system and logically connected amongst themselves and to said

director thereby forming a hierarchy; and

a turnstile installed at and associated with each of the plurality of

participants, each turnstile logically connected to one of said plurality of

participant managers in said hierarchy.

2. The system of claim 1, wherein said tumstile sends delivery

statistics regarding said associated participant to said connected participant

manager; and

wherein said plurality of participant managers propagates said delivery

statistics upstream through said hierarchy to said director.

3. The system of claim 2, wherein said plurality of participant

managers aggregates said delivery statistics fiom those of said plurality of

participants beneath it in said hierarchy.

4. The system of claim 1, wherein said associated participant presents

said tumstile with a ticket to the event to gain access to the event.

5. The system of claim 4, wherein said turnstilc determines Whether

said ticket is valid.
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6. , The system of claim 5, wherein said turnstile forwards a valid ticket

to said connected participant manager for authentication.

7. The system of claim 6, wherein said connected participant manager

communicates authorization to said turnstile upon determining said ticket is

authentic.

8. The system of claim 1, wherein said director provides event

information to said connected participant manager.

9. The system of claim 1, wherein said tumstile prevents said

associated participant from receiving the event until a ticket associated with the

event is authenticated.

10. The system of claim 1, wherein said tumstilc prevents said

associated participant from receiving the event until a ticket associated with the

event is determined to have been provided to said associated participant.

l 1. A method for organizing a plurality ofparticipants and a plurality of

participant managers in a hierarchy under a director comprising:

receiving a message from a sending participant manager at a receiving

participant manager, said sending participant manager and said receiving

participant manager included in the plurality of participant managers, said message

including a level of said sending participant manager;

determining whether said receiving participant manager should be attached

in the hierarchy to said sending participant manager based on said level of said

sending participant manager and a level of said receiving participant manager; and

if so, attaching said receiving participant manager to said sending

participant manager thereby forming the hierarchy.
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12. The method of claim 1 1, wherein said determining comprises

determining whether said receiving participant manager should be attached in the

hierarchy to said sending participant manager baSed on said level of said sending

participant manager, said level of said receiving participant manager, and a level of

an attached participant manager to which said receiving participant manager is

already attached.

13. The method of claim 12, wherein said determining comprises:

determining whether said level of said sending participant manager is less

than said level of said receiving participant manager.

14. The method of claim 12, wherein said determining comprises:

determining whether said level of said sending participant manager is less

than said level of said receiving participant manager; and

ifnot, determining whether said level of said sending participant manager

is greater than said level of said attached participant manager.

15. The method of claim 12, wherein said determining comprises:

detemiining whether said level of said sending participant manager is less

than said level of said receiving participant manager;

if not, determining whether said level of said sending participant manager

. is greater than said level of said attached participant manager; and

if not, determining whether said level of said sending participant manager

is less than said level of said attached participant manager.

16. The method of claim 12, wherein said determining comprises:

detennining whether said level of said sending participant manager is less

than said level of said receiving participant manager;

if not, determining whether said level of said sending participant manager

is greater than said level of said attached participant manager;
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ifnot, determining whether said level of said sending participant manager

is less than said level of said attached participant manager; and

if not, determining whether said sending participant manager is closer to

said receiving participant manager than said attached participant manager.

17. The method ofclaim 11, further comprising:

multicasting an announce message to said sending participant manager

from said receiving participant manager.

18. The method of claim 17, fithhcr comprising:

sending an announce acknowledge message to said receiving participant

manager fiom said sending participant manager, wherein said message comprises

said announce acknowledge message.

19. The method of claim 18, further comprising:

determining whether a level of said receiving participant manager is less

than a level of said sending participant manager; and

if so, sending an announce acknowledge message to said receiving

participant from said sending participant manager, wherein said message

comprises said announce acknowledge message.

20. The method ofclaim 19, fiirther comprising:

if said level of said receiving paiticipant manager is not less than said level

of said sending participant manager, determining whether said receiving

participant manager is closer to said sending participant manager than a participant

manager to which said sending participant manager is already attached.

21. The method ofclaim 20, further comprising:

detaching said sending participant manager from said attached paiticipant

manager; and

multicasting an announce message from said sending participant manager,
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22. A method for gating a participant access to a multicasted event

comprising:

upon the participant attempting to access the event, prohibiting the

participant fi'om joining the event;

determining whether the participant has a ticket;

if the participant has a ticket, determining whether said ticket is a valid

ticket;

if the participant has a valid ticket, receiving information as to whether said

ticket is an authentic ticket;

. if the participant has an authentic ticket, allowing the participant to join the

event.

23. The method of claim 22, wherein said prohibiting comprises

intercepting an attempt by an event renderer located at the participant to join the

event.

24. The method of claim 22, wherein said prohibiting comprises

preventing an event renderer located at the participant from launching.

25. The method of claim 22, wherein said allowing comprises allowing

said event renderer to join the event.

26. The method of claim 24, wherein said allowing comprises allowing

said event renderer to launch.

27. The method of claim 22, further comprising directing the participant

to a ticket provider if the participant does not have a ticket.
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28. The method of claim 22, further comprising directing the participant

to a ticket provider if the participant does not have a valid ticket.

29. The method of claim 22, fiirther comprising directing the participant

to a ticket provider if the participant does not have an authentic ticket.

30. The method of claim 22, further comprising attaching the

participant to a director through a hierarchy of participant managers.

31. The method of claim 30, wherein said step of receiving information

as to whether said ticket is an authentic ticket comprises receiving said information

fi'om said hierarchy.

32. The method of claim 30, wherein said step of receiving information

as to whether said ticket is an authentic ticket comprises receiving said information

from a participant manager in said hierarchy to which the participant is attached“

33. The method of claim 30, further comprising notifying said director

that the participant joined the event.

34. The method of Claim 30, further comprising notifying said director

that the event ended.

35: The method of claim 30, further comprising notifying a participant

manager in said hierarchy to which the participant is attached that the participant

joined the event.

36. A method for multicasting an event to a plurality of participants

comprising:
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determining whether a participant has a turnstile installed in response to a

request by said participant to participate in the event;

determining whether said participant has a valid ticket to the event;

directing said participant to a multicast source that delivers the event;

notifying a director that said participant has joined the event; and

monitoring the delivery of the event.

37. The method of claim 36, further comprising installing said turnstile

at said participant.

38. The method of claim 36, further comprising providing said valid

ticket to said participant.

39. The method of claim 36, further comprising notifying said director

when the event ends.

40. The method of claim 39, wherein said notifying comprises notifying

said director upon said participant closing the event.

41. The method of claim 39, wherein said notifying comprises notifying

said director upon completing the delivery of the event.

42. A method for aggregating delivery statistics comprising:

organizing a hierarchy having a lower level and a higher level, said lower

level including a plurality of lower level participant managers, said higher level

including a higher level participant manager, each of said plurality of lower level

participant managers attached to a participant;

receiving delivery statistics from each of said participants at each of said

plurality of lower level participant managers;
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forwarding said received delivery statistics to said higher level participant

manager; and

aggregating said forwarded delivery statistics at said higher level

participant manager.

43. A method for providing a targeted advertisement to a participant of

a multicasted event comprising:

collecting demographic information from the participant;

determining geographic information associated with the participant;

creating a ticket for the participant, said ticket including advertising

information targeted to the participant based on at least one of said demographic

information and said geographic information;

providing said ticket to the participant; and

granting the participant access to the multicasted event using said ticket,

whereby the targeted advertisement is delivered to the participant during

the multicasted event based on said advertising information.

44. The method of claim 43, wherein said advertising information

includes a network address associated with the targeted advertisement.

45. The method of claim 43, wherein said advertising information

includes the targeted advertisement.

46. A tree structure in a graphic user interface comprises:

a first level structure indicator corresponding to and identifying a higher

level participant manager; and

a plurality of second level structure indicators organized under said first

level structure indicators, each 0f said second level structure indicators

corresponding to and identifying a lower level participant manger, each lower level
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participant manager associated with at least one participant to which an event is

being delivered;

wherein said second level structure informationindicator includes

regarding said at least one participant associated with said corresponding lower

level participant manager, and

wherein said first level structure indicator includes aggregate information

regarding said lower level participant managers.

47. A system for multicasting an event to a plurality of participants

comprising:

a director having a multicast address associated therewith for delivering the

event to the plurality ofparticipants;

a plurality of participant managers installed within a network

communication system and logically connected amongst themselves and to said

director thereby forming a hierarchy organized on a geographic basis; and

a tumstile installed at and associated with each of the plurality of

participants, each tumstile logically connected to one of said plurality of

participant managers in said hierarchy that corresponds to a geographic location of

said associated participant, said tumstile requiring a ticket for said associated

participant to access the event,

wherein said director allocates a non-zero number of tickets to a first

participant manager in said hierarchy and allocates zero tickets to a second

participant manager in said hierarchy thereby restricting access to the event to

some of the plurality ofparticipants.
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Participant attempts to access event
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Turnstile is invoked
 

Does participant
have a valid ticket?

Direct participant to location
where ticket can be acquired

Direct participant to source. of event
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